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TWENTY-FOUB

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
April 19, 1 A. M.
For New England,
Increasing cloudiness and rain, southerly
winds, lower barometer and stationary temperature.

143 Pearl Street,

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
$2.60

la published ©very Thursday Morning at
year, if paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

Barometer highest on the New England
Storm of considerable intensity is cencoast.
tral in Iowa. Rain has fallen in the upper
Mississippi and Missouri valleys, upper Lake
region, Tennessee and Gulf 8tates, and fair
weather prevails in New England and the
Middle Atlantic States. Winds are variable
on the New
England and South Atlantic
coast. Temperature has risen 6 to 14 degrees
in Tennessee and Ohio valley and Blightly in
all other districts east of the Mississippi river.
Rt in is indicated for the Lake region, New
England, 'Middle Atlantic States, Tennessee
and Ohio valley to-day, followed by clearing
weather in the Lake region.
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PARASOLS.

MAINE.

Oar stock of
Stricken With Paralysis.

Winthbop, April 18—Ezra Hammond, upwards of 80 years of age, the oldest merchant
in bnsiness here, having b6en a clothing dealer

PARASOLS
and

for years,
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Burning of the Farragut House and Cottages at Bye Beach.
Exeter, N. H., April 18.—The Farragnt
House, the largest hotel' at Rye Beaoli, owned
by J. C. Philbrick & Son, and all the cottages
east of it, were burned to the ground at 1
o’clock this morning.
The fire originated in a
closet in the cottage occupied by Mr. Philbrick
between tbe Farragut and the Atlantic houses.

Corns!

Cure Your
USING

SOHLOTTERBF.C K 'S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts. Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
|arz CURE IS G UARAN TEED.^SS
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FOSTER’S
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE
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Murderers Sentenced and Arraigned.
Taunton, Mass., April 18.—In the Supreme
Judicial Court to-day, Frank Charon, who
j killed bis wife
by shooting her, at Fall River,
last July, plead guilty of murder in tbe second
degree. He was sentenced to state prison for
life.
Thomas H. McMillan, charged with killing
his wife at Fail River, July 26, 1881, was arraigned, and plead not guilty. His trial will
probably occupy several days.
Fire in Boston.
Boston, April 18 —Fire ibis morning in tbe
building 120 Fulton street, owned by Geo.^T.
McLauthlin & Co., machinists, caused a loss to
them of $40,000.
Tbe fourth floor was occupied by the Eureka Wringer Company; loss
The fifth floor was ocoupied by the
$10,000.
Cork & Corrugated Company of New York;
loss 95,000; insured for fully $2,000.
The Pacific Mills.
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CLEOPATRA

Gloves cleaned every day at 10 cents per pair
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Book Bitidtfi'8.
Win. A. QUINI-TI, itoom it. .>(»•»»►
Exrban«r !V«. ill M>»liouii* Mwi.

Pattern and Model Maker.
I.
rue.

Lawrence, Mass., April 18—To-day 1,000
looms are in operation in the Central Pacific
mills, with 342 weavers, a gain of 29 over yesterday. Thceutire spinning machiuery at the
lower mill can be operated to-morrow, as sufficient help is eugaged. This morning 100 addi
tional cards and (our more roping frames started, aud there now appears to be no doubt that
by the first of next week the Central mill will
be in foil operation.
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Extracts from Brief Testimonials
-FOR-

i.

MANN’S

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIF1

The renowned Queen of Sheba, with al I her royal
pomp, magnificent api»a'el an-' brilliant retintte,
would nev*T have appeared within the ureseuctcbf
the grandest of the monarchs of the past, had she
n«>t als pussessed tha-. whi h is the crowning gl »ry
of the female person—a skiu unchallenged for its
Oriental softness and its almost transcendental
purity.
Cleopatra, holding emperors at bay, and
ruling empires by h-r word, had quickly lost her
charm and power by one attack of blotches, or of
pimpies, or of hoi rid tan and freckles.
WOMAN RULES

THE WORLD

her beauty, not less than by her purity of charae
er. loveliuess of disposition and unselfifh devotion.
Indeed iu the estimation of perhaps too many men
beauty in a body «akes precedence over every other
consideration.
Beauty thus forms *n important |
part, of woman’s “working capital,” without which [
too many, (if not bankrupts in what relates to influence within the circle where they move), are
Hence we see not only
powerless for great good
the propriety but the duty of every lady preserving
wi h z aloes care that which to her is essential to
success aud influence, amt usefulness in life.
And, i
sirce “beiuty Is but skin deep,” the utmost care :
and vigilance are required to guard itagaimtthe
Among the great
many ins that flesh is heir to.
ana annoying enemies of beauty,

by
•

fiom

prominent Professional Men.

Caroliac B.Wioklow, M» D.,

Washington,

D. C.

With three months’ use of the Reactionary Lifter.
Its effect
I am a physically regenerated wom*n.
I esteem it a blessing which can
has been
not be over-estimated.
Clayton Keith, 91. D.,

magic**!

St. Louis.
It hardens the muscles, steadies the nerves, and
tones up the whole physical system, thus enabling
it to resist disease.
Horatio Gomez, 91. D.,
New York.
I am fully satisfied with your machine aim its effects.
Robert Hamilton, 91. D.,

Saratoga Springs.
It is entirely satisfactory to me, and
the merits claimed for it.
David Woowter, 91. D

possesses all

San Francisco.
1 do not hesitate to unqualified commend the
Reactionary Lifter to all pe sf,ns suffering fro a dyspeptic or rheumatic aff ections, and to every person
of sedentary employments.
Oliver Wendell Holme*, 91. D.,
Harvard University.
It furnishes a concentrated form of exere ise vbic
I nave found salutary, agreeable and exhi araiing
The particular apparatus you use, ‘'TheReactionary
Lifter,” is a most ingenious, convenient, compact,
and serviceable arrangement
R. C. 91 of fat, 91. D.,

of either

sex

as of comfort,
happiness and health, are
pestiferous and horrid skin diseases—teitcrs, J
humors, eczema, (salt rheum), rough «nd scaly erupas

well

those

tions, ulcers, pimples, and all diseases of the hair
and scalp. For the cure of all these, Dr. C. W. Benson, of Baltim re, after years of patient s udy a »d
investigation devoted >o diseases of the skiD, at list
brought forih his celebrated Skin Cure, which has
alrrady by its marvelous cures, established itself as
the great remedy for all diseases of the skin, whatbe -heir names or character. Its succefs
ever
has beeu immense and unparalleled. All druggists
have it. It is e
put, up, two bottles in on®
package. Internal ana external treatment. Price

egantly

$100.

_

EVERYONE PRAISES.
Sick headache,
jadache, neuralgia,
vousness, paralysis, dyspepsia, sleeplessness and
brain diseases, positively cured by Dr. C.W. Benson’B
Celery and Onamomlle Pills. They contain no
opium, quinine, or other harmful drug. Sold by all
druggists. Price, 50cts per box. $1, for two, $2.50
for six, postage free.—Dr. C. W. Benson, Baltimore,
Md.
C. N Crittenton, New York, is Wholesale
Agent for Dr. C. W. Benson’s remedies.
h

nervous

ner-
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Brooklyn.
the most perfect compendium of exercise imaginable. It is particularly adapted to ladies suffering from uterine and kindred a eaknesse*.
Lawson A. Long, 91. D.,

Raid on Gambling Houses.
New York, April 18.—Four genteel gambhouses
up town were raided last night,and
ling
their pronrietors to-day held >o answer in a
suit to recover $62,000 alleged to have been lost
there by G. W. Tompkins, a broker’s clerk.
The owners of the houses aro also to he prosecuted.

JUST RECEIVED.

Buffalo.

A

large lot of

very choice

designs

New York.

It 1s almost indispensable for the maintenance of
health: it develops the entire muscular structure,
and imparts tone and vitality to the whole organism

for

WASHINGTON.

STAMPING,

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS
201 MIDDLE STREET.
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FIRST ARRIVAL.
Willi beau if u I Poller;
I'emrea.

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.
Fitted complete
a

with the

Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

English
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For Sale Wholesale aud Retail.

C. E. JOSE &
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CO,,
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GOLD MBDAL, PAMS, 1878.

BAKER'S
%

^

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It lias three
time8 the slrnujih of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Am wroot or Sugar,
and if* the t\l •. r more economical.
3t i d A ious, nourishing,
fitrengthttSii'.g ';wily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
well as for persons in health.

W. BAKER &

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

CO., Dorchester, Mass.

aF.M&W*»fc<-_
CLOT HES WRIN C E R S.
fSb24

Prices reduced

“UNIVERSAL,”

‘NOVELTY”

KENDALL&WHITNEY
1«T'
Portland,

OF

—

SEW CROP BARBADOES

MOLASSES.
2Sf PUNS.
!i4 TIERCES,

16 BULB.

) Now limiting
)

lr.il Wli >f,
“Alibca.”

nt
ex

Bear Admiral Wyman to be Relieved.
AH the vessels of the North Atlantic squadhave orders to rendezvous at Hampton
ron
Roads, the first of May next, as on that day
Rear Admiral Wyman will be retired from the
command of that squadron by Rear Admiral

CeuBcbr.

Cooper.

Tampering' with Official Correspondence.
The Secretary of State had bis attention
called some time since, to circumstances which
seemed to indicate that letters addressed by
the department to the United States legation
at La Paz had been tampered with while passing through the hands of the Chilian authori-

Ill Commercial Street.
dtf

mh30

lo Electric Lit Takers!
I am instructed to call the attention of those using ELECTRIC
LIGHTS who have not yet ob'ained
pel mission therefor, that it is absolntely necessary that permits be
without further delay
rom the agents doing their insurT. J. LITTLE,
ance.
Sec’y Bd. of Fire Underwriters.

firoeured
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GEORGEmTpORTER,
Master

Rhode Island School of Design,
Teacher of

Drawing, Painting, Modelling
signing.
Studio 511 1-2 Congress

and

Of*

Street.

A CHILDREN’S CLANS
In advanced work will be held on Saturdays, whan
object drawl g, and light and shade will be taught.
Reference. Rev. Dr. Mill, Dr. T. A. Foster,

F. Davl#.
Cyrus
For terms, etc., apply between 2 and 4 o'cleek

daily.

The Chinese Bill.
Washington, April 18.—The Senate committee on foreign relations have agreed to recommend the passage of the House bill to restrict Chinese immigration with a number of
amendments, all of them, verbal or otherwise,
unimportant, except the following: The committee strike out the 14th and 15th sections,
which respectively provide that hereafter no
court shall admit Chinese to citizenship, and
define the words "Chinese laborers” wherever
used in the bill as meaning both skilled and
unskilled laborers and Chinese employed in
Tbe section requiring collectors of
mining.
customs to remove from this couutry any Chinese
who shall hereafter unlawfully enter it,
is amended by providing that such removals
shall be made by authority of the President
under regulations to be prescribed by him, but
only after judicial examination of each case,
by a Unitea States judge, or United States

apl8d2w*

j

ties. He addressed remonstrances to the Chilian government, anil an investigation was
promised. The United States consul at Valparaiso reports by telegraph that the investigation has resulted in the arrest and punishing of
guilty officials.
Miscellaneous.
President Arthur gave a reception at the Executive Mansion to-night, to the diplomatic
corps and members of the House and Senate.
A reception was giv- n to-night at the National Museum to members of the National
Academy of Science and members of the Philosophical, Anthropological and Biological societies of this city.
The Grattan Literary Association.
Baltimore, April 18.—The Grattan centennial celebration by the Irish National Land
League of Maryland took place to-day. Mayor
Whyte presided and opened the meeting with
eloquent introductory remarks and introduced Hon. Jere S. Black, who delivered the
principal address.
Sale of Choice Cattle.

Chica«o, April 1*.-Col. Cochrane's herd of
Short Horns from Canada, sold at stock yards
I today at auction, 24 head bringing $48,000.

Opening

EDITOR

HURLBUT

TO

APPEAR

BE-

Trial

the

of

Tlarket.

(•rain

PoBTkAKP, April 18.
following quotations ef Grain ware rooelred
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by 3. H. Lannlnie
& Co., 167 Commeralal etreat, Portland.
Chicago-Wheat-- --Corn-. -Oate—q
Time. May. June. May. June. May. June.

at

The Story of Jane Welsh’s Life.

New
Trial

Haven.

Walker Blaine.

ONLY THREE JURORS IMPANELEBREVIEW OF THE SAD AFFAIR.

Washington, April 18.—The examination
of Shipherd was resumed this forenoon, Representative Deuster conducting the investigation.
Mr. Williams stated that W. H. Hurlbut
would appear before the committee Thursday.
The witness declined *to state who are the
directors of the company at the present time.
He declined to state from whom h e had received assurances of the very strongest governThe witoess declined in
mental support.
every instance to answer any question looking
to an enquiry into the personnel of the Peruvian Company or its financial status. He said
he held a conversation with Mr. Trescott
It was
Nov. 18th, at the State Department.
Walker
tie first time he had ever met him.
Blaiue introduced them and introduced the
conversation, which was entirely informal.
The witness declined to answer several questions. He was asked, “Did you know Whitelaw Reid?” and replied in the affirmative.
Mr. Deuster—Then when Mr. Reid said he
ever met yon he
was not aware that he had
told what was not so, did he?
not
Witness—I am
responsible for the awareness of Mr. Reid. I only know that we have
been acquaintances for 17 years.
The witness declined to state whether Senator Blair, ex-Senator Cragin and Mr. Medill
are now stockholders.
Mr. Williams then asked the witness, “What
was yonr real object in writing yonr letter of
August 9th to Walker Blaine?”
The witness replied that he looked upon Mr.
Blaine as no lawyer, and seeing in Walker
Blaine a bright, clearheaded attorney, he approached him as a lawyer.
Mr. Williams, reading from the letter, inquired: “Upon what grounds did yon regard
Walker Blaine as an eminent attorney?”
The witness admitted that he had never
heard of his condncting any case, but inferred
his ability from the high position lie occupied.
Question—You say “I feel my embarrassment in attempting to disease these matters
with so eminent a statesman and therefore
turn to yom.” Did you expect the son conld
instruct the father?
Answer—No, sir. I felt my embarrassment
as an attorney in dealing with a statesman.
Mr.
Williams—Then if you approached
Walker Blaine because he was au attorney,
how did he have any advantages as an at-

torney

yon?
responded

over
witness

that he simply sought
The
He thought the son bethis judicial services.
ter acquainted with the workings of the father’s mind and could better supplement information that might be imparted by Senator
Blair.
Before the olose of the session Mr. Deuster
advocated the dismissal of the witness, saying
that from the first he had evaded all questions
likely to throw any light upon the subject of
The chairman stated he
the investigation.
would dismiss the witness for the present but
in justice to themselves they would hold the
witness subject to their order. Adjourned until Thursday. It is their intention to hold
Shipherd and bring him up again after Mr.
Blaine and other important witnesses have
testified.

WALL STREET.

No‘ Boom” Yet in Sight.—The Market in
Possession of the Bears.
New Yobk, April 18.—Wall street reports
that in yesterday's market the loss of cable orders famished the pretext of attack, and
the Vanderbilt and the coal stocks were known
The Twenty-third street
to have no support.
party is said to have given the selling order
to
the
effect that Mr. Vanderalso information
bilt had reduced his selling limit on. Lake
Shore, and was getting out of Reading With
all speed. The rumor served its purpose, albeit the friends of Mr. Vanderbilt say that he
sold his stock some time ago, ana is out of
There was little outside buythe market.
said last evenCommission houses
ing.
in
had
been
that
tho
purchases
ing
small lots by parties imendiug to take their
stock out of the street. There was some talk
last evening of a rally on an accumulation of
foreign buying orders, and on the over solid
condition o< the market. The short interests
appears to be enormous, four or lire stocks
loaning fiat, but it is alleged that a considerable part of the apparent short interest is fictitious. Traders ceartainly cover at every indication of a rally. On clique covered three
times yesterday. Mr. Gould’s house is a large
leader of money, and Mr. Vanderbilt is said to
have lately paid off large loans.
There is undoubtedly a steady growth of bullish feeling upon toe market of the future, but
rallies aside, it looks as though the great operators had bequeathed the market for the moA New street house sold
ment to.tho Bears.
“reams” of Lake Shore, it wastrumored that
the Vanderbilt selling limit had been reduced.
L'raders covered just above 105, but large stop
orders carried the price down and the short
lines were put out agaiu. A good deal of long
stock was sold and Vanderbilt brokers declared
last night that the price would go below par
this week.
Cleveland operators covered shorts yesterday
and have, it is said, large orders to buy at par.
Foreign houses think a further decline will
bring stock back from Europe. It was rumored
laBt evening that a statement would be out
soon showing that Lake Shore had increased
its bonded debt this year, and was not earning
its dividend. Vanderbilt houses continue bearish upon the stock. German brokers last evening advised their foreign correspondents to sell
state

Reading.

An operator, who claims to have exact information in regard to the business of the New
York Central, says that the earnings are light,
and bid fair to show no improvement for some
time.
Wabash preferred acts as though shorts were
picking up the stock as fast as they could without advancing the pree.
A rumor of Gould
baying Jersey Central was circulated last

evening.

Round blocks of the new issue of Buffalo,
New York and Philadelphia bonds were taken
yesterday by prominent trust companies and
financial institutions.
Bear points were given last evening upon
There is
the high priced investment stocks.
some baying of Government fives
by speculators iu auticipation of an upward turn.
The
demand for currency sixes yesterday was very
for
them.
large at the highest prices yet hid
The strength of Erie was attributed to the
purchase of a control of the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton stock in the Erie interest.
Rumors of a consolidation of tho Boston and
Maine and Eastern railroads continues. In the
event of a consolidation Eastern stock, it is believed, would sell at par.
There are indications that Denver will be
a few poiuts lower, preparatory to a considerable rise. Boston houses bought the stock yesterday. The earnings of Denver for the second week in April were 8127,324, au increase
of 831,744.
Eureka Consolidated declared a dividend of
50 cents per share.
A shrewd trader manipulated Union Pacific
down and is believed to have bought at the decline. A great deal of short stock was sold
without bringing out auy block of long stock.
Tho decline iu Tennessee bonds yesterday
created a belief that the rise had been mani-

pulated.
Baltimore is buyiug Yirgiuia 10 40s.
St. Joe and Western stock is in demand at

advancing prices.

The operations of an exchange court house
in St. Paul and in Northwest, yesterday, indicated a desire to absorb stock.
Six thousand shares of Ohio and Mississippi
stock were shipped to Europe last week.
The earnings of the Milwaukee, Lake Shore
and Western road for two weeks in April were
832,800, an increase of 811,671, or 55 per cent.

THE JEANNETTE.

Burning of the Relief Steamer Rodgers—
Her Crew Safe.
New York,

following,

April 18.—The

Herald has the

Irkutsk, Siberia, April 18.
I have this day received startling news from
Jackson, special commissioner, sent in search
of the Jeannette survivors.
He apparently
forwarded the despatch by courier. It ran as
follows:
“From the hanks of the Aldan river, April
6, 1882.—I just met a courier bearing despatches from Gilder, Herald correspondent,
with the Rodgers, whom the conrier had accompanied from Kolymsk, on the Kolima
river,, to Oerkhoyansk, 400 miles north of Yakutsk. Gilder had made the journey of 2000
versts among the Chuckches.
Ho was sent
forward with the news that the Rodgers had
been burned and sank; that Lieut. Borry wiih
officers and crew, 36 in number, are at Tiapaka, near Cape Serdze, and that a vessel be
sent them as early as possible.
A Charge of

Inoompetency.

Baltimore, April 18.—The jury in the case
of the death of parties killed by a boiler exat Sibley’s ohop and feed mill, Thurs-

Slosion
ay, rendered

a

verdietchargingincompetency

the boiler inspector and negligence and
carelessness on the part of the lessee and owner
of the mill.

on

The Outlaw

James’ Murder.

St. Joseph, April 18.—The messenger with
the Governor’s pard m for the Ford Boys has
not arrived.
Today the sheriff of Ray county
Berved warrants on Bobert and Charles Ford
for complicity in the murder of Wood Hite,
one of the James gang in
Ray county. The
Ford boys were disconcerted at this turn of at-

tain.

of

Resumed.

the Cases

DORSEY PLEADS NOT GUILTY—A BILL
OF PARTICULARS ASKED

New Haven, April 18.—The trial of Walter
E. Malley, James Malley and Annie Kearns
alias Blanche Douglass, charged with the murder of Jennie E. Cramer opened
in the
Superior Court this forenoon before Judge
and
Charles
Doolittle
Granger. State Attorney
K. Bush of Orange appear for the prosecution.
The prisoners arrived shortly before ten. The
crowd before the building to get sight of the
prisoners was immense. Hundreds more than
could be accommodated applied for admission,
but Judge Granger will not allow the room
to be crowded. The panel consists of 75 and
as each name
will be closely scanned by the
counsel, each side being entitled to 20 peremptory challenges (the challenges for cause not
counting aud being unlimited) it is expected
that some days will be consumed panelling a
jury. That work began this morning and at
II 25 out of 10 of the panel called two were
chosen as jurors—Silas Beuham of Hamden
and Merwiu W. Tuttle of North Haven. The
defence will claim that Jennie E. Cramer waB
an habitual arsenic eater
for the purpose of
improving her complexion and will also claim
that Bbc suicided.
State
Charles
and
Attorney Doolittle
K. Bush
the
of
Orange appear for
F.
Jones
of
and
Samuel
prosecution,
Case of
Hartford, William C.
Simsburg,
Levi N. Blydenburgh and Timothy J. Fox oi
Mr. Case apNew Haven for the Malleys,
pearing for Walter and Mr. Jones appearing
for. James. The court has assigned ex-Judge
William B. Stoddard and E. C. Dow to defend
The Malley boys were
Blanche Douglass.
driven from the jail to the court house in a
covered carriage, in the custody of Sheriff
Tucker and arrived at twenty minutes before
ten, going directly to the court room. Blanche
Douglass was brought down by Jailer Steveus,
aud large crowds of both sexes congregated in
front of the court house to get a look at her.
She was attired in a black silk dress, with a
wide lace collarette, fastened with a plain
gold bar. The boys were attired in. dark
clothes,

[lateb.]
Daniel Lovejoy of New Haven was selected
the third juro.-, 34 of the jury panel being
exhausted. At 12.48 the court took a recess
till 2 p. m.
as

A Review of the Sad Affair.
The body of Jennie Cramer was found floating on the West I-Iaven beach by Asa Curtiss,
a clam digger, on the morning of August Gth,
and although there were no marks of violence
on her person, with the exception of a slight
bruise on her forehead, it was quickly ascertained that she had been seen in the company

Malleys and the Douglass woman, and
suspicion pointod directly to them. Before

of the

the Coroner’s jury

had

returned

a

verdict

a

preliminary hearing was instituted before
Justice Booth by the authorities of Orange,
and the Malley boys were arrested and lodged
in jail. The Douglass woman, by the advice of
the Malleys,left New Haven for NewYork two
or three days after the finding of the body, and
officers were sent after her, and she returned
being confined at the house of Sheriff Feck in
West Haven until the conclusion of the preliminary hearing, when she was sent to the
Both Malley
boys and the
county jail.
Douglass woman perjured themselves in their
The
testimony before the Coroner’s jury.
preliminary hearing lasted over two months,
and, at the conclusion, Justice Booth committod the Malley boys to jail without bail to
await tha action of the grand jury, Blanche
Douglass being committed for perjury. The
jury found a true bill, and, Walter E.
lalley, James Malley aud Blanche Douglass
were indicted for
murder in the first degree.
The State rest their case upon one count—that
Jennie Cramer came to her death by arsenic
administered by the accused. Before the body
was buried a portion of the remaius were taken
to be analyzed by Prof. Chittenden of Yale
College, aud arsenic was found. A few mouths
ago the body was exhumed, aud other portions
of it taken and thoroughly analyzed by Prof.
Chitteuden, and it is asserted that three k rains
ol arsenic were found in her system. The defence will claim that Jennie Cramer was an
habitual arsenic eater for the purpose of improving her complexion, aud will also claim
that she committed suicide.

FOR.

Session.

SENATE.

Washington, April 18.

The Chair submitted

a

message

from

the

President, transmitting recommendations of
the

river commission for an appropriation of $1,010,000 for closing existing gaps
in levees, in addition to a like sum already estimated for.
The President urges early and
favorable consideration of the recommendation, and calls special attention to the importance of the subject.
Ordered tabled and printed, a bill on the subject being now before the
Senate.
Additional executive communications were
submitted, transmitting from the Secretary of
State with the President’s recommendation for
early and favorable consideration, a report
concerning international regulations for preventing collisions at sea.
At 2.10 the consideration of the Mississippi
and Missouri rivers improvement bill was reMr. Frye said that the northern and
sumed.
eastern members of the committee from which
the bill was reported, while appreciating the
importance of improving navigation, were opposed to allowing any portion of the appropriation to be used fer reclamation of land in the
river States. They regarded the existing sentiment, caused by the recent overflow, as a
dangerous one upon which to base legislation.
Mr. Harrison continued the debate at length,
when the bill was laid aside informally until
to-morrow.
The agricultural appropriation bill, which

Mississippi

appropriates $414,780,

was

rat'ed.

from the President, on the subject of a circular invitation to American rea
for
general Congress Nov. 22d next,
publics
was read and ordered printed.
A message

Adjourned.

House.
Mr. Tucker of Virginia corrected the journal
so as to show that he voted in favor of the passage of the Chinese biU, bis name having been
accidentally omitted.
By a vote of 127 to 100 the House agreed to
take up the contested Utah election case of
Campbell vs. Cannon.
Mr. Hazelton supported the majority report,
which declares neither contestant is entitled
tj the seat, and strongly denounced the evils
of the institution of polygamy.
Messrs. Davis of Wisconsin and Thompson of
Iowa argued in support of the claims of Cannon and Campbell respectively and the matter
then went over for the day.
A bill was passed to regulate the carriage of
passengers by sea.

Adjourned.

STRANGE

OCCURRENCE
.

AT

SEA.

A Vessel's Progress Suddenly Stopped.—
Probably a Sub-Marine yolcano.
Baltimore, April 18.—Capt. G. n. C. Horner, of the German
Stella, which
ship
arrived
last
from
Saturday
Bremen,
an
a
account
of
gives
singular phenomenon
which he witnessed while on the way to this
port. On the morning of March 18, Chief Officer De Boer had oharge of the morning watch.
The weather was severe and clear, and the sea
smooth and calm. The ship was bowling along
at the rate of two miles au hour by the wind.
At about 5 30 o’clock the vessel suddenly halted iu her course, quivering from truck to keelson, and conveying the impression to those below that the sbip bad struck a rock. CaptHorner, who was below looking over bis chart,
at once ran on deck to ascertain the cause of
the shock, and, finding the weather clear and
the sea tranquil, was puzzled. Neither the
chief mate, who was on theqnarter deck at the
time, nor the lookout, could account for the
strange occurrence. The captain then ordered
the heaving of the lead, but fonnd no bottom
at 100 fathoms.
The pumps were sounded and
tho ship found to be tight.
The shock lasted
only half a minute, after which the ship went
on as before,
i apt. Horner himself went aloft
bat could discover no signs of any obstruction.
He expresses the opinion that he had encountered a tremor or sub-marine voleauie eruption. The ship’s position at the time was in
lat. 37° 31' north, long. 23° 51' west. He fonnd
tho rate of the chronometer correct, observation being taken 56 minutes after the shook.
Murderers Saved from Lynching.
Des Moines, Iowa, April 17.—Tho funeral
of R. VV. Stubbs, the murdered Mayor of Polk
city, was held yesterday, the Odd Fellows aud
the Ancient Order of United Workmen conducting tho ceremonies. The procession to the
A large
cemetery was over a mile in length.
delegation attended from this oity. Five arand
one
rests have been made,
suspeoted man
is still at large. The prisoners were guarded
by vigilants until train time this evening, when
they were turned over to the officers. They
were taken on board, but when ready to depart
the vigilants rallied, boarded the train, opened
a switch, placed an armed man at each
brake
aud refused to let the train start. One prisoner
was taken off and efforts made to secure
the
others. Promineut citizens appealed to the
leaders, pleading that the law should be allowed to take its course, and they were dnally
persuaded to permit the prisoners to be brought
to this
city, where they are now safely
lodged iu the county jail. It is thought tho ex*
citement will die out and that the danger of
lynohing is passed.

9.65.. 1321/4

12.30..132%
1.01.. 131%
Call ...131%
July Wheat

under the control of the inevitable destiny, than his marriage.
Carlyle would have
won his way to eminence simply by the law
more

Washington, April 18.—In the Criminal
Court this morning the Star route cases were
Mr.
resumed. Ex-Senator Dorsoy appeared.
Bliss was also present.
In the cases of Reidell and Boone, in which
motions to quash indictments are pending, further postponement until Saturday was had.
Mr. Williams of the counsel for defence then
filed a motion calling upon the government to
furnish a bill of particulars describing all of
the papers and petitions alleged to have been
forged, also false affidavits and other informations which the defence claims should have
been included in the indictments.
Mr. Wilson asked the Coart to give them a
few days to get ready for argument on this motion, but Mr. Merrick of the prosecuting counsel resisted the application and demanded immediate consideration of the motion, which demand was sustained by Judge Wylie, aud the
Court proceeded to hear the argument thereon.
Mr. Ingalls interrupted to say that his client
Stephen W. Dorsey was in court and be asked
to have the forfeiture of his recognizance
stricken off the record, which request the Court
finally granted after some argument.
The first section of the motion for a bill of
particulars was then read and Messrs. Williams
and Wilson made an argument for the defence
The motion is very
to sustain their demand.

ifcr. Merrick answered

the arguments of the

d-fence, claiming that the

information

set

forth in the indictment was ample and comprised all the particulars required by law.
Col. Ingersoll claimed the goverment should
specify which papers were forgeries, and
charged that these documei ts instead of being
were really in the
on file in the department
hands of counsel for prosecution where the defence could have no access to them.
To this Judge Wylie replied “you shall not
be tried upon papers you cannot see.”
Col. Ingersoll remarked,"that is all we want.”
Mr. Merrick then called for the arraignment
of Stephen W. Dorsey, whereupon the latter
waived the reading of the indictment and plead
not guilty.

Adjourned.

GARFIELD’S MURDERER.

Force Scoville out of the
Case.
Washington, April 18.—The Guiteau case
has assumed a new phase over the quarthe
Scoville
and
rel of Messrs.
Heed,
counsel. Your correspondent met Mr. John
W. Guiteau, the assassin’s brother, at the
Riggs House, to-day, and in course of conversation ascertained that there was a grand rnmnus in progress, and that Mr. Guiteau and Mr.
Reed are Doth determined to get rid of Mr.
Scovillo. The prisoner is growing fat over his
fare at the jail, and utters the most insane talk
on the subject of inspiration and assassination.
His bravado has not forsaken him yet,although
he does not dwell upon the subject as much as
formerly. The argument in the court iu banc
promises to bring forth some very dramatic
episodes, as Mr. Scoville has written District
Attorney Corkhill saying that he will be ready
May 15th, and in turn Col. Corkhill stated yesterday, that he should not notice Mr, Scoville’*
communications any more than Guiteau's. Mr.
Reed exhibits considerable feeling over the
matter, aud said to a correspondent, "Things
have come to a pretty pass when a man has not
the liberty of choosing his own counsel, especially when that man hasj been adjudged by a
jury to be perfectly sane and responsible.

Disposition

to

FOREIGN.

Parnell

Reported

Shot

WHILE RETURNING TO KILMAINHAM
JAIL.

London, April 18.—A rumor was current at
Duugarvon to-day that Parnell was shot while
bis way to Kilmainham, but the report is
not entitled to the slightest credit.
According

to the
F ranee.

best information

Parnell

is

still in

Irish AffairsLondon, April 18.—The Standard this morning says correspondence is still proceeding between the United States and the British government regarding the imprisoned American
sut-poets.
The police have seized three American rifles
with bayouets, and CO pounds of ammunition
at

Hallybuunion, County Kerry.

It is stated that 250 Dish suspects have been
released during the last fortnight.
Dublin, April 18 —Not a single suspect who
has the sligbest claim to' American citizenship
Several susnow remains in any Irish prison.
pects now in jail claim to be citizens of the
United States, but their claims are not supported by the American Minister.
There is much doubt as to the whereabouts
of Mr. Parnell. He, it is supposed, intends to
surrender in a manner to avoid a demonstration by his friends. Some of his friends even
argue that, as his warrant of arrest is legally
cancelled by his release, he is not bound to return at all. The first supposition, apparently,
is the best founded. Mr. Forster, in his letter,
granted Mr. Parnell a parole for the purpose
of attending the fnneral of his nephew, but he
did not mention tho day for his return.

London, April 18,—The reDort of the release of a large number of snspects daring the
last fortnight is sensational and exaggerated,
but the more hopeful feeling of the government is shown by the fact that the liberations
are far iu excess of the fresh arrests.
Forty of the tenants on the estate of Lord
Cloncurry, in County Limerick, were evicted
yesterday for non-payment of rent.
Proceedings In the Commons.
London, April 18.—In the Commons this
evening a motion censuring the government
for their clandestine proceedings relative to
the visit of Mr. Errington to the Vatican was
Gladstone adnegatived without division.
mitted Lord Granville availed him of the visit
to convey to the Pope throngh Mr. Errington
certain communications relative to the state of
affairs in Ireland, but the communications, he
said, were not accompanied by any request.
More Outrages on Jews.
Odessa, April 18.—Jews are flocking here
All
from Balta and vicinity of that town.
their houses are said to have been wrecked and
their property destroyed
The
number of
families rained is very large.
Starvation In Labrador.
Quebec, April 18—Information is received
here of intense suffering on the Labrador
coast.
Several people have died of starvation.
Indians from the woods having no means of
subsistence have swarmed down upon settlers.
Notes from Newfoundland.
Sr. Johns, N F., April 18.—The Cromwell
steamer Alhambra succeeded in forcing her
way throngh the ice belt near Cape Race last
evening without apparently sustaining damage. The Allan steamer Newfoundland left
for Halifax to-day.
Tho hull of steamer Lion,
lost last fall near Bacclin,was discovered yesterday bv fishermen about one hundred yards
from Redhead, iu sixteen fathoms of water.
The disabled sealing steamer Merlin has not
yet arrived.
Riot Among Miners.
London, April 18.—A riot occurred yesterdey at Camborne, in Cornwall, caused by illThe mob
feeling against Irish miners.
wrecked houses of Irishmen and the Catholio
church.
Explosion in an English Colliery—23 Persons Supposed to be Killed.
Sunderland, April 18.—An explosion has
occurred iu the Black Horse colliery, and it is
feared 23 persons have been killed. They were
badly burned.
A later dispatch says four bodies havo been
from the colliery and 14 persons
recovered
are still missing.
35
There we
persons killcl by the colliery

explosion.
Foreign Notes.
In the Mansion House police court to-dsy
tlie charges agaiust Marquis Huntly of obtaining £5000 under false pretenoes were withdrawn.
A Berlin dispatch says Bruno Bauer, a distinguished philosopher, is dead.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
J. Deverney of New York is under arrest for
the murder of a vagrant old woman whom he
kicked to death Monday night because she refused to pay for a drink in his liquor shop.
The fire Monday night at New Alexandria,
Pa., was got under control after raging seven
hours.
One-third of the town is in ashes.
Several families are homeless and penniless.Total loss $25,000.

Samuel J. Tiiden’s smooth coated St. Bernard dog "Leo” was yesterday awarded ibe
first prize in his class at the dog show in New
York.

of oiglity
Thirty out
Richard

bales of silk unladen
Robinson at New York yesfrom ship
fouud
were
to
be
stuffed with moss and
terday,
shavings. Bale* of matting instead of hemp
have been stored in the custom house for ap-

praisal.
Jeuuie O’Brien of New York city, aged 18,
charged with hurglary at the Stnrtevant House
while in the prisoner's dock, wept piteously,
fell back and died.
Col. Ozra J. Dodds of Cincinnati, O., an exCongressman, died last evening.

a woman

as

ambitious,

as

self-willed,
tempestuous

as

hot-tempered,

as ever

would she

ever

been done at all, if he had not had a woman at
his side who would bear, without resenting it,
the outbreaks of his dyspeptic humor, and
would shield him from the petty troubles of a
poor man’s life—from vexations which woald
have Irritated him to madness—by her own inAll her life, until she became
cessant toil.”
Carlyle’s wife, she was accustomed to rale.
Carlylo would not be ruled, but in this event
She nover
| it was a woman who ruled him.
loved Carlyle as women commonly love men.
need
to say of
and
she
Irving was her choice,
that dazed man, whom she loved passionately:
“Had I been Irving’s wife there would have
been no tongues”: but there was no romance
He did not win
in her relations to Carlyle.
her heart, but she beiieved that he had genius
aud that she could fan that genius into flame,
and on that ground she became the most loyal,
the most untiring, the most unloved of wives,
until Carlyle, looking over her papers after her
death awoke to the fact that she had given up
everything for him, and became in his pathetic
affection for her memory all that he ought to
havo been when she silently struggled at bis
side that he might be all that she believed that
he could be. “Never marry a man of genius,”
she used to say to her young friends; but,
almost alone of wives of men of genius, she
successfully accomplished the riiffinlt task of
guiding one who, mare than most men, felt
that he must do his work iu uts own way.
Carlyle, after a long and parleying courtship,
daring which Miss Welsh found that, thongs
she did not love him, she could not live withoutliim, told her “she had better wed her wild
man of the woods at once, and
come and live
with him in his cavern, in the hope of better
a
“It
was
chanee,” Carlyle said, “if
days.”
any woman could be happv with him,” and
Mrs. Carlyle foand in an isolated life, in which
“the brute,” as she is said to have called him
to lamiliar friends at their London home, usually preferring his pipe in solitariness to her
company, that his words were literally true.
They anticipated a hard time, and Carlyle
braced himself for marriage by reading Kant
and Scott; bat, though it was the life of one
will where there wero two strong wills, Mrs.
Carlyle in resignation, in service and in the
line of duty, most be confoased to stand forth
in Mr. Froude’s pages as an incomparable woman. Here the problem of happy marriage
was as difficult and hopeless of solution as, perhaps, it has ever been in this sad world. Here
neither party never had the roseate sense of
happiness. Here a man and a woman of exceptional originality and genius, the one too much
like the other to ever be the complement of
the other, sat down to a task in which the one
went bravely through all, though she never
bad even ordinary gratitude, and the other was
that he was
so absorbed in his conceptions
grandly unconscious even of his selfishness.
The conditions existed here for any amonnt of
trouble, edrtaiuly for the upsetting of a great
career, aud yet, by the tact and heroism of a
little woman whom a strong man conld have
carried like an infant in his arms, Carlyle bad
his head kept four-square to the world, and
was made to do what God created him to do.
Nothing in this tragic biography, fascinating
as are the glimpses of the growth of a man of
genius up to his grasp of conscious power, is so
absorbing as the picture of his rarest of self-denying women. No sainted heroine ever did her
work more silently or more trnly as auto God
or man, and nothing that Mr. Fronde has written about this sad, passionately sorrowful married life (and he has written with marv etlons
truthfulness and freedom) takes anything away
from the true personality of one whose heart
tender as his speech was vigoroiu,
was os
and whose terrible ambition to win power
through solitary and hersonal force consumed
the very life and strength of his home befoas
the wretched man was conscious of the fact.
There is a lesson in the history of Carlyle a
married life which is worth ten thousand sermons on divorce.

Hail) IVfaolcwalt ITIarhei.
POKTLAH1* April 17.
Flour is strong and advancing; we quote Spring
Wheat Patents 26c higher; millers advanced Flour
again to-day from 25c to 50c. Sugar is steadi y
held at 10% c for granulated and 9%c for Extra
C, aud higher prices are anticipated in the near future. Eggs steady at 17@18c. Pork and Lard firm
at the advance. Bermuda Onions have declined to
2 C5@2 76 Maple Sugar is quiet and easier at 13,g
Pen ana
14c ^ !b for cakes and 9@10c for tubs.
Medium Beans are higher.
FVjur.
l’ue following are to-day's quotations o
drain, ProrisKnu. &e
Portiaiid

liiraia.

flsar.

iu*»ertue.4 7535 50 H. M. old Corn.

93®

car lots
Spring..5 75®6 251
XX. Spring—7 00® 7 50 New Corn,

Sxtra

car lots,
@92
Spring
60
Wheats-8 75®9 60 f Oats,
£aekoii Bran
00®28 00
Michigan Win28 00
Mills..
ter beat.7 00®7 25
Cotton Seed,car lot 30 00
CJommon
"
lots
34
00
0
00
bag
76®7
Michigan.
95
Qorn.flag lots..
8i. Lotus W;n7 25® 7 60 Meal,
fait
tOi
67
Winter good. .7 6037 75 j Oats,
30 00
Winter b«t. 7 76§8 001 Bran,
3JO0
Mids,
Produce.
1 3o
Sweet potatoes6 25@5 50 Kye.
Provisions.
Turkeys...... 1"
Mess Beef.. 11 00@11 60
Ohlckens..

Paten

..

..

..

Ex Mess.. 12

1-

Fowl.

25® 12

50

Plate.14 50® 14 75
17,
Eggs
Ex Plato..15 00® 15 25
Berm’d- Unions,266
Pors
bbl
jrn berries, p
Backs.... 23 50®24 00
Maine 9 00(310 00
22 60o)23u0
CapeCod,1200@15 00 Ciear
20 0173)20 60
Mess
Sugar.
@13
Ha.as.12*4
Granulated.10as
@9
9% I -n cid ftogs....
Extra C.
l«ara
Krui»
Ylusc’tl Raisins2 75®3 50| l ut,# ft ...12V4@12^
{jondon Layers3 10® 3 151 Ticrrws, ft*U2*4@12V*
12Vj@13
12*41 Pail.
Vralencia
....

rurkish

Prunes. 7

Mi@8c

French Prunes.l2^i(sl4!
tranyes
Palermos pb* 4 50@5 00
Messina,pbox.4 6035 00
Valencia pease 810(312
8
Extra large

Boons

Pea.3 7f @4 00
Medtome.3 75®3 86
Yellow Eyes.. 3 10@3 25
Butter.

Creamery. ...33@36

Gilt EdgeVermont337*36
Choice
22@28
ijrmOM.
22
4
60
603
Good.20®
deesina.3
■*»*ormos.3 00®4 OO Store.16@17
00
C'heeae.
Malaga.2 76@3
5
Nuts.
Vermont... .1216® 15
Peanuts—
'Wilmington. 1 7532 25 .V Y Factory. 12 W@16
8
2532 60 Skims.
Apples.
Taunessee.. .1 8032 00
25
bbl.2
10©
Per
25@3
Oastana,p ft.
Cooking.2 6u@3 00
flValuuts
M
Evaporated.14® 16
Filberts
**
Dried Western... 6Vfc&7
Pecan
do Eastern.... 6 Vfr(@7

VUuno.12Vs®^
7^®

Virginia....2

Fata
Early Rose. V hush:-

see.

Houlton.1 00$l

9®®]

Maine Central.1
Grand Trunk.I 00 a.1 05
S 90
urolitics. Eastern
Burbanks. ..
Grand Trunk
lacksons and White Brooks.75@,SO
The above /traces are for car Lots of Potatoes; small
its about 6c higher.

FREIGHTS—The market is fairly active for the
West India trade and rates are fully sustained, but
the Coastwise business is dull and tou;.ago abundant. Tho following charters were made for the
week endng April I btb:
Brig Gipsey Queen, Portland to Matanzas, shooks
and heads 25o, empty hhds 95c under and on deck.
Schr J. J. Moore, Kennebec to Richmond, Va., ice
1.10.
Nor. Bark Storjohann, St. Margarots Bay to Liverpool, deals 57s 6d.
Schr Fannie A. Bailey, Portland to St. Johns, P
R., and back north of Cape Hatteras, molasses
3.37V4Schrs Gov. Hall and Moses Webster. Kennobec to
Philadelphia, ice 75c.
Schr Active, Portland to Baltimore, heads 3 Vie.
Tho following quotations of American stocks at
London were received to-day by cable:

52

61%

62
61%
61%
50%

Drr Gooda Wholesale market.

UNBLEACHED COTTONS.
in. 7Ya@ KVa Fine 7-4.14017
36 in. 6 V3'a> 7 Ms Fine 8-4.18022
36 in. 5
6
i Fine 9-4.22026
40 in.
0
Fine 10-4....27**@32*%

Heavy 36

Med.

Light

7Mi^

Pino

BLbACHED COTTONS.
Fine 6-4.15
@24)
Fin© 7-4.1»
@28
Jght8«in.. 6 a 7Vi Fin© 8-4.21 @26
Cine 42 in.. 10
@14 I1 Pin© 9-4.25 @30
Fine 10-4 ..27y*@32V*
Fine 6-4. .11 @17
Best

36in..llV4@13

@11

Med. 3« in.. 8

TICKINGS,

ETC.

Medium... 11
Light_ 8

@14
@10

Denim*.12%(|l6W

Drills...
8(g 9
Corset Joans.... 7a 8
•Satteens. 8® 9Vfc
Cambrics. f>& 6 V*
Silcsias.10 a 20

Dnck*-Brown 9

@12

Cotton

Tickings,

Host.16

@18

Flannels. 7^16

Fancy 12M»@10y* Twine* Warps
Battla*—Best.UVfcftlS
•'
Good.. 8Vfc®l'<4
ktorta market.
The following a notations of stock* are received
and corrected daily by Woodbury A Moulton (mem
bers of tb« Boston Stock Exeh&n-e), corner of Middle and Exchange stree t :
Oittninq. Clotino.
Boston Land.7%
7%
WaterPower....
6%
6%
5
6
Land.
Aspinwall
Flint A Pere Marquette ouuuob
24%
24%
C. S. A ( lev. 7s.100%
100%
48
Hartford A Erie 7e. 48%
A.T. AS. P. 87%
87%
Boston & Maine.146
145Viz
90
Flint A Pere Marquette preferred. 90
L. R. & Ft. Smith....
49%
49%
00
06
Marquette, Houghton & Ont
Summit Branch-...
11%
11%
Denver A Rio Grande.
01%
00%
84 Vs
Mexican Central 7s.
84%
Northern Pacific preferred. 70%
77%
...

..

*4

Common. 37%
37%
Board. Boston, April 18.
Eastern Railroad. 38%
iSa'.ea at the Broker's

Douglas Mining Company.61c
Twin Lead. 4c
13c
Milton
Deer Isle Mining Company. 21c
Sullivan Mining Co .1%
Blue Hill Company......30c

money market.
(By Telegraph.)
New Yokk. April 18—Evening. Money loaned
up from 3 to 5, dosing |3@4; prime mercantile pa
Exchange steady 480% for long
per at 5:5*5%.
Governments are irregular.
and 489% for short.
bonds
are
State
generally weak
Railroad bonds
irregular on moderate volume of business.
I'm* transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregatNew York Stock and

ol 690.000 share;*.

The following are to day's closing quotations of
Government teecuritiea:
101
United States 0*, ex.
102
United States 6’* ext.
United States new, 4% s, reg.116%
United States new, 4%'s coup...116%
Unite States new, 4's, reg.121%
United States new, 4’s, coup.121%
Pacific 6’s of 95.132
The following are the dosing quotations of stocks:
Chicago A Alton.128%
Chicago A Alton preferred.. 130
C. B. Quincy...
....129%
Erie.
35%
Erie preferred. 73%
Hlinois Central.
133%
Lake Shore.1 2%
78
Michigan Central.
New Jersey Central.
71%
126%
Northwestern.
Northwestern preferred.137%
New York Central.*.125%
120
Rock Island.
Milwaukee A St. Paul.109%
St. Paul preferred .118%
Umou Pacific stock. 109%
Western Union Tel. Co. 81%
...

Watertown Cattle market.

Watertown, April 18,—Beef Cattle—receipts 1,164 bead; supply smaller than last week; prices
about %c higher: market, quiet; sales of Beef Cattle
—choice at 1** 25@ll 00; extra 9 26@10 uo; first
quality 8 60@9 0 ■; second quality at 0 60@8 00;
tnlrd qualtiy at 6 50@6 25.
Store Cattle— Work Oxen ft pair at $100@S225;
Milch Cows and Calves at $20<@$48; Farrow Cows
$' 5 @$35; Fancy Cows $50*676; Yearlings $10@
}15; two years old $l6@$27;ihree vcars $ flora $50.
Swine—Keceipts 8390 Western fat Swine, live,
7%f@8; Northern dressed hogs 9@9%.
Sheep and Lambs—Keceipts 4455 bead; market
firm; sales of Sheep in small lots 2 5o@5 50 each;
extra at 6 00(20 50; or 3a6%c f> ib; Lambs at 6g
7% ; Veal Calves at 4@C%.
Cbicato Lire niecb Alar tin.
(By Telegraph.t
Chicago, April 18.- Cattle -Receipts 5.090 head;
shipments 2400: 10*15 lower; exports 7 10@J7 50;
good to choice shipping 6 vO@7 70; common to fair
6

0O@6

40.

Kogs—Receipts 20,000 head; shipments 6500
head;market is 6@1" higher,common to good mixed
at 6 66@7 15; heavy packing and shipping 7 20@
7 60; light at 6 66@7 16.
Dsm«>)tir .lamm.
(Br

rlaftNCIAL AND COMMERCSA

75% 63
76% 62%
78% 52%
75% 62%
76% 62%
74% 6v%
129%; .-all 129%.

following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Storer Bros. A Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:

the author of

allow him to do less than
She never flattered any one,
his very best.
least of ail her husband, and, when she saw
cause for it, tbe sarcasms flashed out from her
as the,sparka flyirom lacerated steel.” Carlyle's
best work was done when his whole mind was
like a furnace at white heat, Mr. Fronde adds
with emphasis and truth: “It would not have
been done as well, perhaps it would never have
nor

77%
77%
78%
77%
77%
7(1%

The

as

“Sartor1' was, had the courage and power to
put herself aside that her own thirst for a
career might be absorbed in her husband’s
“If he ever flagged,” says Mr.
success.
Froude, "it was his wife who spurred him on,

132%
132%
134%
133%
132%
132%
9.55 a m

10.30.132
11.30. 133

preponderating force had not Jane Baillie
vVelsh been his wife, bat it Is now known that

on

Congress-lst

Herald.)
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Nothing looms np in Mr. Fronde's “Life of
iliomas Carlyle’’ more sad, more strange,

FORE THE COMMITTEE THURSDAY.

commissioner.

GEO. S. HUNT & CO.,

on

AND “EUREKA.”
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—

Late

The strikers lost five weavers from their
ranks to-day, but those still here remain firm.
Many have left the city since Friday afternoon.
Three hundred aud fifty weavers are at work
operating 1,050 looms. In the spinning department 159 frames are going leaving but thirty
stopped, and those will start to-morrow.
Boston’s Water Supply.
So. Framingham, April 18.— Workmen are
engaged to-day m filling up the temporary canal built last fall to draw water lor the city of
Boston, around Farm Pond, from basins 2 aud 3
during the Farm Pond water trouble. Yesterday Farm Poud water was let on for the first
time siuce last fall, competent authority having decided it to be all right.
Restricting Liquor Licenses.
Boston, April 18.—The State Senate to day
passed to be engrossed a bill .restricting the issue of licenses for the sale of liquors anywhere
in the State except the city of Boston to one
for every 1,000 inhabitants.
For the city of
Boston the proportion is fixed at one for every
500.
The Elevated Railway Bill.
Tbe presiding officer of the Senate ruled ont
elevated
Meigs’s
railway bill recently passed
by the House, on the ground that the bill itself
exceeds tbe scope of the original petition.
The Charlestown Navy Yard.
Boston, April 18.—A largely attended meeting was held in the Charlestown district tonight, to protest against the proposed sale of
the navy yard. Addresses were made by prominent citizens, and resolutions opposing the
scheme were adopted, and will be forwarded
to the Massachusetts delegation in Congress.

NEW YORK.

It is

I was astonished at the wonderful potency of cumulative exercise in reaching and relieving chronic
infirmities of long standing It has been a new revelation to me ana other ine-tical friends.
(J. Peckbam Pitch, 91. D.,

He Wrote

Impure

■WF&M

PORTLAND, MAINE.
jan23

Shipherd Explains Why

MASSACHUSETTS.

used^
ora

Diseased Discharges. With Syringe, $1, at!
druggists, sent by express, prepaid, for $1.25.1
Both by express, prepaid, on receipt of $2.25.1
Ec S. WElLs. jersey City, rT.J |

ex-

D.

13 Preble Street,
Kid

prepaid, $1.25.

press,

Pre»»e«l by Tailor**
Pre»an»ea, at a trifling

and

Ladies
—

Chapin’s Buchu-Paiba.—A quick, complete
for Catarrh of the Bladder, Urinary,
Kidney and Bladder Diseases, in male or
female, Paralysis, Diabetes,Gravel, Difficulty
of holding or passing Urine, Gleet, Brick
Dust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid Urine,
Milky and other deposits. Stricture, Stinging,
Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation. Whites,
Impure or Diseased Discharges, Pains in the
Back and Thighs, Dragging Down. Drinping,
Ulcers, Tumors, &c. $1, at druggists, oy ex-^
cure

other.

Cau be

Tbe Atlantic House and stables were saved.
Tbe cause of tbe fire is not known. Tbe fire
was discovered by a servant, who heard the
crackling, and alarmed the household, who
had barely time to escape, Mr. Philbrick being
somewhat burned.
All assistance was of no
avail. The house was immediately consumed,
with
the
Philbrick
together
cottage aud the
cottage of E. A. Abbott, of the firm of Abbott
& Downing, of Concord, N. H.
All that was
saved were the books and private papers beto
and
a
few
small
articles
longing the.hotel,
of furniture.
Mr. Philbrick is unable yet to
state tbe loss or insurance, but the loss cannot
be less than 950,000.

CalarrilBladdct]

For *ale by *11 Druggist*.
Price £5 cent*.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who uave used it and now testify to its value.
i <k f«r AchlouerbickV (’em a»« »*»rt

YOU OLD;

serious shock of
survive long.

Chatham, Mass., April 18.--SchoonerCabot,
Irom Gardiner, Me., before reported ashore,
was got off last night, and proceeded.

15c. boxes deal's out Rats, Mice, Roaches,!
Flies, Ants, Mosquitoes, Bed-Bugs, Insects,!

mo

a

cannot

Schooner Cabot Floated.

KT O W

tfolrenf au*i take
nov2‘i

stricken with
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was

paralysis and probably
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WEDNESDAY MORNING, APRIL 19.

Given to nrirate pnpil* by the anb*crib*i.

Dollars a Year. To mall subserRSeven Dollars a Year, If paid In advance.

TrrMs: Einht
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JENNIE CRAMER.

THE PERUVIAN COMPANY.

Telegraph.**

*<*«w York, April 18-Evening.— Flour market
opened’stronger and in instances 10*25 higher and
closed quiet with advance lost and light export and
moderate jobbing trade demand.

Keceipts Flour 10,980 Obis; exports 674 bbls.
sales 16.100 bbls; No 2 at 3 2524 25; Superfine
Western and State 4 25.25 10; common to good ext
Western and State 5 0025 76; good to choice Western extra at 6 80@8 76; common to choice White
Whe«»t Western extra 7 2528 25; fancy do at 8 30
48 75; oommon to good extra Ohio at 5 20@8 60;
oommon to choice extra St. Louis at 5 2Ua9 00.
Patent Minnesota extra at 7 60@8 00: choice to
double extra at 8 l(Xa9 00, including 2600 bbls of
Cl y Mill extra 7 00@7 10 for W I; Cl200 bbls No 3
at 3 25@4 26; 1200 Superfine at 4 26@6 10, 806
bbls low extra at 5 Ou@6 00; 3000 bbls Winter
Wheat extra at 5 20@9 00; 4400 bbls Miimesot&Sex
Ira at 5 10£9 26. southern tiour very firm: common to fair at 6 70@6 90; good to choice at 6 9&g
8 60. Wheal—receipts 16,100 bush, exports 66,813 bush; feverish and very unsettled: late months
1%@3% higher, early deliveries %@1 lower; cash
Wheat held very firm; export t ade limited and fair
ly active speculative business, closing weak and
declining; sales 3,416 000 bush, including 128,
OOO on spot: No 2 Spring 1 44; ungraded Ked at
at 1 05@1 5214; No 2 Red at 1 60% a 1 51% cer
tificates; ungraded White 1 S8@l 42: No 1 White.
18, OO bush at l 43%@1 44. Rye firm 96c. Barand
ley is dull. Malt steady. t'orn very unsettled
l@2%c lower and less doing for export with a fair
trade in options, closing dull and heavy: receipts 2,100 bush, exports
bush; sales 1,935/ 00 bnsb,
including 71,0* »0 bush on spot; ungraded at 86%
@95c; No 2 at 93@94c in store; No 2 White 93c;
Southern White 93@94e; Yellow 95c;No 2 for April
90%@93, closing at 9o%c; May at 8o%@88%e,
closing at 85%c; June at 85%@87%c, closing at
8o%c;Julv at 86%@87%c, closing 83%c. August
86%@87%. closing a 1 85%c. Oat* closed weak;
receipts 69 972 bush; exports- bush; sales 400,000 bush. No 3 at 69c. White do 59%c; No 2 at
69%@60c; do White at 6/@60%c; No 1 at 60%c;
White do 01%; Mixed Western at 5*@H0c; White
do at 69@63c; Mixed State 59@61c White do at 60
64c. Hugar is unchanged; fair to good refining 7%
@7%c;refined—market steadv,White Kx (J 8%@9;
off A at 9%@9%e; standard |at 9%c; powdered at
lo%@10%c; Cubes 10%; crushed at lo%. granulate! at 10.
ytolaMMe* firm; sales 300 hhds Cuba
at 41c for 50 test.
Petroleum is steady; united at
793/8. Tallow is steady:sales 06,000 tbs. Pork
is held somewhat stronger and demand very light;
old mess quoted at 17 37%@17 H>; new do 18 25 a
18 60. I.aro ouened about 6c lower, afterwards
recovered and advauced trifle closing very firm with
an active speculative trade, sales 9o > prime steam
on spot 11 66^11 00; 62 city steam 11 40; refined
IK utter more steady ;State at
for Continent 11 60
23@30c; Western 10@32c, Creamery at 32@38c.
—

s

e*dy.

Freights to Liverpool weak; Wb«at ft steam Vs.
Chicago, April 18. Flour b:gher; common to
fancy •* a ue W inter extras at 6.n@7*'0, Winter
Supertines 4 50a.5 5o,low to choice Western spring
Minnesota
extras at 4 o0@7 00; common to fancy
Spring extras 6 O @7 60; poor to fancy Minnesota
Spring Patents at7 60@8 7o Wheat Is generally
hi her at 1 30%@1 38 cash, 1 38 for April, » 31%
foi May, 1 32% for June 1 28 for July; No 3 Chir'
rn Is lower at 70%*
cago spring 1 15@1 18.
76%c rash;70%c for April 77%%c for May.76%
for June and July; rejected at 76 n 76%c. Uats are
steady at 51%c for nasi and April 52%<$62%c
for Mav. 61 %e for June; 403/s@40%c July. Rye
is firmer at 88%c. Barley dull at l 08*1 12. Fork
firm at 18 3o@l8 40 for cash and April; 18 40@
18 42% for May: 18 00.18 62% June; 18 8 @
Lard is higher 1135@1137%
18 82% for July.
cash and April; 11 40@U 42% fo May; 11 52%
ulk
11
o6@ll 6;% for July.
@11 65 for June.
Meats steady;-boulders 7 60: short rile It* 46;short

clear 10 00.
At the afternoon call of the Board, Wheat closed
lower at l 377/s for cash and April; 1 31% May;
Corn lower at
1 32% June; 1 29« 1 29% July.
74%c
76%.@76% cash and for April 76%c
for June; 76@76% July. Uats lower at 62%c for
May; 6u%c for June. 45%c July. Pork firm at
18 42% for May; 18 42% June, 18 8*» for July.
Lard easier 11 40 for May; 11 60 for June, 11 02%
for July.
Beoo.pis 9.600 bbls floor, 2fl,000 bush wh * f,
108,500 bus!; ^oru. 73,01*0 >tt»n o ts, 2000 ooih
ye. 27,000 bust, barley.
Sh.pments-6 500 bbls flour, 7.500 bush w-eat,
241,000 bush oorn, 58,000 bush oats. 6,500 bUfh
rve. 16.000 buab bar:ey
ST Louis, April 18. Flour is firm. Wheat higher, closing 1 %@2% below highest point; No V Ked
Fall 1 38%@1 39% for .ash, 1 40 for May; 1 20
for June; i 14 for July; No 3 at 1 33%@1 34;No 4
at 119 bid. Corn is higher 76%<S77%c for cash;
75%@7 «%c for May. 76@76%c for June.bid76%
for
@76% c for July. Por» firmer at ltro2%
cash and April; 18 65 bid for May. Lard nominally

May;

unchanged.
Receipts—0,000

bbls

floor. 15,00** bush

60.090 uusn oorn, 0,000 bush oats, 0,003 bush r jf,
0,000 bush barley.
Shipments-9,000 bbis flour, 6,000 bush wheat,
69 000 bosh oorn, 0,000 bus » oats, 00,000 bust*

0.000 bush rye.
Detroit, April 18.—Wheat steady; No 1 White
spot, April and May at 1 37; June at 1 36%; July
at 1 30; No 2 Red 1 42: No 2 While 1 31 Vs.
Receipts 17/ 00; shipments 1,000 bush.
New York,April 18 —Cotton steady;Miadling up*
lauds 12 %c.
New Orleans,April 18.—Cotton steady .MUidlii g
Bariev.

Now York
Illinois

Central...130V%

Central.137yi

Reading.

Pennsylvania Central.

J9Js

oi»V3

Frenb Beef .Tlurkei.

Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Co.,' Commission Merchants In Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:

8ide#.l(M4@llVa

Hinds.

Fores.7ttS8V4 Rattles. 6*4® «8/4
Hounds.
10®11
Backs.9
Rumps.16Vfr®19Vfe Loins.18
18
Rump Loins.

Receipts of itlaii** Central.
Portlajto, April 17.
For Portland, ears 22 miscellaneous meronanlLt,miscellaneous wer
ears
100
roads
£or connecting
ohandise
Rally l>owv»»Jfi Receipts.
JBy water conveyance--1000 bsh Oornmcal to G
W. True & Oo.

uplands

12*

Mobile, April 18. Cotton dull; Middling op
at llVee.
Savannah, April 18. Ootto.. is quiet; Middling
uplands 11% 0.
Memphis.April 18.—Ootvon steady; Middling uplands

1 tads At 12a.

fiarspeua

Alarfteu.

By Telegraph.)
security*—United
London, April
States bonds, 4%s, 118%.
iilvERBOOi.,April 18 -i2.30P.il.—Cotton nnuket
in fair demanu and freely met; Uplands at 6 11-lOf
Orleans «%d, muss 10,uoo wues, speculation and
expert 2,000; futures steady.
18.--Amoric*n
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We do not read anonymous letters amd oommunare Is
eatton*. The name and address of the writ
all cases indispensable, not neoesaarily for nlilicaas a guaranty of good faith.
We oannot undertake to return or pressrpe com-
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The electors of Iowa

are

to vote

on a

proposed amendment of the constitution engrafting prohibition upon that instrument,

The contest will be
on the 17th of June.
extend into every
and
hot,
exceedingly
school district.
Senators Miller of

New York, Hawley,

Harrison and Frye are disciples of Isaac
Walton, and members of the Rod and Gun
Club, which has its headquarters for sport
on the Potomac, 100 miles above Washington.
__

Hobtensk Kittreli. was appointed a
clerk in the Nevada Legislature. Henry H.
Welch, the chief clerk, at first objected to
the presence of a woman in the office. But
his prejudice has bean overcome during the
present session. Miss Kittreli is now Mrs.
Welch.
Mb. William Thomas, who lives at Plyat the age of 94 years, is the oldest
Harvard College graduate. He remembers
Ebenezer Cobb, who died at Plymouth at
the age of 107, and Mr. Cobb remembered
Peregrine White, born on the Mayflower
Some of Peregrine White’s descendants

mouth,

have homes in Portland.
It is worthy of note that instead of a depreciation of property along the lines of the
elevated roads in New York there has been
a marked appreciation of
rents, and landlords who were the bitterest enemies of rapid transit are now its wai mest supporters.
In effect, New York city is made fully ten
per cent, larger already by the introduction
of elevated railways.

In a charge to a jury in a libel suit against
the St. Paul Pioneer Press, Judge Young of
Minnesota Wd down the law as follows:
“If a newspaper publishes an item of news
truthfully, without any malice, without any
Intention of injuring anybody, it will be
it
protected in that publication no matter if
seriously reflects upon the personal character or professional reputation of the person

named.’’___
The Rev. Dr. Scarrett of St. Louis has
formulated a proposition for bringing to
gethqy the Methodist churches at the North
and the South. The separation took place
in 1844 on the slavery question. The plan
contemplates the division of the country ii.»
to three

general jurisdictions—one

west of

the Mississippi, and two east of it—each
with a general conference of its own, and
the separate power to amend its discipline.
Action is expected by the conference of the
Methodist church South, which meets in
Nashville next month.
The New York World says: “It seems
Senator Hoar and some others do not like
it because the President has appointed'a
collector at Boston without taking their
advice, and they want to know why he does
not act on Senator Conkling’s view as main
tained in the famous fight over Robertson.
They do not note that the President is a
law-abiding man. He assumes that in the
other row prerogative was defeated, and
simply accepts the precedent and conforms
himself to the true state of the unwritten
law.”
__

Minneapolis, Minnesota, furnishes an
apt illustration of the maimer in which a
certain class of prohibitionists promote the
The Republicans
cause of
temperance.
nominated an excellent man for mayor, a
business man of capacity and ateinperani®
man.
The Democrats nominated a man
as
who,
mayor three years earlier, caused a
scandal because of his affiliation with and
protection of the liquor selling element.
Despite the fact that the Republican candidate promised to enforce the license law,
these men ran a ticket of their own and
drew off enough votes to secure the election
of the candidate of the liquor interest.
The Providence Journal says: “The nomination of Roland Worthington of the Boston
Traveller to be collector of customs for the
port of Boston will be a gratification to all
who have admired the union of mental ability and moral courage in that gentleman.
The same capacity, intensity of purpose and
unsurpassed frankness of manner and of ex-

pression exhibited in the custom house,
which have been displayed in the newspaper}
will give the government not only faithful
and efficient service, but enable all who have
business at the receipt of customs m understand what is necessary to be done, and thai
transactions will not be clouded by any ambiguity of purpose or expression. In this
nomination the President has

at

once

dis-

played discriminating wisdom, and assured
to the people a capable and honest servant.”
a

Geo. F. Sewabd, ex-minister to China,
writes: “The veto has saved us from a
wrong step, for the time being, but it should
be said that our whole policy in this matter
of immigration is wrong and that we ought
To
to retrace all the steps we have taken.
to Chinese immigration in so far as it
is evil can be justified to the Chinese, to the
world at large and to ourselves. If there
are criminals who come from China, or lewd
women, or diseased persons, or contract laboreis, let us by all means shut them out.
But let us at the same time stand by our
principles in regard to the immigration of

object

honest freemen, placing no bar against the
Chluaman as a Chinaman, and still less
against the Chinaman as a laborer. Taking
the real
up this position we shall meet all
difficulties of the situation and conserve our
principies while maintaining our influence
With China and the prospects of beneficial
Intercourse with her

people.”

Magazine Notices
Atlantic Momhly for May is a

noteworThe
number. Mr. Longfellow’s poem on Mad
River, in the White Mountains, possesses peculiar interest as being the last one from his pen,
and the final proof of it was revised by him only
a day or two before his last brief illness.. The

thy

opening chapters

of Mr. Thomas

Hardy’s

new

on a Tower, are given, and
prim
story of unusual interest. The Atlantic
hmt secured the sole right of serial publication
of this story, both in America and England.
John Fiske contributes an article on The Arrival of Man in Europe, which supplements bis

aerial, Two
ise

*

scientific treatise on Europe before the
Arrival of Man, in the April number. H. H
Writes a capital character sketch, entitled
Auuty Lane, and Edward G. Mason gives an

popular

entertaining history of Old Fort Chartres, one
of the early French forts in Illinois, some traces
of which yet remain, and in the vicinity of
which many descendants of the old French
settlers are still living. Miss Phelps’s serial,
Dootor Zay, and Mr. Bishop's story, The House
of a Merchant Prince, are both continued, and
Eugene W. Hilgard concludes his paper on
Progress in Agriculture by Education and
Government Aid, in which he makes some
criticisms on the conduct of the Department of
Agriculture, and suggests needed improvements in it. The third chapter in the valuable
series of Studies in the South treats of methods of emigration, life in colonies, the fortunes
of the negroes, fertilizers, cotton, the cypress
swamps, and the Texas climate. Miss Elizabeth Roberts contributes a curious article on
the Evolution of Magio, and J. Laurence
Laaghlin gives a clear and instructive account
af the recent French Panic. Poems by Edith
K. Thomas and Mary W. Plummer, a review
of Renan’s Marcus Aurelius, the Contributors’
Club, and Books of the Month are the other
contents of the number. A brief obituary notice of Mr. Longfellow refers to the fact that
the very first number of the Atlantic contained
his tribute to Florence Nightingale, and that
number of the magazine is privilthe

present
eged to present

its readers his last poem.
portrait of Mr. Lougfel'ow will
to

A fin* steel
June number.
appear in the
Mifflin A Co., Boston.

Houghton,

Holmes to Longfellow.
An Eloquent Tribute to the Dead Poet.

At the monthly meeting of

the Massachu-

setts Historical Society, resolutions regarding
the death of Longfellow were introduced and
passed, and Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes made

a fitting close to the narrative? Who
Woulu ouiit those two lines,
“Never to blend our pleasure or our pride
With sorrow of the meanest thing that lives?”
No poet knows better than Longfellow bow
to impress a moral without seeming to preach.
Didactic verse, as Buch, is no doubt a formidable visitation. but a cathedral has its lesson to
teach as well as a schoolhouse. These beautiful medallions of verse which Longfellow has
left us might possibly be found fault with as
truth
conveying too much useful and elevatingaim
of
in their legends; having the unartislic
being serviceable as well as delighting by their
the
to
beauty. Lot us leave such comment
critics, who cannot handle a golden coin fresh
from the royal mint without clipping its edges
aud stampfbg their own initials on its face.
Of tbe longer poems of our chief singer I
should not hesitate to select “Evangeline” as
the masterpiece, and I think the general verdict of opinion would confirm my choice. The
German model which it follows in its measure
and the character of its story was itself suggested by an earlier idyl.—If Dorothea was the
mother of Evangeline, Luise was the mother
of Dorothea. And what a beautiful creation
is the Acadian maiden! From the first line of
the poem—from its first words wo r«qg as we
would float down a broad and placia river,
murmuring softly against its banks, heaven
over it, and the glory of the unspoiled wilderness all around,
“Ibis is the forest primeval."
The words are already familiar as
“Alenin aeide thea,”

POET.

Conquerors and conquered sink iu common
oblivion; triumphal arches, pageants the world
wGDders at, all that trumpeted itself as destined to an ear lily immortality pass away, the
victor of a hundred battles is dust, the parchments or papyrus on which his deeds were
written are shrivelled aiad decayed and gone:
“And all his triumphs shrink into a coin.”
So it is with a lyric poem. One happy utterwhich
or expression
ance of some emotion
comes home to all may keep a name remembered when the race to winch the singer belonged exists no longer. The cradle song of
Datitne to her infant as th-y tossed ou the
made the
waves iu the imprisoning chest, has
name of Simonides immortal. Our own Engtsh literature abounds with instances which
illustrate tbe same fact so far as the experience
of a few generations extend. And I think we
may venture to say that some of the shorter
.was of
Longfellow must surely reach a remote posterity, and be considered then, as now,
iruameiits to English literature. We may
compare them with the best short poems of the
language without fearing that they will suffer.
Scott, cheeful, wholesome, unreflective, should
be read in the open air; Byron, the poet of
malcontents and cynics, in a prison cell; Bu ms
iu
generous, impassioned, manly, social, fulll\)*>
of
tavern hall; Moore, elegant, fastidious,
melody, scented with the volatile perfume of
the Eastern gardens in which his fancy revelled, is pre-eminently the poet of the drawingroom and the piano;
Longfellow, thoughtful,
musical, home,loving, busy with the lessons of
life, which he was ever studying, and loved to
teach others, finds his charmed circle of listenHis songs, which we might
ers by the fireside.
almost call sacred ones, rarely, if ever, get into
the hymn books. They are too broadly human
to suit the specializes tastes of the sects, which
often think more of their differences from each
other than of the common ground on which

of
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Abstract of Annual Statement made to the Insurance
Commissioner of Maine.

N

£

a
a

RECEIPTS IN 1881.
Premiums,.$4,000,302 46
Interest,.1,812.920.87

£

EXPENDITURES

for

nil those

Total.$5^577^399.53

Palnftil Complaints mid Wosheaei

female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female ComInflammation
and Uloera
plaints, all ovarian troubles,
Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
locoiumou toour best

tlon,

Bpin'nl

Weakness, and Is particularly adaptod to the
Change of life.
will
dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus In
It
an early stage of development. The tendency to can*
cerous humors thereto checked very BpeedUy by Its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relievos weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, flendnclios, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi*
gestlon.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.

|

Assets Dec. 31st, 1881, Market Value,.$35,718,811.58
Liabilities, (Reserve at 4 per cent.;.$32,808,162.52
$2,910,649 <>6
Surplus as regards Policy-holders, ......
Number of Policies in force, 46,652, Insuring, .... $127,411,677 04)

Every Policy issued by this Company contains the following conditions, and is absolutely Non ForfeitaPremiums have been paid, the lull Four Percent.
| ble: in case of I.apse, after two or more Pull Years,
Reserve Value will be applied by the Company, at the ontion of the assured, in either of wo ways:
the
Insurance for sin h period as the full value wil, pay
FIR"*'*’ To the Extension ot the full auiouut of
for at the Compauy’s Published Rates: or, St it I OS D—On surrender of the O ig ual Policy within Three
of
a
Paid-up Policy. 11,1.1 STKA flOISi Policy No.
Months from da’e of Lapse, to the pur,-hare
68 406 was issued Oct. 30 1871, for *5,oi0 on the Annual Life Plan, at age 37 an .uai Premum
*138.80. T> n Primiums wee ,aid, which, less Dividends, amounted to *1 073 65. The Policy lapsed iu
! 1881, and the Company app led t e R serve Va ue of *680.76 to the purchase of Term lu-urauee for
*5 000. for the period of 10 tears and 7 days; so that the lo Premiums paid for over 30 years ot Insurance,
It was optional
the average yearly cost being *53.57, which is at the rate of hut *10.71 per thousand.
j with
the Assured to ake the Extended Insurance as above, or to surrender the original Policy for a Paidof
Life
*1,300.
Policy
up

j

It will at all times and under all circumstances act In
harmony with the laws that govern Clio female system.
For the care of Kidney Complaints of either sex this

Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
mall
Lynn, Mass. Brice |L 81x bottles for $5. Sent by
on
in the form of pills, also in the form of lorenges,
receipt of price, $1 pertiox for either. Mrs. Pinkham
for
Send
pampb*
freely answers all letters of Inquiry.
let. Add:ess as above. Mention this Paper.
No family should be without LYDIA E. PINE HAM’S
Ltt"2R PILLS. They cure coustipation, biliousnsss.
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
JUT Sold by all Druggists.

oct!7

_M

HEDGES &

HODGES,

!

Emery which is free, if paoked in tin boxes is
made to pay 21 marks on the same ground.
Cheese instead of 20 marks, if wrapped in tin
foil pays 24 marks, and there have been mstan
in which 200 marks were assessed, because
in the opinion of the custom house officers
there was in the encasing an admixture of stiver.
Ink has been rated at 30 marks because

ces

contained in what was declared to be fine glass
Well might a member of a Reichstag
ware.
commenting upon the absurdities, ask: ‘‘How

else than in bottles was ink expected to be imported when it was set down in the law at 3
marks per kilogram, perhaps in sacks or blotting paper.” A merchant imported a number
of empty champagne bottles sealed and labeled
The
to make a display in his show window
bottles were assessed at the custom house at 30
‘‘fine
110
as
ware,”
glass
marks per
kilograms,
probably because they were tastefully labeled.
Knit jackets and coats have been charged 300
marks instead of 100 marks, because they seemthey can agree.
ed to the zealous custom house officers to come
ohatl we think less of our poet because he
under the bead of “millinery goods.” I might
aimed iu his verse not simply to please, but
continue the subject indefinitely. The German
also to impress some elevating thought on the
of
King press is discussiug these eccentricities with
minds of his reader ?” The Psalms
much interest. The comic papers have a reguDavid are burning with religious devotion and
lar column for “custom house curios,” travesfull of weighty counsel, but they are not less
valued, certainly, than the poems of Omar tying the decisions of custom house officials by
absurdity
Kitayam, which cannot be accused of too great the most grotesque inventions. The to
the attheir subof the proceeding has been brought
a tendency to find a useful lesson in
Gernumerous
fouud
fault
the
of
famous
government
the
critic,
tention
by
ject. DenniB,
man importers. The director of customs, Dr.
with the “Rape of the Lock” because it had
members
a
that
poem
Bnrcbardt, lias been called upon by
It is not necessary
no moral.
a
of the Reichstag to expla'D these anomalies.
should carry a moral any more than that
be an alanswer to questions addressed to this highshould
In
always
Madonna
a
of
picture
best judge
est executive officer of the oustoms department
tar piece. The poet himself is the
charmIn
that
he has simply pointed to the regulation quoted.
of that in each particular case.
Whether this condition of things will continue
ing little poem of Wordsworth’s ending
for auyl eugth of liine or be changed by legal
•‘And then my heart with rap* lire thrills
enactment or executive regulation it is imposAnd danoes w<th the daffodils,”
sible to predict. There is no judicial tribunal
we do not ask for anything more titan rite recin the country competent to decide such quesord of he impression w-lttch is fold so simply,
mi St be disposed of either by the
<1 which justifies itse;f by tne way in which j tion-. They
or repealing the
it is told.
But who dues not feel with the poet. i Buuderath itself, chaoglug
intent and proper
or
regulation expounding itsenactment.
that the touching rtory,’ "Hartleap Well”
application or by legislative
must have its lesson brought out distinctly to

118 Devonshire Street,

Hampshire.

Maine and New

Massachusetts,

For

Mexican
.87
*98
Prince Edward Island notes.••
Letters of Credit issued and Bills drawn available
in any of the principal Cities on the Continent of

ME.
28 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND,eO<i3w
OFFICE
apr3

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
in Timothy, florae Flax. llun
Till let, Ked Top, Blue lira,.,
I,awn lira**. Orchard lira..,
Garden, Flower, Bird Weed*, Ac.

T

^Ll TTl
Jrn
^ | I

gariau,

9

Me.

Square, Portland,

Market

Hall,

feb25

Dealer*

A

-|M—m T~» *■“>

Market

for Sterling Bills on London.
Government Iionds and good Local Securities
sold director on commission, at the most
favorable rates.
marl7eodtf

bought and

rt.-v-.-r.-

■

-JUS-r.~.

IH-.I.J

q-.il

FOR

April Investments.
7’s
7’s
6’s
6’s
5 1-2’s
“
5’s
Akron, Ohio,
6’s
Portland Water company
...
6’s
Vkron, Ohio
7’s
Maine Central R. R.
6’s
Portland & Ogdenvburg R. R
)
6’s
New York & New England R. R.
6’s
Southern Pacific R- R.
(Payable in Gold Coin Secured by Land Grant and
Sinking rand.)

City•*of Chicago,

Cleveland
St. Louis
County of St. Louis
City of Fort Wayne, Indiana,

H. HI. PAYSOH & CO.
32 Exchange Street,
eodtf

PORTLAND.

Benson’s Capcine
Porous Plasters
Are the only improvement ever
made in Plasters.
One is worth more than a dozen
of any other kind.
Will positively cure where other
remedies will not even relieve.
Price 25 cerds.
Beware of cheap Plasters made
with lead poisons.
SEABURY& JOHNSON,

Manufacturing Chemists, Ketv York.
iScts.
1 (SURE RE ME foYa TIL AST. Price
H MEAD’S Medicated CORN and BUNION PIASTER.
«p15SW&w2w
ly» Iig31

—

(Amehican Loan and Tbust Co., Tbustees.)

Due

Semi-Annually

Interest

1891.

Direct obligation of the Railroad Co.
ia

in

held

Trait

for the

Bontihwiden.

Fund r> dnen the
cent, each year.

Bonds

poaaena

isane lO per
element of

every

Fine Portrait Work
Facilities

Especial

Specialty

a

14 WALL ST., NEW YORK.
apl6 i 9 22

Life Size Crayons.
during bia absence as has been reported,

but-has an effl'
Lamson baa not closed his photograph rooms
cient operator to take his place under the iighf and who will make specia effort to blease each and overwith
the
lor
his own refuhas
held
his
work
ever
which
,rid
to
maintain
the
public,
high stauding
patron
tation dependB upon It.

TECB

YOU SHOULD

WHY

INSURE
STEPHEN

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Job

LIFE 1SSDK.4NCE C0IP1SY,

11' HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PA^IC since its organization paying every honest
Tbss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for iberali'y
fey many
years of fair dealing with its policy -holders.
IT HAS THE KNIHIRSEMENT of the highest in
surauc^ authorities and the most prominent busi
nt*8s and professional men all over the country, and
for all these reasons is entitled to your consideration and respect.
IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
no stockholders to take the lion’s share of the profits. Mutual companies never fail.
IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
CIE-t in force, and is therefore sure of a fair aver

Twenty-Third Annua! Statement, January
1st, 1882.
INCOHE.
For Premiums.. ..$2,179.6 2 33

1,194,570.97
——

■

18

3)374,133.33

DINBlKSEJIEVrS.
Death Losses.$816,436.50
KndowMatured

575,080.41

ments

and
Surrendered
Lap ed Policies... 110,908.25
Dividends to Policy
Holders. 768,610.86
*

age
IT

Taxes, salaries, commissions to agents,
medical fees, advertising, postage,

620,270.88
..9.891,985.90

ality,

and

cannot

seriously

be

19

HOME

A

affected

by

ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
Whenever
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend addi
tioua thereto, amount to the hum injured, the policy becomes payable at once as a matured endow
ment.

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES.
OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay ur death
claim8 promptly upon their approval by the loss
committee, without waiting the customary ninety
days—and without rebate of interest!

18,859,458.96

Price* reasonable and satisfaction
lea

3,092.611.61

JAMES
ANDERSON, Special Agt.,
T. EMMER10N JONES, Agent for
Portland.

losses.$9,528,649.55

Paid for matured
endowments...
Paid for sur-endered and laj sed

decS

eo

dtf

3,318,815,64

6,811,479.76
policies
dividends 8,620,039.28

paid policy holders and
46,138,353^4©
invested for them
39,631,785.47
Received for premiums
Total premiums received deducted
from total payments to pol cy
holders and invested assets give
interest gain over all expenses
6,506.567.73
of....

SPRING

Dolmans,

f

soon as water

1st

an

*ve<age

on

Marine

1881

.*

IVIcLELLAN,

PORTLAND
AGENT**,

Premiums.....

$5,627,02^ 57

AS8ETS,==

for Ladies, Gents
and Children,

BUTTONS.
We have just opened as line a
line of new Buttons to match all
shades of Dress Goods and Cloakings as has ever been offered in the

city.

We have just received
assortment of made up

feb!7__(;odtf_|

Dressing.

Losses

for the neck in

Days styles

Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

I>. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. HAVEN, 3d Vice President
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

J.

& Son

Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a Lawn
in me wo Id;
Dressing which is second 10 none
is comp-'sed is food for
every article <<f which it
worms from
ar*8^. It also ef'ectuaily drives earth
which is often so
fhe lawns, and lik wise hills moss,
stable
troublesome in old lawns. After applying

PORTLAND:

J. W.
Fob.

4.

« OK
1882.

166 FORE ST.

MUNGER,

RESPONDENT.
febAI I mteod 1 Im&w8w0

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

bags

Wnolesale and Reta l Dealer in

a

large

new

Street.

C. W. BELKNAP &

ITCHINi PILES

Sleasant,
janlg

d?Qw&weou

jy3

SON,

142 & 144 Commercial Street,
ME.

PORTLAND,

mh20

A.

UKHOT^

W. JOEOAN,

^

s. H.LARMIN1E & CO.,
Commission

Merchants.

Provisions,

SmiIs,

137 Commercial St., Portland,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Futures bought and sold

122
on

Chicago

Margins. Correspondence invite

l

a

COAX..
Domestic Coals
Prices.

a

Specialty,

Me.

Salle St

Market on
mar3dtf

at

322 Commercial
Brown’s

_

drain,

—

FELLOWSHIP
a

BAND CONiEKT AND

DANCE

IIV CITY IIALL,.
Wednesday Evening, April 26th, 1882.
Tickets, admitting G**nt ami Ladies^SV 00; to be
and a’ w. S. Ranks’
obtair ed of the

GREAT SALE
—

OF

—

PORTLAND,

As we have a very low rent the
expense of running our store is
very small and we can afford to
sell any of onr goods at

has

prompted

OF

of

success

our

SILKS
us

to hold

a

SALE

—

commence on

Wednesday, April 12.
We have all of the popular
makes of Silks in stock, and daring this sale we shall offer

EXTRAORDINARY BARGAINS.
Samples
plication.

sent

by

Mail upon ap-

492 & 494 Congress St.
dti?

business under
Our motto is
a larger exnonse.
“QUICK SALES AND SHALL
than those

doing

PROFITS.”

Learn
see that

onr

prices

we mean

and yon will
what we say.

PIANOS AND ORGANS.
3 Free Street Block, PORTLAND.
W

sep29

Weddiug William S.

Cards.

Weddings
a

and Invitations
and ltecep-

Specialty.
dtf

mohll

STUDLEY,
is hereby given, that I have thi- day given my B'<n, T. O.
Wellcome, his tlm“ during
the remainder of his minority.
I -hall claim non*
ol 1.1. earnings, nor pay any bills uf his soutraetlaf
after this date.
ISAAC C VTELIjOOMU.

dtf

apO
Notice.

NOTICE

Yarmouth, April 17,1882.

BROOK

KIMBALL

the members
Cruelty
at
Rooms,
Free -ireet Block, next. Thursday evening, April
UOib, at 7o’clock, for the purpose of voting upon
the sale and transfer of the teal estate ef the society.

apl8d3t

AND

I Stationer.

tions

MAINK.

of

CARD PLATE ENGRAVER

Visiting

513 CONGRESS STREET.

Wliarf,
aplodtf

Lowell,

AND

Good Goods and Low Prices,

Street,

special meeting
of “The Society for the Prevention of
THERE
the Portland Fraternity
to Animals”

1882.

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CABY.

for

SPECIAL MEETING.
a

Decker Bros’ Pianos,

Engraved Cards

253 Middle Street.

will be

CALL and SEE

LOWER PRICES

Lowes i Market

Orders received by telephone.

April 18th,

The unparalleled
recent sale of

and choice

•.

Symptoms are moisture, stin ging, i tching, worse at
night; 6eemsa8 if pin-worms were crawling about
the rectum; the private parts are often affected. As a
economical and positive cure, Swayxe’s
1NTMENT is superior to any article in the mr*
gold by druggists, or tend 60 cts. in d-ct. Sta>
jioaes, £1.25. Address, Da. SwAYjra & Son, Ph«'

OF

Alio • choioo stock of ant-elm

Lace Goods

JO PER CENT.

j

use no other,
10, 26, 50 and 100 pounds.
;
|EB*‘’Direction8 in each bag.
hitIt may also be found at Messrs. Kondall &
No.
7
&
Co.’S,
nev’s. Market Square, W. C. Sawyer
46
Preble street, Geo. Blanchard & Brothers, No.
and
Union Street, and A. A. Mitchell’s, corner High

GREXt^MlE FOR

I.O.O.F.

great variety

dividend to Policy
Holder* on
Premiums Terminating in 1881

49 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

Belknap

in

1,587,534 47

$13,165,466.40.

^flfSP’Tryinit and of
you will

THE

Daughter.

SPRING HOSIERY

Policies not marked off

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 7,1882.

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,

S. H.

!

apll

;

and many
manures to lawn alsD Superphosphates
it i8 a lo g ime
other lawn dressings m*w in use,
to
can
allowed
be
play on th» m
before he children
N<>t so with the
ouor.
on account of the offensive
the
offer
to
public, for there
composition which we
to prevent chit
is nothing of which it is composod
at any and all
dren using the lawn as a play ground

1W

organized

ever

J.W.CO LiRR...Manager.
Under the Auspices of A M. PALMER, Esq of
the UNION KQIAIIE THC U K*. NSW
f«KK, in the Kj in antic Play by Bsunoir HowABD, entitled the

which will

borne

January,

the money |

GORHAM.

Commercial

The Strongest Dramatic Company

—

In the above goods we are now
prepared to show as tine a line of
styles as can be found in the city.
Also a nice assortment of

1881....$4,039,487 10

Premiums

STATIC AGT.,

put up

Two Nights, Itfondny and Tuesday, April &4lh A 25lh.

Ulsters.

on Marino Risks from 1st
January J881, to 31st December,

T.T.Merry
AUBURN.

Messrs. C. W.

WAI NIC

did

ap!3

NEW PORTLAND THEATRE.
Frank Curtis.Proprietor and Manager.

SPECIAL

and

Premiums

paid living ,! Total

The $3.318.815 mature endowments
members have given insurance and p*id
of 4Va per cent, compound interest on
invested. For insurai ce apply to

A6AINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

This Company will take risks at their office. New
York. < u Vessels. Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as

..

,_

Lawn

Tickets for sale bj
Ooh.
A«*uiit‘ion
Comrades and at the door Reserved peats 35 cents
For saie at Stockbridge’s one week in advance.

TALMAS

Mutual Insurance Co.

10 Cent*.

feb2o_dtf

ftitumiena !

Niarltug

Elegant Tableaux !

COLORED

of all kinds with Trimmings to
New
match.

INSURE

e

A3.

—

Recruit.

Dutota.

SACKS, BLACK SILKS.

OF NEW YORK

INTEREST RECEIPTS SINCE 1873 HAVE PAID
DEATH LOSSES AND EXPENSES.
Premium receipts in 1881 were 300,000 more
than for 1880.
„„„
There was m increase of over $*>00,000 of assets
—3,319 policies »nd $9 636,667 insurance. The
new insurance amounted to $16 038,242.
Since 1876 the payments of the company to pollin excess of preey holders have been $2,901,348
miums
were
$1,104,216 more than
In 1878 payments
premiums received—yet the assets *ud surplus, one
have
steadily increased.
year excepted,
ENDOWMENT INVESTMENTS

OFFICE;

COLI IP
THE

AM

oiumittee,
Mi'die street; Geo.
Drugstore; F. R Farringto*
C. Frye, Congress street, and at the door
8
Concert
from
to
9.
Grand
March at 9 p.
Band
Usmc by • httadler’* K> ud.
m.
apl5dtd

Cloaking Material

Amount

Alfred, Maine.

guaranteed,
dlT

ATLANTIC

$46,138,363.20

1,0*

—

will be celebrated by

Paid for

LEWIS

CHARLIE

__

Total.$27,278 894.24
Add pres, assets.. 18,869,468.96

0. JORDAN,

the great Military

65

ODD

NEW

*. DiUVin
JOU
Prchidcm.
DANIEL SHARP Vice President,
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
NTOHOLAS DeGKOOT, Assistant Secretary,
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

Received for premiums.-...$39,63 J ,785.47
for death

ADDRESS,

announce

COWPANV.

ITS MAINE LA.W EXTENSION is the most lust
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of the
policy-holder ever devised.

Paid

800,000 ft. dry Hemlock Boards, Heady
for immediate delivery.

would respectfully

—

VJ Market Mquare. Portland.

J. F. FERRIS,
Financial Recerd from OrganiManner for Maine and New Hampshire
zation to January 1st, 1882.
A.

FOR SALE.

tfosworlli Post No. 2, G. L R.

THE 63d ANNIVEBMART

FRESCO PAINTERS.

ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which can occur during its
n tin nance, and is so simple and clear that even a
child can un lerstaud it.

2,486,491.66

Keserve.

DRY mim BOARDS

II AL L,

I T Y

c

283.779.35
Total.. 15,836,847.35
Surpiu* Over 4 per c^nt.

W.I. PHILLIPS A LO., Wholesale Aets.
M.WAFly

“c

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday Evenings, April 10, 20,21 & 22,

and (gatd

JOST A MORTON,

INCONTESTTBLE
All poiicie
POLICIES!
ssued after Nov. 16, 1881 are incontestible alter
three years from the date of tbe policies for any
cause except fraud or mistatement of age.

express age and all
other expenses....

..

rnor>

epidemics.

BERRY,

No. 37 Plum Street.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
IT IS AN OLD COMPANY, having been estabished over thirty years.

HILWADKEE, WIS.

For Interest.
Total.

.fflcoi'.

OF

All other liabilities.

FOSTER, MILBURN & CO,, Prop’rs, Buffalo, N. Y,

ap!2dtU

BEATS NOW ON BATE.

coinmencee

LIABILITIES.
ac! ua
Reserve.
ries, 4 per ct... $15,553,068.09

TRIAL SIZE,

ADAMOWSKI, Violinist,
CLOSE, Pianist.

Seat* 50

Mutual

Cash on hand and
in bank. 1,364,422.97
Accrued interest
and rent.
295,954.01
All other assets.,
288,468.53
Total..

PRICK, $1.00.

D M. BABCO' K. Basso.

Hegant Scenerv, Costu uea and Appointment*.
ana 7o c s.
Gallery 35. Sale of scat*
api9dtd
FR.IOAY, April 21.

-IN THE-

UNION MUTUAL

bonds, (market

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rh#im, Scaid Head,
Sores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weakof
nesses and Irregularities, Dizzi-ness, Loss
Appetite, Juandice, Affections of the Liver.
and
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia
General ^ebility. Directions in eleven languages.
A course of Burdock Blood'Bitters will satisfy the most
earth.
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier en

BARTON, Mezzo,
SIU. ElMUNOLI, Tenor,

The
Company includes Je-euh Whiting,
MS. L. Tiltnu, J®—***
R. C. Bouifnre
Wilhe*. W. N. Dabo I, JU. M H yder, Ad* le
Bo ts Grub a us,
l.izziv*
Hunnsn.
Bvlgar e,
Tittle Rroigic, Archie Cswprr.

ItKTIWESTEM

value).

Face

FANNY KELLOHO, Soprano,

Banker’s

BUSINESS CAKHt*.

Jly7oodtl

—

Ainit—TO Cl.KASK.

ASSETS.

»

Company.

Banker’s Danglitcr
COMBINATION !

72 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON.

for

Loans on bonds
& morlgages. .$11,043,228.04
Premium notes..
1,620,674.45
Heal o«tate.
1,720,219.30
U. S. aud other

eodeow&eow lynr

Concert

BY

h

Opposite Falmouth Hotel.

Total

ap3m

GRAND

—

Delphos &
Burlington B. B. Co.
Rolling Stock

(ltf

OF THE

Toledo,

ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER,

Total.$2,271,016.02

THB

KELLMG-KIliltU

7 PER-CENT BONDS

FOB MALE

C-A-P-CI-N-E is correctly spelled.

Thursday Evening,April 20

61

aafety*

IMITATED,

FRANK CURTIS. Proprietor ajsd M.vsao-h.

■

Bank Stocks Wanted.

These

HAVE PEEN

T UKATKI'.

PUKTLtND

NEW

“

Sinking

And their excellent reputation injured by worthless imitations. The
Public are cautioned against buying Plasters having similar soundSee that the word
ing names.

aplOdlf

Europe.
Highest price paid

Mass.

Boston,

SPECIAL AGENT.

AGENT,

MmJt

BENSON'S
CAPCINE
PLASTERS

»

..

ap3

AUG. H. FORD,

H. C. GILSON,

i—|

mercial affairs for March. Consul General
Vogeler at Frankfort on the Main contributes
a paper on German tariff laws in which he presents the oddities of customs ruling by which

es,

STATE AGENTS,

This Evening, Janies E. t'bandler, lectures and gives his Poly or.
Also at Wiiliston Church
ama.
Read the
tomorrow evening.
Programme and go.

Drama entitled

W&Fly

Secretary Freliughuysep furnishes the advance sheets of the consular reports on com-

of which are new to these decisions,
which he declares stagger credibility: American preserved meats instead of being assessed
at 111 marks per 100 kilograms, is admitted as
“fine iron ware,” because contained in tin boxwith a duty of 21 marks per 100 kilogra ns.

.$4.85

Mexican & So. Ainr. Doubloons.15.45
German Twenty Mark. 4.70
Canada Notes.
N. B. A N. S. Notes.•.
American Silver ^4 and Va Dollars.99Vi
*96
Canada Silver
English Stiver, per £. 4.75
98
Trade i ollars.

p,

IN 1881.

4'iaims by Death,
.2,317,101.36
...
Endowments and tnnuities,
39li, 1341.88
Surr* ndered Policies,.484,879 10
Dividends to Policy-holders,.
1,394,268.87
982.019 82
All other Expenditures,.

LYDIA E. PINKHAIVI’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
IsjaTosUlveCniji

Laws.

most

for

Total.”$5^73,228.33

k

rial of which the iuclosure or outside wrapping
of an article bears a higher rate of duty than
the thiug inclosed the duty shall be estimated
at the higher rate on the weight of the whole.
Mr. Vogeler instances the following Cases,

paying

Spanish Doubloons.16.60

DODD, President.

AMZI

£

are now

Victoria Sovereigns

IVewarls., 3NT. tT.

E

German Customs

it is sought to levy a prohibitory duty on a variety of articles. Tne regulation under which
the trick is performed, is that where the mate-

CONGRESS ST. M. E. CHURCH.

•

....

Peculiarities

specie: quotation* eroiti

J. B. Brown & Sons.

c
a

Dutch Swindling.

The

ENTERTAINMENTS

'"Jr.

~

MRS. LYDIA E- PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,

patriotic emotion.
THE FIRESIDE

•'

—-.

the following remarks:
It is with no vain lamentations, but rather
with profound gratitude, that we follow the
soul of our much-loved and long-loved poet beyond the confi’.es of the world he helped so
largely to make beautiful. We conld have
wished to keep him longer, but at least we are
spared witnessing the inevitable shadows of an
old age protracted too far beyond its natural
limits. From the first notes of his fluent and
harmonions song to the last, which comes to us
as the “voice fell like a falling star,” there has
The music of the mounnever been a discord.
tain stream in the poem which reaches us from
the other shore of life is as clear and sweet as
the melodies of the youthful an«l middle periods of his minstrelsy. It has been a fully
rounded life, beginning early with large promise, equalling every anticipation in its maturithe ripety, fertile and beautiful to its close in
ness of its well-filled years.
Until the silence fell upon us we did not entirely appreciate how largely his voice was repeated in the echoes of our own hearts. .The or
affluence of his production so accustomed us to
“Arma virumque cano.”
look for a poem from him at short intervals
The hexameter has often been criticized, hut
that we could hardly feel how precious that
Not, of coarse, I not believe any other moasure could have
was which was so abundant.
told that lovely story with such effect as we
that every Bingle poem reached the standard of
feel when carried along the tranquil current of
ihe highest among them all. That could not
these
mortals
must
occasionbe in Homer’s time, and
brimming, slow-moving soul-satisfying
ally nod now as then. But the baud of the ar- lines. Imagine a story like this minced into
tist shows itself unmistakably in everything
octosyllabics. The poet knows better than his
critics the length of step which best befits his
which left his desk.—the O of Giotto could not
help being a perfect round and the\#rseof muse.
I will not take up your time with any furin
construction.
is
Longfellow always perfect
ther remarks upon writings so well known to
He worked in that simple and natnral way
all.
By the poem I have last mentioned, and
which characterizes the master. But it is one
thing to be simple through poverty of intellect, by bis lyrics, or shorter poems, I think the
name ot
Longfellow will be longest rememand another thing to be simple bv repression of
bered. Whatever he wrote, whether in prose
all redundancy and over-statement; one thing
and
or.poetry. bore always the marks of the finest
to be natnral through ignorance of all rules
scholarship, the purest taste, fertile imaginaanother thing to have made a second nature
In respect to
tion, a sense of the mnsic of words, and a skill
out of the sovereign rules of art.
in bringing it out of our English tongue, which
this simplicity and naturalness his style is in
strong contrast to that of many writers of our is hardly more than one of his contemporaries
who write in that language can be said to
is
for
there
is
no
effect,
time. There
Btratning
novel patterns, no
equal.
no torturing of rhythm for
The saying ot Buffo* that the style is the
wearisome iteration of petted words, no ineleman himself, or qf
the man himself, as some
gant clipping of syllables to meet the exigenhave it, was never truer than in the
versions
no
affected
a
archaism,
cies of
rarely any
verse,
case of our beloved
poet. Let us understand
liberty taken with language, unless it may be
by style all that eives individuality to tbe exm the form of a few words in the translation
and in the subjects, tbe
of
a
remarks
these
writer,
from
pression
of Dante. I will not except
handling, the spirit and aim of his poems we
the singular and original form which he gave
see tbe reflex of a personal character which
to his poem of “Hiawatha,” a poem with a cumade him worthy ot that almost unparalleled
rious history in many respects. Suddenly and
adhomage which crowned his noble life. Such a
intensely popular in this country, greatly
funeral procession as attended him in thought
mired by many foreign critics, imitated with
place has never joined the
perfect ease by any clever school boy, serving to his last resting that
of monrners
followed the hearse of a
train
advertisements, made
as a model lor metrical
we
not
but
at
poet—could
say of any private citizen?
fun of, sneered at, admired, abased,
any
And we all feel that bo tribute could be too
rate a picture full of pleasing fancies and melogenerous, too universal, to tbe union of a
dious cadences. The very names are jewels
diviue
gift with one of the loveliest of human
which the most fastidious muse might be proud
characters.
to wear. Coming from the realm of the Androscoggin and of Moosetukmaguutuk, how
could he have found two such delicious names
New York Fifty Years Ago.
The eight-sylas Hiawatha and Minnehaha?
In a small pamphlet printed lor private cirlable trochaic verse of "Hiawatha” like the
wight-syllable iambic verse of “The Lady of the culation, James W. Auteu of New York city
Lake,” and others of Scott’s poems, has a fatal has recorded his reminiscences of New York
facility, which I have elsewhere endeavored to
wbeu be first entered it iu 1831, and
explain on physiological principles. The recital as it was
of the changes he has since seen made on Man*
of each line uses up the air of one natnral expiration, so that we read, as we naturally do, hattan Island. Borne of his recollections, which
eighteen or twenty lines in a minute without seem strangely out of date in the hurly-burly
disturbing the normal rhythm of breathing,
of 1882, are as follows:
which is also eighteen or twenty breaths to a
minute. The standing objection to this is, that
I have seen many and wonderful changes
it makes the octosyllabic verse too easj writing
in this city. From a goodly-sized town of 200,frethis
most
and too slipshod reading. Yet in
000 inhabitauts, it now numbers more than
quently criticized piece of verse work, the poet
the requirements
,as shown a subtle sense of
1,250,000 of souls. I have seen It rebuilt in
<>f his simple story of a primitive race, in choosmust parts twice, and in many the third time,
lets
the
that
of
measures
ing the most fluid
and extend its northern border from Canal
thought run throngh its easy sing-song, such as
street to far beyond the Harlem river. Iu 1830
oral tradition would be sure to find on the lips
of the story-tellers of the wigwam. Although
we had no Croton water, little anthracite coal,
Longfellow was not fond of metrical contor- except Bhode Island coal, which successfully
tions and acrobatic achievements, he well knew
resisted every effort to burn it; little or no illuho effect of skilful variation in the forms of
verse and well-managed refrains or repetitions,
minating gas, the city being mostly lighted,
lu one of his earlier poems ('’’Pleasant it was
publicly and privately, by oil, etc.; no railroads
when woods were green”) the dropping a syllano express companies, no sunlit
pictures, no
ule from the last line is an agreeable surprise
friction matches, no land telegraphs, no ocean
to the ear, expectiug only the common monotbalanced lines. In “Exon. of scrupulously
cables, no petroleum, and not a steamship to
celsior,” the repetition of the aspiring exclama- cross the
ocean; nearly all our foreign mails
lion which gives its name to the poem lifts evcoming mouth ly or fortnightly by the famous
ery stanza a step higher than the one which
preceded it. In “The Old Clock on the Stair,” old Black Ball or Black Star aud other lines of
he solemn words “Forever, Never, Never,
Liverpool packets. The arrival of a European
Forever,” give wonderful effectiveness to that mail in that
day was a great event in shipping
most impressive poem.
aud mercantile circles.
The packets were
All his art, all his learning, all his melody
jauuot account for his extraordinary popularisometimes out 30 to 60 days, or more; aud
ty, not only among his own countrymen and
to Bhare iu “the first delivery” of letters was
those who in other lands speak the language in
the object of every merchant, as none cocld afwhich he wrote, but in other lands where he
could only be read through the ground glass of
ford to be much behind his neighbor in the rea translation.
It was in his choice of subjects
of commercial news. “Extras” were
ception
which
with
that one source of the public favor
usually issued, ofteu causiug great excite meut.
his writings, more especially his poems, were
California,
Alaska, aud other remote parts
1received obviously lay. A poem to be widely
•f our country were then unknown, except by
popular must deal with thoughts and emotions uam. and the whole vast territory west of the
S that belong to common, not exceptional, charMississippi river was laid down on the maps as
\ acter, conditions, interests. The most popular “unexplored regions.” Iu that day we had lit] of all books are those that meet the spiritual tle or no small coin except the Spanish aud
needs of mankind moat powerfully, such works
Mexican shilling, aud sixpence and “pisiaand “Pilgrim’s
is “The Imitation of Christ”
reeu;” and our rates of postage were 6J, 12i,
of
multitude
I
if
the
great
Progress.”
suppose
182 and 25 ceuis, according to distance. If It
readers were to render a decision as to which
be askeu wiiat did the citizens do for water for
of Longfellow’s poems they most valued “The i tire
extinguishment of fires and for domestic
Psalm of Life” would command the largest
the auswer is, they had the North aud
use,
i number. This is a brief homily enforcing the
East rivers, the old pumps aud cisterus, and
great truths of duty and of our relation to the
Knapp’s spring water delivered at the doors at
Eternal and Invisible. Next in order would
furnished by the
so much per gallon, and that
that
a
come
peem
"Excelsior,”
very probably
Manhattan company. The old flint and steel
springs upward like a flame, and carries the aud tinder box supplied the place of matches;
sonl up with it in its aspiration for the unatpure whale and sperm oil aud candles, the
tainable ideal. If this sounds like a trumpetplace of gas; hard woods aud Virginia and Jercall to the fiery energies of youth, not less does
sey pine, and bituminous coal, the place of anthe still, small voice in that most sweet and
thracite; the lumbering omnibus served for
reuder poem, “Resignation,” appeal to the sen“rapid transit,” aud Kipp aud Brown’s stages
sibilities of those who have lived long enough
running from the corner of Pine aDd Nashua
to have known the bitterness of such a bereavestreets to “Greenwich village,”—fare one shilment as that out of which grew the poem. Or
ling—were well patronized. But the rush up
take a poem before referred to, “The Old
town at the close of basiness was not so fiorce
Clock on the Stair,” and in itweflnd the histoas iu our day, for very many of our merchants
ry of innumerable households told in relating
lived near the Battery, around the Bowling
the history of one, and the solemn burden of
green, in Broadwav, iu State and Greenwich
the song repeats itself to thousands of listening
streets, aud nearly all below Chambers street,
readers as if the beat of the pendulum were
many of them over their own place of business
ihtobbing at the head of every staircase. Such
For the transportation of merchandise we had
poems as these—and there are many more of a
the usual horse and cart, aud a fine body of
not unlike character—are the foundation of
cartmeu, nearly all native burn, aud each atthat universal acceptance his writings obtain
lued with a “frock,” neat and clean every day.
among all classes. But for these appeals to unThe “volunteer lire department” of that day,
iversal sentiment his readers would have been
though in some respects a nuisance and disconfined to a comparatively small circle of edgrace to the city, used to boast that a fire rarely
ucated and refined readers. There are thousexieuded beyond the building in which it origiands and tens of thousands who are familiar
nated
with what we might call his household poems
I well recoliecet the steamboat which first
who have never read “The Spanish Student,”
brought me to the city, Capt. Vanderbilt's
“The Golden Legend,” "Hiawatha,” or even
“splenuid now steamer, Nautilus,” built iu
“Evangeline.” Again, ask the first schoolboy
1831, the pioneer of the steam marine of that
he
likes
I you meet which of Longfellow’s poems
day. She played her pari well, carrying safely
oest, and he will be very likely to auswer,
hundreds daily to aud from Siateu Island, for
“Paul Revere’s Ride.” When he is a few
the modest sum of 25 ceuts per passenger. The
Buildboats on ilie ferries to Brooklyn and Jersey
years older he might perhaps say, “The
ing of the Ship,” that admirably couBtiucted City a ere then known as “horse boats,” being
literal
the
with
description, propelled by horse power only, one horse and
poem, beginning
gassing into the higher region of sentiment by
a driver to each boat, the latter armed with a
the most natural transitions, and ending with
whip, by which greater speed was promptly sethe noble climax
cured. Well, they did not go very fast, hut
“X'hou too sail tn, thou ship of state,”
they were sale, a shipwreck never having been
heard of on those “raging soas.”
which has become the classical expression of

Nothing lasts like a coin and a lyric. Long
after the dwellings of men have disappeared,
when ftieir temples are in ruins and all their
works of art are shattered, the ploughman
strikes an earihern vessel holding the golden
md silver disks on which the features of a
dead monarch, with emblems, it may be, betraying the beliefs or the manners, the rudeness or tho finish of art and all which this implies, survive an extinct civilization. Pope
has expressed this with his usual Horatiau
felicity in the letter to Addison on the publication of his little “Treatise on Coins:”
“A small Euphrates through the piece is rolled
And little eagles wave their wings in g id."
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ICE.
are

WE ity
Brook.

prepared to furniab

Ice of

superior Qual-

for families and offices f'om Kimball
Also, POND AN« KIVfc.lt It fc.
to
equal
any cut this winter for Stores, steamers
and Vessels at reasonable rates.

BURNHAM A DYER
Office 73 Cross Street.
TBLEPHONE JIO. 95*.
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WEDNESDAY MORNING, APRIL 19.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

A VALUABLE IMPROVEMENT.

T~FnT! PlRESS.

A Large Lumber-Kiln

to be Erected in

Portland.

THB PRE88
May be obtained at the Periodioal Depots of N. G.
Fessenden, Marquis, Branel A Oo., Andrew*, Arm.
itr-i.ig, Cos, Wentworth, liodsdon, A. X. Cleveland,
A Maine Depot, and
Boston
Robert Costello,
Ob.staolm Bros., ra all trains that run out of th*

otty-

Aabnm,

Bridgton, Daniel Diokens.
Brunswick, B, Q. Dennison.
Qnm err land Mills, F. A. Verrill
Damariscotxa, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryetiurg, B. C. Harmon and Shirley A Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer A Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Hallowell, O. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler A Estes.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.
Meohanie Fall*. A. W. Bridge, F. A. Miilett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rdcklaud, O. C. Andrews.
Sibattus. K. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, at the Poet Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick,
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vlnaibaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Blis*.
Wuerrtlle, J. M. Wall.
Wiseasset. Gibbs A Bundle*.
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Fanneuth, G. E. Coombs.

CITY AND VICINITY.
ADYEfcTIBFIV'BNTN Tu-DSY.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Parasols—Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
ENTFRT INMKNTS.
New Portland Theatre Bankers Daughter.
Congress at. M. * Ctauroli Lecture.
New Portland Theatre—The Professor.
MISCELL AN ECUS NOTICES.
Ladies—H. I. Nelson & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wednesday—Owen Moore & Co.
Fartn For s-le.
Grand 'runk Railway Co—Joseph Hickson.
Farm For Sale Rufus Whitney.
iii Insolvency
Ba-gilns—H. I. Nelson & Co.
—

Ladies’ New,

FaDOy

and Plain

tion. In consequence of the high prices of
both soft and hard finishing lumber for the
past few months aud consequent pressing forward of a large amount of but partially seasoned stock, our builders have been subjected in
many cases to much inoonvenience and in
several instances to serious loss.
The lumber business of our city is a very important factor of its growth and prosperity and
it is very gratifying to note this evidence that
our business men
are not only alive to our
necessities but have the energy and ability
to supply thorn.
This buildiug is now being erected
by
Messrs. Rufus Deering & Co., on York street
opposite Littlefield & Wilson’s mills aud is to
contain all the latest and best arrangements
for thoroughly seasoning all kinds of lumber
iu the quickest and most economical manner.
A thorough examination of this institution
and its method of operation will well repay
our architects, builders and real estate owners
Messrs. Rufus Deering & Co.
among
oldest dealers iu all kiudsof finishing stock
and au experience of nearly thirty years in the
business, justifies them in believing that the
timehas arrived when this long felt want
must be supplied.
This method of drying is
covered by sixteen patents, requires more thau
miles of inch pipe, two
one aud one-quarter
huudred feet of rail, and ten cars Its capacity

Hosiery, out-

inode

ate use, and especially has this been the case
within the past year owing to tho fact that
both tenants and capitalists are demanding a
better class of buildings necessitating increased
care and attention in finish and ornamenta-

are

Wanted.

side sizes; also Real Lisle in
H. I. Nelson & Co’s.

seasoning

Our manufacturers and builders have long
felt the need of increased facilities for procuring thoroughly soasonod stock for immedi-

Willard Small A Co.

Augusta, F. Pierce.
Baugor, J. H. Babb A Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Bid ieford, F. M. Burnham.
«<
Jellerson’s Bookstore,

NEW

As one of the evidences of business prosperity we notice the erection of a large dry kiln
for tho purpose of thoroughly ana speedily
all kinds of hard and soft lumber.

shades, at
apl9-3t

Fins Imported Rugs at Auction.
The exhibition of fine rugs attracted a large
number of people to the salesroom of F. O

Hailey & Co., Exchange street, yesterday.
They have about 200 rugs and carnets, Daghestan, Persian, Cashmere, Geardez and other
makes in every shape aud color, altogether the
finest collection ever offered in Portland. The
auction sale begins at 10 o'clock today and
will no donbt be improvod by many of oar citizens.

Are you ill? Dr. Russell prescribed Wheat
Bitters forme and I never felt better.
Try it
MWF&wlw
at once.

Paralytic strokes, heart disease, and kidney
affections, prevented by the nse of Brown’s
Iron Bitters.
apl7MWF&wlw
SolomonChimself would be puzzled
if called upon to decide which is the more exquisite—the violet, West End Bouquet, or
Stephanotis of J. & E. Atkinson, London.

will be about 45,000 feet of green lumber in
eight days. These car£ are so arranged
that when the green or partially seasoned
lumber is first put into the kiln it is exposed to
but a very moderate degree of heat and as the
process of drying goes forward it is gradually
moved along towards the hottest part of the
kiln uutil just before beiug removed it is subheat of about 175 degrees. Several
times during the process of drying the stock is
auojected to a steam bath causing the outside
to remain soft and pliable while the process of
seasoning goes forward from the inside, thus

jected

to

hardening or flinty condition
of kiln dried as ordinarily cared.
These kilns arc very highly recommended
by those who have used them for several
years in the west aud are guaranteed by the
Chicago owners of the patents to thoroughly
season all kinds of lumber without warping,
checkiug or injury of any kind, and to leave
the lumber softer, more easily worked and in
better condition in every respect than by any

avoiding the

case

other process known.

Triumphant.

’Bl-’63.”

Seigfried, Marion^ O.,

says Thomas’
Eclecteic Oil was triumphant in her case;
she used it for a a severe cold and paiu inside,

and

was

relieved iu

a

few minutes.
dlw

apl7
HKearney

says the Chinese mast go, but before they go we wish to inform them and everybody else that Adamson’s Botanic Balsam
continues to win the day in curing Coughs,
Prioe, 35
Colds, and all difficult breathing.
Trial bottles, 10 cents.

and 75 cents.

MWS&wlw

apl7

Soothe the Invalid.
A few drops of SOZODONT miqpd with
water, and placed in the mouth of the invalid
It aromatizes what else
will tefresh him.
would be dry aud uncomfortable, and gives in-

pleasure,

finite

and incites appetite.

No nurse

should neglect SOZODONT.
MWF&wlw

apl7

Forty Years' Experience oj an Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female phy
■icians and purses in the Uuited States, and
has been used for forty years with never failing
(access by millions of mothers for their chilfrom pain, cures
and diarrhoea, gripiug in the bowels,
and wind-celic. By giving health to the child
Price Twenty-five Cents
It rests the mother.
deo3S,M& W &wJ v49
a bottle.
It relieves the child

dren.
*

dysentery

(supreme Judicial Court.
BYMOXD8, J., PRESIDING•
Tuesday. Natii'l Hibbard vs. Boston & Maine
Railroad. Verdict for plain; iff, ti e only question
one of how much damage the plaintiff claim-

being
ing *10,000, and the defendant offering to be defaulted for $250.
Tbomas & Bird for

plff.

Putnam for Railroad.
The hazing case is in order for Wednesday morn-

ing.

__

Municipal Court.
BBKORK JUDOB

KNIOUT

Tuesday.—Eleven men were before the court
this morning for drunkenness.
Dav d Wetberlngton, William Burke and Michael
McGraw. Larceny. Wealherington and Burke were
sentenced to Reform School. Burke suspended during good behavior. McGraw fined S5 and costs.
Paid.
Kate

Lang and Bridget

Minoak.

Search and relz

*100 and costs, raid.
Frank, David and James II. MeGlinchy. Search
and s-izure. Fined *100 and one-third costs. Apure.

Fined

pealed.

To-night Bosworth Post, No. 2, G. A. R. of
this city, after long rehearsals, will produce
the great military drama cf “’61-’65” at City
Hall. Charlie Collins, the favorite Dutch
comedian, will assume the pan of Fritz Karl.
The following will be the cast:
Karl.Chas. Collins
Sturgis..J. B. Alien
Harry Ou. lisa.A. G Graver
Wallace Early.C N. Lang

Fritz
Luke

inch.
It is thought the Ogdenshurg road will get a
steam shoveller to take the place of the striker! on that road.
The Norther* Pacifio is pushing the work of
construction on its extension to (he Pacific
with all possible speed, and expects to reach
Four hundred
Bozeman by August 1, 1882.
at work on the extension.
Spring has come and summer is nigh. A reporter for the Press turning from the Post
Office into Market street, last night, heard her
say to her best fellow “Oh! George, you
mustn’t,” and then there was a little gulp and

men are

a

already

long drawn “Oh! dear.”
Suit Against

a

There is now in the Supreme Court at BanValenvs.
gor the case of Franklin Lincoln
tine M. Vickery. The plaintiff resides in CoThe alrinna and the defendant in this city.
legations of the plaintiff are that on the 9th
day of December, 1878, the plaiutiff made his
promissory note for the sum of $25 and inter*st at six per cent., pay -bie to the order of the
defendant in sixty dais; that before maturity
the defendant sold said note and it was discounted at the Canal National Bank in Portland; that on the first day of Febru >ry, 1879>
the plaintiff was notified I y said bank that the
would become due on the 10th of said
February; that the plaintiff then under an
agreement with the defendant that he (defendant) would cancel and take up said note and
return the same to him; paid said defendant
bat the defendant after he took up the
note

$25.61;

note, instead of cancelling and returning it to
the plaintiff, sold it, whereby the plaintiff was
compelled to pay the same with additional
Interest and cost of suit amounting to 836.

American Board of Foreign if lesions.
The American Board of Foieigu Missions
will meet in this city the coming fall and will
A week
bring here upwards of 5,000 people.
from next Sunday Rev. Dr. E. K. Alden, Secin
retary of the hoard, and Dr. Clark, will be
the city. They will hold services in the interest of the board at different churches during
the day. In the eveuing there will be a union
meeting of all the Congregational churches at
State street church.
The society was organised in Bradford,
Mass, in 1810, and its headquarters are in the
Congregational House in Boston. The meetin this city will begin October 3d and close

ing
October 6th.

Runaways.
A horse standing in front of the little

fish

market, near Portland bridge, yesterday, took
the blacksmith shop
fright, ran away, ran into
cleared himself from the wagon
near by and
he was attached t«>, and then plunged aboard
the "teauier Falmouth. No damage was done
to him.
The horse belonging to Mr. Dillingham, the
grocer, corner of Park and Spring streets,
•larked off on a mu yesterday but was eaught
after some slight damage was done.

initiation of a reduction of passenger rates the
director* had been enabled to develop the Chicago and Grand Trunk line and obtain an inof £46,000 from this source.
The gross rece ipts from the passenger traffic
had been £419,000, and for goods £621,000. The
working expenses had increased by £40,000,
£824,000, as against $783,000, for the
crease

leaving

The increase in the workhalf year of 1880.
in consequence of the
been
had
ing expenses
additional amount which they had been asked

do, and partly in consequence of the higher
wages and materials. Thero is due

to

prices of

the road from the Canada Southern Railroad
the sum of £50,000, on account of the International bridge.
The charges for road maintenance aud renewals were much about the same as in the
corresponding half year of 1880. The rolling
stock was

kept

good order,

in

and all necessary

repairs to culverts, bridges, and wharves had
been effected, and new sidings and works had
been constructed.
They had added largely to
their rolling stock and had no less than twenty-two duplicate engines for replacing the old
Their stock was
ones as they were broken up.
kept in perfect order, and was improving in
of better enconsequence of the substitution
gines for those which were broken up.
Tiie number of passengers carried one mile
during the half year had been 101,000.000, as
compared with 81,000,000 in the corres winding
half year of 1880. The regalar passenger busiincreased daring the half year,
ness had also
aud the circumstance was a source of great
As regarded the
satisfaction to the board.
had carried 26,000,000 tons
for one mile in excess of the corresponding period of 1880. The average receipts per ton per
mile had been the least they had ever received,
having been only 63 per cent, a loss of £129.*
000 on freight traffic alone for the half year.
In 1877, the number of cattle carried was only 13 000, but in 1880 it had reached 50,000, and

freight traffic, they

in 1881, 52.240, the total value,including sheep,
being £900 000.
Iu regard to ihe new movement on tne part
of tbe Great Western shareholders, to bring
about a fusion of the two companies, the president said that the Grand Truuk had uot now
tbe same object in seeking an alliance that it
had had some years ago. The Grand Trunk
had acquired a very mnch better position than

formerly—a much

better

premiam usually given. The only proportion
they could give was 70 per cent, to 30 per cent.
That was more than they had last year. Of
course, the preference stock of the Great Westwould take rank before their ordinary
ern
stock, and get its full dividend in any case.
With regard to the ordinary stock of the Great
Western, they proposed to give a minimum of
3 per cent., and the ordinary stock would go
before their preference stock.
They could
save £200,000 every year
by the uew arrange-

The rehearsal la#t night was all that could
be desired and to-night the drama will be presented with remarkable brilliancy, the tableaux, companies of troops, bands of peasants
aud other features making a great military
pageant.

would make their dividend more secure
in the future than it ever had been in the past.
He would propose that this arrangement
should take effect as soon as the Great Western
hauded over their lines, say from tbe 30th of

EMMANUEL.

June or the 31st of December, 18S3. Of course
they woifld have to take the matter before the
Legislature of Canada. Therefore «t£e agree-

This evening at 8 o’clock, at Union Hall,
the Haydn Society will produce Dr. Parry’s
oratorio of “Emmannel,” ou which they have
The solos will
been at work the past season.
be taken by Miss Milliken, Mrs Morrison,
Messrs. Stockbridge and McLellan. The London Morning Standard says:
“Wales, if we mistake not, will have reason
to be proud of her latest musical production.
Dr Parry’s oratorio, “Emmanuel,” which was
performed at St. James’ Hall last Wednesday
night, is a work of Urge dimensions, and of
very high aim; and as Dr. Parry has entered
tiie loftiest domain of sacred music, he must,
of course, expect his work to be judged from
the highest standpoint, without reference to
nationality, or to anything else beyond the
work itself, bnt to the place It is fit to occupy
in British art. We shall next week record the
impression made upon us by the oratorio at its
first performance, though of course it is never
safe to pronounce a final opinion on such
slight grounds. It is, however, a hopeful sign
that the principality has produced, in Dr.
Parry, a composer whose aim is high, whose
knowledge ot the technique of his art is extensive,who realizes hts responsibility to art on account of the opportunities before him, aud
who has risen so far above common ideas aud
mercenary objects as to attempt to write a
work of such magnitude and importance as an
To
oratorio of the nature of “Emmanuel.”
compose such a work requires much zeal; to
publish it demands much courage; and to establish its bold upon even the smaller and
take
more essentially
musical ptfblic will
years, even if Dr. Parry lives to see this result
at all.”
This grand concert will be given at Portland
Theatre to-morrow evening.
Tho artists are
ail well known here.
Tne Boston Herald,
speaking of Miss Fanny Kellogg said some
time ago:
Miss Kellogg, in “The Creation.” achieved
a positive triumph, aud fully
meiited all the
geLoroas plaudits which rewarded her efforts.
The brilliant muBic of tbe soprano role was
given with a grace, fluency, and artistic delivery that sitowed tbe highest abilities for such
work on the part of the singer; aud the purity
aud richness of her tones, as well as the beauty of her execution, made all her numbers
Tne With Verdure Clad”
very enjoyable.
was snug with a beauty of phrasing and grace
that fairly electrified tbe audience.”
Among the numbers of the programme will
be a dnet written by Sig. Brignoii for Miss
Clara Louise Kellogg and himseif, “A Night
in

Naples,”

which will be

sung

for

the first

Fanny Kellogg and the
ever popular tenor.
Miss Kellogg will also
sing Rode’s “Air Varie” and Rm-ckel’s
iu
“Proverbs
Soug.” Miss Barton and Sig.
Adamowski will also be heard iu pleasing selections. and the “Martha” quartette will conclude the programme.
Miss

THE PROFESSOR.

Tbe Madison Square Theatre Company
New York will present the “Professor,”
Portland Theatre, Friday and Saturday, w
the original cast and scenery.
The story

of
at

th

is
in the

Daisy Browne lives
White Mountains. Hither a professor comes,
and becomes Daisy’s teacher. Tne girl's father
desire to sell her to some rich man.
Daisy’s

simple enough.

brother comes to the mountains with a lot of
He d< es not recognize Daisy,
B stun girls.
not having seen her since she was a smal
girl, and falls iu love with her. The professor
doesn't like this and makes love to the Boston
girls, and they haunt him as as the love-sick
maidens do Bunthorne.
Finally a detective
comes ou the scene, takes the father to jail,
and the professor marries Daisy because she
There are lots of
can’t marry her brother.
scenic effects.
Rev. Asahel Moore.
Rev Asahel Moore, a former member of the
Malue Conference of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, deceased at Needham, Mass., in the
Appleton Temporary Home, of which he was
superintendent, April 16th, and his remainB
were brought to this city
yesteiday by his
nephew, Mr. Quincy of Boston, and interred
in the Quincy lot, Evergreen Cemetery, Revs.
Hr. McKeown and Geo. H. Lindsay officiating.
Mr. Moore entered the ministry in 1836, and
for nearly fifty years was a laborious aud useful minister, highly esteemed by his brethren
and the churches. He was for ten years secreFor the last
tary of tho Maine Conference.
few years bo has had the snporintendenoy of
the Temporary Homo for Inebriates on tho
Appleton foundation, a post for which his
kindly and sympathetic nature eminently fitted him.
_

The King of Floor Cloths.
The new and artistic designs brought out
this Beason in the patent Linoleum floor cloth

will, no doubt, give this popular article an increased sale. It is the only floor covering made
combining in the highest degree the qualities
essential to comfort, elegance and economy.
On aconuut of inferior imitations, see that the
word ‘‘Linoleum” is on the back of every
square yard. Ail carpet dealers keep it.

ment, but the Great Western wonld not be entitled to ask for any proportion of that amount.
They could afford to give them 3 per cent.,
which would be a fair rate. It wonld be a two
per cent, line at least, on the Grei.t Western’s
hands. The Grand Trunk wonld not suffer if

course

could uot come into effect before the midHe hoped, in
dle or the end of next year.
conclusion, that the progress the company had
made would be maintained, and that they
would see more advantages to the Grand
ment

Trunk system,

as

while the gentlemen were all
enmuch at home in the dance as on their
was
gines. The committee of arrangements
GA. J. Reagan, J. Webber, Jr., L. G. Sbaw,
The floor diE. Sheridan, and A. E. Shorey.
G.
rector was A. J. Reagan, with Messrs. L.
G. G.
Shaw, J. Webber, Jr., G. E. Sheridan,
V.
O. Rollins, R. G. Hilborn and J.
as

the result of this undertak-

ing.

the Great * estern, representing 115,00C shares,
bad formally expressed themselves favorable
to an alliance with the Graud Trunk, and it is
also intimated that the names of the gentlemen
supporting the measure will be presented to
the stockholders of the Great Western at the

meeting

as

(

to

magnesia

cases

PROFESSOR.”

“THE

The Dominion, Capt. Reid, arrived at this
port, from Liverpool, after -a pleasant voyage
of twelve days, yesterday. She brought 15 cabAmong the
in and 185 steerage passengers.
Torranoe &
for
D.
7000
were
grain bags
cargo
R.
Co., three splendid Clydesdale horses for
GalHall, one for J. McKay, and five for Mr.
was
braith. Two died on the passage. There
3000
also a case of plants for H. & A. Allan,
sacks salt for the Galt Warehousing Company,
98 crates earthern ware for C. E. Jose & Co.,

PERFORMANCE.

324th

members of the board of di-

would be of interest

readers to kuow exat Portland since

actly what has been done

last visit. Of the difficulties we may mention, the most important was the want of
beets,—due to the grasping Yankee element
that prevails among the farmers in Maine. If
a binding contract had been made with them
our

for
wo

period of years, instead of for one season,
doubt if they could not have been made to
a

have grown the roots in a manner, etc., prescribed by the company.
S5 a ton for beets
sucli as they sold or grew was, when all is considered, as profitable as any crop that they
have been able to obtain on their lands for
years. Maine is not the paradise of America.
It is not in our government reports classified
among the important agricultural States. The
sooner its farmers realize these facts, the betWe are aware ihat
ter it will be for them.
thonsands of acres of that State are worthless
for cultivation of any kind; hence, on the importance of taking care of what they have
and adopting some new system of farming that
would improve their social and financial conWe can say that if their foolish
ditions
routine be continued, it will have for effect
the u'ter ruiu of the small are a that is now devoted to
husbandry, and that the most
northern of all our States will be the farthest
from the position it promised to occupy after
the first landing of the Pilgrims. We long
since called our readers’ attention to some few
of the above facts; but we beg iu the present
iBSue of the Sugar Beet to assert that any
factory, of whatever kind it be, if started without knowing what the future prospects are for
its raw material, must evidently meet with the
same fate as has the beet sugar factory at Portland.
What would be thought of a cotton
factory starting without knowing tolerably
well iu advance how much of the desired raw
cotton could be obtained when wanted? For
the same reason surely one cannot look tor success in a beet sugar
factory where the roots
(raw material) are not forthcoming. The
Portland factory could not resume operations
at the piesent, even if they had the beets, as
the Foiest Refinery wants the room. Thousands of dollars are being spent to increase thq
capacity of the refinery, and its owners, who
leased spaco to the sugar-making company,
So ends, as we
have crowded the latter out.
predicted, the history of the Portland factory,
and so will end others of its kind.
.— —

...

■■

■

■

Philip L Paine and Harry R. Virgin, after
passing excellent examinations before the Supreme Court, have been admitted to the bar.
Mr. Kennedy, who met with an accident
Monday, as stated in yesterday’s Press, received internal injuries which will lay him up
for some time.
Mr. C. C. Hayes, it is reported, has bee* ap
pointed Tyler of Masonic Hall in place of the
late Mr. Phillips, by thp various Masonic bodies.

Representative Crowley of the Lock port, N.
district had a silver rattle, which eost
Y
8100, presented to him yesterday morning for
his infant son, the first baby of the Forty-seventh Congress.
Prof. L. A. Lee, of Bowdoin College, and
Mr. W. C. Baxter of Deering were nominated
for members of the Natural History Society,
and Miss Holt and Dr. D. W. Fellows elected
members.
Presentation.

Last evening Mr. D. H. Chandler, the veteran musician, was the recipient of a handsome musio stand from Mr. 8. E. Hopkins, of
The presentation
Ayer Junction, Mass.
made through Mr. Chas. K. Bean.

was

applicati

give people a sample
of our “Departon in for Toilet
Articles,” we shall sell on Thursday next u limited quantity of

Nnlearaoui 18

many

of sunflowers and

fpatterns
the walls, and used
ilies

—

OF

LOT

—

One Dollar Corsets
0

—FOE--

SPECIAL NEW YORK SCENERY.

19 DOZEN

r—

The Whig says N. Perry & Co. of Presque
Isle are doiug quite an extensive business sawTwo machines are
ing ghingles this spring.
They
run, cutting ont about 30,000 per day.
a
large number of
give employmeut to quite
men.
KNOX COUNTY.

Rockland's four per cents to refund the debt
falling dne this month, are sold at one per
cent, premium.
COUNTY.

LINCOLN

Deacon John Hopkins oL Newcastle has a
girls 6 feet 7
cow that tips the scales at 1650,
inches, is ten years old, and 17 pounds of batin a week
milk
her
ter have been made from
Her average yield
iu the mouth of January.
of milk during that mouth per day was 19
quarts. Her best yield per day was 20 quarts.
If any one can beat this in Maine trot
them out.
Mr. J. H. Soule, of Cambridge, while on his
Skowbegan, after a load of hardware,
last
week, lost his pGcket-book,
one day
containing 8700. There can be no trace of it
found.
way to

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The Times says that a little girl who died at
the Orphans’ Home, Bath, Friday, came from
Kenduskeag, only a few week ago with
Her
four other members of the same family.
mother was burned to death before ber face,
and shortly after the children were adopted
into the Home. Though only nine years old,
she was the oldest of the family, and was, in
fact, the little mother of the nulortnnate children. Her story is one of the sad realities of
life.
Donnell & Deering are building a schooner
of 400 tons, for New Bedford parties.
The Times says that Deacon Ezra Williams,
who was hurt at Georgetown, Friday, by the
falling ef an ice-stack, still lies in a critical

condition.
COUNTY.

WASHINGTON

one of the prosperous Washingcounty towBs, talks of organizing a national bank.
John F. Lynch of Machias has been retained
as coniiBel for the def- nee in the
Cherryfield
murder case. Trial at Calais, April term.

Millbridge,

ton

H. I. NELSON & CO.
apt6

FOU/i GIRLS JILTED.

Id Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
April 19, A. D. 1882.
In case of EBEN DOW, Insolvent Debtor.
is to give notice that on the eighteenth
day of April, A. D. 1882, a warrant in
ineolv ncy was fesuedby Henry C. Peabody, Ju ge of
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumber
land, against the estate of said
EBEN DOW. of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, adjudged to
be an insolvent debtor on
petition of said
debtor, which petition was filed on the eighteenth day of April. 4 D. i882.to which date interest on claims is to be computed.
That th® pay ent of any debts to or by s*id debtor and th** transfer and delivery of any proper; y
by him are forbidden by law.
1 hat a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and chi *>*6 one or more assignees
of his estate, will be hel l at a Court of Insolvency
t«» bn bolden at Probate Court Room in sa d Portland, on the first day of May, A. D. 1882, at
ten o’clock iu the forenoon
Given under my hand the date first above written.
GE". W. PAKKEK,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Inso)
venev for sai 1 Jounty of Cumberland.

ONE GIRL MARRIED.
LOVE MAKING BY MOONLIGHTIN

FLIRTINC

THE

THIS

MOUNTAINS.

ALL THE GIRLS PRETTY.
__

COSTUMES.

PICTURESQUE

SUCCESS EVERYWHERE
NEW YORK!

ST. LOUIS!

CHICAGO!

PITTSBURG!

BALTIMORE!

BUFFALO! BOSTON!

MONTREAL!

MR. W. H.

GILLETTE,
THE SUCCESSFUL AUTHOR,

apl9&2C

___

LEADING

played

PART._
Masters.

All will find

Celebrated Hazel Kirke Theatre,

Of

For 150 Consecutive Performances.

Sayings, and sparkling with

Toe Sucoess of this Play of

Effervescing Repartee. The young

are

AL, yue.,

WALDO

People like it, the old people like it,

Unique and Remarkably Amusing,
Is one of the Events of

The fastidious Belle of society
Likes it.

Success of “The Professor” in the

COUNTY.

SKIN DISEASES

CURED

And his success is admitted.

And the Newspapers of that City

Character is

Show how Enthusiastically it was

Acting is

Frazier’s Magic Ointment. Cures, as
by magic, Pimples, Black Heads or Grubs
Blotches ana Eruptions on the face, leaving ths
skin clear, healthy and beautiful. Al-o cures I ten,
Salt

Rheum, Sore Nipples,

Sore

Ulcers end Sores, &c.

Lips, old,

obstinate

that it is

a

and only
discovered.

gfTbt first
ea*es ever

positive cure

for

skin dis

Cromer, Ksq., Tionesta, Forest Co., I’a.,
suffered for 12 years from a skin disease, which appeared o biBheafi. be employed many plivsi* lane
and used nuinen us remedies, but they all tailed to
effect a cure. Dr Frazier's Magic Ointment wbs
recommended to him. He tried it ami one box efThis is but a sample of
fected a complete cure.
the many testimonials which we have of the marvelous cures which have been wrought by DR.
Frazier’s Magic Ointment
J *bn

For Blind, Bleeding, Itching or Ulcerate 1
Dr. William’s Indian Pile ointment is

Piles,
a

sure

Price $1.00 by mail.

care.

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
Wholesale Agent-, Portland, Me.
dS,W&wly
apl
THE ERICSSON CALORIC

PUMPING

ENGINE,

A cheap, simple and most
of raising water for houses,
etc. Aa raeily managed

easily managed method
hotels, farms, railroads,

ua *n
ordinary
Circulars on application.
HIMi « L«RKE & CO.,
General New England Agents,
3G Oliver Street, Boston.
apl7oodlm

move.

ANNUAL MEETING

Light, Vivacious, Frivolous,

Delightful Comedy, making

Shakesporian_

Massiveness.

It is merely a

Charming Recreative Piece that

Everybody

aplfdtd

ARDON W. COOMBS, Secretary.

Delightful.

picturesque

are

as

Attractions, including Gilmore’s

Comes “The Professor.”

Highly Educated and Handsome

a

Itself

ou

presenting

Art.

There is

no

Boston undoubtedly Prides

Stormy Coastg,

parts

some

Northern Latitudes,

Hunger in the wilderness,

its Art, its

upon

dying of

Wit and distinction.

Tropical
Girl,

a

Neither Huxley

Last Problem of Life.

Provisions

Nor Tyndall has made any
For the

Frequently inevitable “No.”
explain

The “Professor” will
About it,

Voung

so

all

that any well-behaved

Man aud Young

May Marry within

a

Woman_

Week

the scholarly

are a

__

great

many

Hard-working people

who

are

Too wearied with Life’s duties to

Appreciate

a

Who is being torn to pieces by

Cannibals,

nor the hnnter who has

Lost his way in the north we-t,
The

man

Tragedy

or

*o

listen

To a Symphony, by the greatest of

for doin' business we are prepared to
show all the leading strles in ilue

a

bank

And has absconded to Australia, can

Possibly get here in time to

Hand

and

Ma-

Manufactured by Walker, Strong Jt
Carroll, B««»toa.
Gents’
Hart’s Hand Sewed Goods.
Enamel, Cloth Top Oxfords.

see

Citizens may congratulate themselves

With a fall of real water, the

Original Mother-in-law, flirting girls
And the programme that extends

Call and be Convinced.

to those in wont of

BOOTS and SBOES.
Id order to reduce our Stock to make
for Goods of our own manufacture.

room

We offer at COST for the JiEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This is a rare opportanity as our Stock is large, a< d consists
of goods from line hand sewed to comito not fail to call
mon medium grades,
and examine onr goods before buying

oldAwliAre.

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE C0„
Cor. Union St, Under Falmouth Hotei

480

Congress

St.

Manager.
CHAItL.ES
.*
....
fien. Managtri.
Madltou Square Thealre *o.,
*
<I3t
apis

—

PATTERN! BONNETS
—ASD—

3XT ovelties.
Also,

a

Choice a<sorlment of Baby Caps
and Laces,

THURSDAY,
No. 465

APRIL 20, 1882.

DRYDEN,

Congress

Street.

Art Needle Work.
Every lady interested in Art
Needle Work, should examine the
new des gns which we are now
showing in our “Up Stairs*" room.
S atnping executed in the verybest

manner.

Owen, Moore & Co.
apl8

CARRIAGES,

Pliaetous,Opm& Top Buggies,
GROCERY AND EXPRESS
WAGONS,

CONCORD,

Opposite Preble IloiiSi1?
WYER GREENE, J. E. GREENE

MAINE STATE PRISON.
mh27___,llm

FOB SALE.

ROOMS TO LET

deodtf

to-day at Box Office.

OF

NEW AND »KCOND HAND,

Satisfaction, will he the attraction

commences

INTERESTING

WYER GREENE & CO., 100

Through three hours of continuous

At the New Portland Theatre.

Sale of Seats

eodtf

MRS.
Mat. Kid top, low
ramp, quarter orer and box toe. Nobby.
Ladies’ Donga Kid Button.
“
“
“
Curacoa
“
“
“
u
$2 00.
“
Americas Kid «<“ 1.50.
i<
a
a
1.25.
French

Ladies’

chine Sewed Goods.

nor

who has been cashier of

Congress & Elm Sts.

Styles.

Haring greatly increased our facilities

Gents*

That “The Professor” will be here,

“Professor.”
There

However,

missionary,

“The Professor,” but alt good

From the First Visit to the
Box Office of

To attend “The Professor”

Neither the faithful

cultivation, good convenient buildings,
Apply to EDnever failing water, aiso an orchard.
WIN' F. HUTCHINSON, Town House Corner or -W.
H. HUTCHINSON, on the place.
dlw&w2" *
apr!9
state of

a

would be delighted

Peiformances this week.

mar20

a

tillage,

high

SOOTS and SHOES.

some

Scholars and its Statesmen of

The Art of Making Love to

wink road, about 3

are

Perishing under the blazing rays of
sun, who

the

Spur
Cape Elizabeth,
from Portland, containing RO scroB, dlvlIN miles
W’ooil aud pasture laud; is uuder
ded into

being frozen in

some

Cor.

—

of the world,

shipwrecked

devote
of the

bestpayine businesses in the State. Orders enough
hand to last ono year. Goods sold for cash. Address at dice, real name,
Post Offioe Box 1433, Portland, Me.

Spring

“The

doubt that there

in various

Some now being

Agree with the Frivolous Romance
Of Youth.

Exhausted in

Theatre, with its

Professor” in the highest style of

People

Young Man, whs will show

can

can
one

on

on

The ingenuity of

Remarkable Resources, has been

Jubilees, Oscar Wilde and the Greek

Manufacturers’

Farm for Sale.

Are unable to restrain the merriment

Square

first class

aplO<K»*

Professor” at one time, the ushers

Of the Audience.

likes to See.

now

apple

a

AFARTNFR
Business, who has got 82000 and
get in
his whole time to the business,

Six of them make love to “The

New England has had all the Great

He is

In

The Girls are good looking,

The Madison

Play, and

wanted;

Blossoms in May, and when live or

no

Pretensions to

franklin Extension Silver lining Company.
The annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Franklin Extension Silver Mining Company, for the
election of officers and traus-iction ot such busine-s
as may be legally acted upon, will be held at the
offlee of the oeeretary, Wednesday, the third day of
May, 18a2, at 2e’oloek P. M.

the

Quaint, Unique, Sarcastic,
the same time, refreshingly

Their Dresses

And then getting her, is the First and

SKIN DISEASES.

His

_

are

Just Received .at

Farm for Sale.

A

Geistinger with Crowded Houses,

“The Professor”

invited for 8T0RES of various

FARM of thirty teres, with buildings in good
repair, situated in Gorham, near tne North
street M. E. Chnrcu. This property is to be sold on
aooount of the ill health of the owner. A very desirable plane for a persoa looking for a smad farm
in good condition. For particulars address by mail,
on the premises of
or enouire
1
RUFFS WHITNEY.
aprl9w2w
Gorham, April B. 1882

Mr. Gillette, the author,

Plays the part of “The Professor,”

Bv Da.

if

In fact, everybody says

la St. Louis it FoUowcd Patti and

Received.

Summer

at

JJSEPH HICKSON.
General Manager.
Montreal. April 15th, 1882.
Frl&Tu4w
aprl9

“The Professor” is “Toe Hit” of the

And, at

&

DRESSGOODS

Me.
Tkndeb fou Stores,”
Tenders endorsed,
and addressed to the undersigned will be received
on or before Wednesday, May 31st.

The Theatrical Decade.

The Features of

Spring-

full particulars, can be
General Storekeeper of
the Company, at Montreal, Que., or to the Deputy
at
Port
Huron, Mich., aad Portland,
Storekeepers

of business like it,

entirely original,

axTErw

commencing duly 1, 1882
Forms of Tender, with
had on appli ation to the

The solid

Season.

BLOCHf-w

Me., and at other places during the twelve months

“The Professor,” which is original,

Remarkable._

pTjOIIJNSOH,

7 CLAPP’S

TENDERS
kinds, required by the Compaay at MONTREP* iRT HURON Mich., at PORTLAND,

Girls, full of Wit, full of bright

men

MBS. I.

O CO,

STORES CONTRACTS.

It is full

Seeing “The Professor.”

On Wednesday and Thursday, April
liiih and 20th. MBS I. P. Johnson
will he prepared to show her eustouners
and the ladies of Portland the latest, and
most fashionable styles in Spring and
Summer Millinery. Ai o a large assortment of uutrimmed Hats aud Bonnets in
Straw Chip and Fancy Braids. All the
fa bionable Spring Flowers, Daisies,
Buttercups, Violets, Ac., &c.
A choice selection of the new Lace
Edges new so deMrable in Cream, White
aud Colors. Hloves, Veilings, Hosiery
aud Haudkerchlcf* iu g eat variety.
Also new Fancy Hoods and Small Wares.

OF CAMOA.

positive

Madison Square Theatre, the

West has been

GRAND 1RUNK

Relaxation and Refreshment in

It at the

TRIMMED
I

FIVE GIRLS COURTED.

You how to Make Science

The ship Lonise Walsh, 1500 tons, now at
Belfast, has been chartered to carrv ice from
Belfast to Liverpool, this being the first export
from Maine to England.

—

—

25 cents per Pair.

ORIGINAL COMPANY.

COUNTY.

SOMERSET

AT

OF

ct. Hose

Ladies’ 45

A FALL OF REAL WATER.

Who

COUNTY.

THEATRE.

150 CONSECUTIVE TIMES.

Famous. Origiual Hew York Company

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

SQUARE

WHERE IT RAN

PLAYS THE

Geo. A. Callahan, Esq has resigned his position as proof reader iu the government printing establishment at Washington, and returned
home to resume his old connection with his
job printing office in Lewtston.

OPENING

All Sizes but 21 nud 22.

It is said that the
outward freight money.
captain first met Mrs. Dixon some two or
three years ago, at Lombard’s, .No. 25 Orescent
place, where he was in the habit of boarding
while in port, and it is supposed the intimacy
there started, at length ripened into close
friendship, which finally proved too alluring to
Tbey each have
both parties to be withstood.

STATE NEWS.

fob2Qeodtf

C E U T S.

5 0

A WEEK OF ROMANCE.

used,

were

then the artist was equally
happy in their arrangement
The proof of the negatives
gave Mr. Wilde the greatest
satisfaction, as does the
Aesthetic and other poses of
Hearn the popular photographer of the State of
Maine, whose new and elegant studio is located in
Dow’s Block, 514 Congress
Street in this city.

NELSON'S.

THE HAZEL KIRKE THEATRE.

tim^

as

compositions which were
emblematic, were some,
with the dim and shadowy

-AT-

the Brewer House on Court street, where
the couple staid until Saturday evening, when
they took their departure to parts unknown.
The captain is also found to have taken with
him the bulk of the inward freight money,
amounting te about $450, and about $75 of the

Most
several hundred, in the town company.
of the furniture was saved, Borne of it in a
the
is
due
Much credit
damaged condition.
neighbors lor their prompt t. nd vigorous efforts
Several buildings took fire
ts save property.
from burning shingles and cinders, but were
promptly put out. The fire ran through the
field, and it was by hard work that buildings
Had not
were saved a quarter of a mile a»ay.
the wind been favorable much of the village
a
was
there
as
strong
would have been burned,
K. G. S.
breeze at the

characteristic,

being explanatory of the
doctrines of this new disof the
ciple. Among

BARGAINS

FROM THE MADISON

Otisfleld.
The house owned and occupied by Sumner
and S. O. Spurr, at Spurr’s Corner, Otislield,
was consumed by fire about 12 o’clock Monday.
The fire caught in the chamber, from a defecLoss about $1,500; insured for
tive chimney.

which

positions

compositions

of good
married
formerly
womaD,
repute, living at Arlington, Mass, went

appointed.

many
very

are

Married Woman.

male

AIXttA.

sale of Furniture and

sories in the interiand
when exterior
ors,

SMALL.

families of their own, the captain’s wife and
Mrs. Dixon’s
children living in Eastport.
husband and son are on the search for her, the
latter, only 13 years old, carryiug a large pistol
and declaring that he will blow the brains out
of the rascal who has carried off his mother.
The owner of the vessel, N. Mayo, of Boston,
has appointed another captain to take charge
of the craft, which is soon to sail for Lubee.
James Barrett, the first mate of tue vessel, has
also been discharged by the owner and a new

fel«
W.

as acce

a

to

C

Wilde,the iEstheticapostle,
in

dtf

GONE WIIH A SnILOB.

a

EicSaage

on

Presitral road. Six more will arrive soon.
dent Phillips and General Passenger Agent
Tattle, and General Freight Agent Berry of
the Eastern were in town yesterday.

Capt. James Hickey of the schooner Sarah
B. Harris, now lying atT wh((f, in Bo3ti n,
has been missing from his vessel since Monday night of last week. At that time he went
ashore, and it has since been learned
Mrs.
Dixon,
that he, in company with

dfit

A prominent New Aork
Artist
photographed a
short time ago Mr. Oscar

»p!9

Maine Central and Eastern Roads.
There are two passenger cars from the Was.
son Manufacturing Co. at Springfield, Mass.,
added to the rolling stock of the Maine Cen-

Eaatport Sea Captain Elopes With

AsctieMen.

OSGAR WILDE

portrayed and interestingly explained. The
B.ble views, and also the miscellaneous ones,
were very interesting and instructive. The
entertainment is well worth the great patronage which it has hitherto received.”

An

,

General mci«Usdisc every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’eloc# a.
ul
oetSdtf
Consignments solicited.

Regular

Owen, Moore & Co.

plainly

CO

V. 0. BAIUCY,

bottles at from 3 to 5 cents each,
parties can bring their own to
be fllled.

mpeb

A

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

•Robinson’s” celebrated Handkerchief Extract at 10 cents per
ounce.
Everyone who has used
these goods knows that the regular price is 50c per ounce.
We have in stock the following
odors:

or

“The astronomical views were worth
thau the price of admission, giving a
systhe

B tNiEY

F. O. B IBLE! & CO.,

Quantity limited to two ounces
for each purchaser. We furnish

most vivid and correct view of our solar
The movements of the planets,
tem.
causes of eclipses, tides, etc., etc., were

n.

*. O.

apl5

VIOLETTE,

more

s

Personal.
President Chamberlain of Bowdoin was in
town yesterday.
Mr. A. D. Whldden is quite ill at his residence.

THURSDAY.

evening:

row

AROOSTOOK

to our

meres, Bahndoun. Knbraiu-nu and Aimenian hm,
Mats, Ac., Ac. The above is the
and finest quality of roods we
pleasure to otfer. * xnihlt oa.
Tuesday. April 18th. Catalogues furnished up©#
Geordez and Coula
largest assortment
have ever had the

FRANGIPANI.
POND LILY,
WHITE ROSE,
KELLOGG.

_

After spending some little lime at Coaticook
(Canada) beet sugar factory, we thought it

ON

WILD OLIVE.
HOKE GERANIUM,
CARNATION I INK,
OCEvN SPRAY,
NEW MOWN HAY,
WEST END,

Mr. C. will lecture in Williston church to-mor-

AUCTION.

AT

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY and FRIDAY.
April 19, 20 and 2'at, at In a. id. and 3 d.iu.,
at our salesroom 18 Exchange street, we shall »ell
about 200 rich and elegant rug* ana carpet#, coosisting <>f Antique, Peril an and I>agha8iau Cash-

HELIOTROPE,

Astronomy.
Prof. Chandler of Biddeiord lectures at Congress street M. E. church to-night, and gives
his pol.vorama. We append the following from
the church’s former pastor, Rev. Mr. Ladd.

rectors.

Fort and Beet Sugar Company.
The editor of the “Sugar Beet” a quarterly published at Philadelphia and devoted to
the cultivation and crystalization of the sugar
beet lately made a visit to the Portland sug*
works of which he gives the following account:

WEDNESDAY.
Kale of Ribbons, which will be
displayed in window the day before, and are the greatest bargains ever offered in this department,

eight

to order, and
J. W. Perkins & Co.

implements

Imported
RUGS

In order to

FRIDAY Ai\D SATURDAY, 0! MATIYEE.

Arrival of the Dominion.

A cable dispatch to tbe Toronto Globe, Monday, says that 1,340 English shareholders of

next

APRIL 21st dh 2 2d,

Doyle as aids.

1000 boxes

Professor,”

“The

Cobb,

The order embraced fourteen
Chandler furnished excellent music.

Proprietor A Manager.

ROMANCFAND LOVE.

prettily attired,

dances.

200

NEW PORTLAND THEATRE.
FRANK CURTIS,

SALES.

AUCTION

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

ADVERTISEMENTS

_NEW

position than the

The directors bad fairly conGreat Western
sidered how much they could afford to give to
the Great Western Company, and if any arrangement was to be brought about between
the two companies they thought it would be
better that the terms they proposed should bo
publicly laid before their shareholders. He

they were to give the Great Western 3 per
cent, dividend on the ordinary stock, and giving it before their preference stock. Such a

time here by

Portland Man.

presiin London on the 30th of March.
dent, Sir Henry Tyler, in his address, said that
the road had lost, directly and indirectly, £250,000, by the late war of freight rates; but by the
The

I tenuis Flann gan.W. Eugene
Heuiy Pi-rce.E. C. Milliken
Mr. Curtiss .E. W. Haven
Col. Warren, and Officer of Guard.. .J. M. Saflbrd
Father Faithful.N. A. Alien
t‘art. Rogers.D. Willard
Fompey Lucullus.T. H. Bibber
Sergeant Brown ...C. Greely
Bill loughton
.Chas. B. Warren
Dave Humor..... G. H. Poor
hebel Officer
J. Doughty
Sergeant Provost Guard.F. W. True
Beasie Alden.Mrs I. Baker
Mrs. Curtiss.Mrs. S. W. Fletcher
Viiss
eliitablc. Mrs W H Cummings
Noruh Kiley.Miss Lizzie Winslow

KELLOGG BRIGNOLI CONCERT.

Brief Jottings.
Fine day yesterday. Mercury 40° at suurise,
50* at noon, 43° at sunset; wind east.
During the month of April the total rainfall
amounts to a little more than one-fourth of an

The regular half-yearly general meeting of
the Grand Trunk Railway Company waa held

had had an agreement drawn ud, and when
the matter was discussed a few years ago, they
were not as strong as they were to-day, and
they could not offer to give anything like the

MUSIC AND THB DRAMA.

S&W

aprl5
Mrs.

our

Proceedings at the Regular Half-Yearly
Meeting In London.

B. of L. F.
The Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
Great Eastern Lodge, No i. of this city—savo
their firet annual assembly at Grand Army
When the grand march
Hall last evening.
well
came off, at 8.30 o'clock, the hall was
filled with ladies and gontlemen, and later all
available spaoe was occupied. The assembly
The
may be pronounced a decided success.
ladies all looked charmingly, aad wero very

th. fixture, and good will of a first-claw
rwiauraut, looawd in business part of the city,
n, particular., mil on J. BRBWER, dr., No. 49>A
iwsr21<Hf
Iftrenango Ktwl, city.

ALL

With Beard in
ap!3

pleasant
J. N.

hou'C up t«wu.
Cress Offlev.

i--

POETRY._
The Downfall of the Dado.

"It is said many of the .Esthetes are weary of
their tomfoolery, They have cut their hair, and returned to their barber and common sense at the
same

time."—Weekly Paper.

TEffORI.

For daff dils we do not care,
Or even hawthorn blue!
We do not care about Burne-Jones,
We worship not is maiden*’ bones,
And quite detest his‘‘subtle tones"—

O mock a Dado, mock a Dado, mock a Dado, do!
And mock a Dado do!
[Blve-and-white generally smashed and distributed ]

..

SOPBAHX.
We’re much too sage to wear sage green,
We even sport a crinoline.
And wear a neat high-heeled bottine,
Or tasteful Oxford shoe!
We part and smooth our tawny loc -s,
From Worth we order all our frocks,
And even s< eer at hollyhocks,
And mock a Dado do!
O mock a Dado, mock a Dado, mock a Dado, do!
[Rend hollyhocks, lilies and other sesthetic flowers,
and strew them about ]
TUTTI.

We now have lots of common sense,
We are not prone to take offense
If people say we’re not "intense"
Or hint we’re not "too-too!"
E’en lilies now we don’t adore,
We’re sick of art and what is more.
Vote Botticelli is a bor*,
And moc* a »'ado dol
JO mock a Dado, mock & Dado, mock a Dado, dol
[All seize hatchets, pokers, chisels, and forthwith
proceed to demolish the Dado, Posttcthwaiteto changes
Harleto Clown, Maudit to Pantaloon, Pillcox
quin and Mrs. Cimabue Brown to Columbine. Genr
Scene changes from the
eral rally. Spill aiut Pelt
Dismal Depths of Dadocracy to the Coral Caves of
Common Sense.]

brilis

feex-

pect to survive all that. When a person reads
that, he is astonished that the patient did not
die sooner and more frequently. Again, it
folks to read that some poor
devil has died of a disease with a name a mile
and a half long, while in the same mortuary
report perhaps some wealthy banker had been

flatters common

called hence on a disease of only two syllables.
Over in San Antonio the people die of icterus
senilis, of seven kindsof tuberculoses, of icterus
amennorrhoea, intestinalis pulmonalis, and five
other kinds of icterus. They can alone die, if

they want to, of anenisma, colica tiatulenta,
bilioea—particularly when complicated with
atrapia medulla; spinalis, or marasmus infantium, caused probably by too much vox populi,
nux vomica, e pluribus nnum, ete., particularly eto. Nobody in San Antonio asks: “How is
your prickly heat coming on?" The Alamo citizen asks: “How is your eczema solars coming
on?" to which the sufferer replies: “Much better, thank you, it was not the regular eczema
solare at all, but only eczema impetigion oides,
complicated a little with chloasma ephelis."
Nothing is more common than to hear even
oolored people conversing somewhat in the following style: “I say, Uncle Mose, how’s yonr
chile cornin’ on? [ heered you was up all night
wid it, dat it bad de wussest kind ob perotonitis ob de muBCOus memorane mixed up wid vomitus chronicus, and a misery in.de chstt." To
this Uncle Mose responds: “De chile has done
got ober all dat, but dis mornin’ hit was all
broke out wid epilepsia thoracica, but I has
strong hopes ob hit’s gettin’ well ef laryngosteI’se had a tech mysel f ob de
nose don’t sot in.
rbeumatismus paralyticus runuing up my lef
de stiffness out ob hit
I
knocked
bnt
jess
leg,
Wid Buffer’s liniment.” Not long since, in
glancing over the San Antonio papers, we were
surprised to learn that somebody, for the first
time in many years, had died of an intelligible
malady. It read that “Mr. Blank, aged thirtysix, malarial intoxication.” Jess so. That’s
plain enongh. Mr. Blank, while suffering from
malaria, tried to cure it with sour mash whiskey, and between the malaria and the remedy
the poor man failed to survive. It was a great
source of satisfaction for us to know precisely
what one person in San Antonio really did die
of. It was not of too much gastroataxia saburralis, or even of bmmaternesis, or of cardia podogracia, or any of those ordinary modes of
shuffling off the mortal coil, but simply malarial inu xlcation. Our satisfaction that people
over at Ban Antonio had returned to the old
fashioned diseases was of short Juration, for
the very next day our eye was riveted in its
socket by a card from Dr. Menger, the city physician, in the Ban Antonio Evening Light, saying: “The technical meaning of the term in this
ease is not ‘intoxication,’ n. .r ‘toxicoboemia,’
but ‘toxicohsemia,’ from the Greek or Latin
‘toxikon’—a poison, and ‘hsemia’—blood.”

Wit and Wisdom.
Jesse James was a college graduate. Those
who have seen college students traveling home
•boot 12 p. m. will believe it.—Boston Post.

Glove Kid Top or Cloth Top Button Boots
only Two Dollars, at Dearborn’s, 381 Congress
street.
Mr. Tilden doesn’t want to be President,
however. All he asks is to be permitted to
carry on his dumbbell, hurdle exercises in
peace, and to oertify from time to time that
Tilden

Thomas Jefferson was a good
crat.—Baltimore American.

a

finished eddication.”

"What style of instrument do you prefer?”
said tho clerk, displaying an upright. "This
niano is the double-patent-quadruple-stringand
celluloid
I care about the
strong case. Have ye

long as its a
any wid iron cases?”
i
“No, ma’am; but all our
so

cases are

made extra

strong.”

“How much’ll you take for that piannie?”
“Four hundred dollars, ma’am.”
i
“Do you sell ou the slow-pay plan.,’
“Yes, occasionally we Bell to reliable purchasers ou the installment plan. The installment
on this piano would be $15 a month.”
“Will ye throw in a cover and shuttle?”
“Hardly fair to ask it, ma’am; but well
throw in those articles this time.”
“An’ a buk o’ music?”
“Yes; we won’t be mean about it.
insure the piannie III take
if

“Well,
ye’ll
it.”
“Now, really, ma’am, the purchaser usually
insures the instrument; but, to close the bargain, we’ll insure this piano and agree to take
all risks.”
“Ye se, betwane me an’ you,” said she, after
she had made her mark on the necessary papthe first installment receipt
ers and deposited
in her bosom, “I’m glad to feel aisy about
I
want to get the better of
the insurance, as
me ole man, who tuk an oath that if 1 brought
smash it up wid
a piannie into the house he’d
an ax.
An’faith, he’s the bi to do it the nixt
dhrunk!”
time he gets

Demo-

Is to be found in Burdock Blood Bitters.
As an antidote for sick headache, female
weakness, biliousness, indigestion, constipation, and other diseases of a kindred nature,
fbjte bitters are invaluable. Price SI.00, trial

size 10 cents.

must have begun in Haverhill. The Gazette publishes an account of the
“oaths of all nations.”—Taunton Gazette.

Spring cleaning

tic” fashions

get “Domes
Sewing Machine, 12 Elm St.

or

Portland

can

The tyrannous Democracy fell with the fall
•f African slavery, and its mortal remains
have been looking ever since for some machinery by which it may be enabled to rise again.
—Philadelphia Bulletin.

Horsing mothers gain strength by using
It acts like a charm in
Browh’s Iron Bitters.
restoring to health and strength overstrained
nature.
The Toledo Telegram says: “The Pond bill
passed to regulate drainage.” The Democratic party is the pond that is to be drained.
was

—Fremont Journal. But how will you drain
a pond that is always “dry?”—Toledo Telegram.
_

Check the
First a cold, then bronchitis.
first with Hale’s Honey of Horehound and
Tar.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute
•

Harper’s Drawer tells this: At a late term
of the Supreme Court held at Alfred, Maine,
an

to

old gentleman who was somewhat deaf, was
the witness Btand. The judge had occasion

question him.
"Hey?” said the old

man, his hand at the
back of his ear.
The Jndge repeated his words, when the old
gentleman innocently said, "I guess you’ll
have to steo this way, Jedge; I’m a leetle hard
•’ hearin'.
_

friend,
"Wheat Bitters.” It may save your life; it
Your druggist has it.
has saved thousands.

Try a bottle to-day

of

the invalid’s

When a man says, “Now, don’t mention my
name, pleBse; don’t say that Mr. Sinoggs is a
great favorite among his friends aud a man
whose praise is on every lip,” etc., etc., etc.,
we invariably respect his wishes and not only
leave out his name, but his little item also. It
is always better to err in the rigbt direction.—
Boston Transcript.
Miss Sawyer’s Salye as now
the world. 29 cents.

prepared beats

What is this? It is a piano manufacturer.
Why does he look so pleased? He has obtained
ninety-eight out of a possible ninety-six. He
has also obtained a certificate from ten prima
donnas, a circus manager and a hotel clerk.
He is very happy. H6 is so happy that be
could reduce the wages of bis workmen ten per
eent. without fretting over it. What do pianomakers work for? They work for art and for
medals and certificates.—Music Score.
Boston Bbown Bbkad.—One cup flour, one
cup rye, two cups Indian meal, two-thirds cups
molasses, two cups milk, one cup lukewarm

water,

one

teaspoonfnl salt,

and

three

spoonfuls Ooiaam Ybast Powder.
two at three hours.

18, barque St I.ucie, Ersklns,

SPOKEN.

Feb 21, lat 14 S. Ion 35 W. ship H S Gregory,
Wat's, from Philadelphia for Tacoma.

years.
Funeral sertice at his late residence, Stamford,
on Friday, 21st, at 3 clock. P. M.
In Needham. Mass., April 16, Bev. Asahel Moore,
former member of the Maine M. E. Conference,
aged 71 years 6 months. [Maine papers copy.]
In Minneapolis, April 16, of apoplexy, Jones B.
Hoit, aged 66 years.
__

HAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

Qiticura

with $300 to take charge iuiPortland
of a branch of a Boston Manufacturing
House. To an enterprising man it is an opportunity to realize a handsome income and without risk.
For particulars address E. P. WORKS, 72 Water

APABTF

Street, Boston.

Scythia.New York..Liverpool—Apl 19
Circassian.Portland. ...Liverpool ....Apl 20
City of Washington.New York..Havana.Apl 20
City of Para..New York..Asplnwall....Apl 20
Italy.New York..Liverpool....Apl 22.
Bolevia.New York..Glasgow.Apl 22
City of Borne.New York. .Liverpool....Apl 22
Republic.New York..Liverpool.. Apl 20
Niagara .New York..Havana.Apl 22
Santiago.New York..St Jago.Apl 25
Batavia. New York..Liverpool....Apl 26
Ameriqne..New York..Havre.Apl 26
California..New York..London.Apl 26
Elba.New York..Bremen.Apl 26
Celtic.New York..Liverpool.... Apl 27
Parisian.Boston.Liverpool.... Apl 27
Toronto.Portland... .Liverpool... .Apl 27
City of Alexandria New York. .Havana.Apl 27
Colon.New York..Aspinwall....Apl 29
Newport.New York..Havana..Apl 29
6
Caracas..New York..Laguayra.. ..May

MDnATOUK ALMANAC.APKIL 19.
rifca.o.Utf wgn wawr, {r m;.. u.zu
eeta.0.49 Moon sets. 9.15
<

Sun
8tta

MARESTE

3STEWS.

POST OP PORTLAND.

A

POWDER

What I tell yon is the truth, told lor no other
purpose but to testify to the merits of the Cuticura
Remedies. Mr. Frederick Veaton, of this town, has
been troubled for years with a Fever Sore on one of
his legs. Last fall and all winter he could hardly
walk a step. 1 induced him to take your Remedies.
He has taken about four b dtles Cuticura Resolvent

(blood purifier) and uBed the Cuticura ard Cuticura

Soap externally His leg to-day Is almost well, and
he walks with ease It was a sight to behold—black,
I wish you could see his
and swollen very badly.
leg to-day. The change would astonish yon.

A THANKFUL MOTHER.
a

“If the gratitude of a sensitive young girl,” writes
thankful mo her, “can afford you pleasure, you

She
dishas
been
comskin
which
humor,
figured scrofulous
p etely, cured, after endless doctoring and great suffering, both in mind and body, by the Cuicura
Resolvent (blood purifier) internally, and the Cuticura and Cuticura Soap (the great skin cures) externally. Her skin is now as soft, white and beautiful
to its fullest extent.
daughtercrushed
to earth with a

have that of my
was our hope and

pride,

baby’s.”_
SALT RHEUM.

as a

McDonald, 2642 Dearborn St., Chicago
acknowledges a cure of Salt Rheum on ;
ead, neck, face arms and legs for seventeen years;
Will

Sratefully
not able to walk

hands and knees for one
except
tried
year: not able to help himself for eight years;
hundreds of remedies; doctors pronounced his case
hopeless; permanently cured by the Cuticura Remedies.
on

GREAT BLOOD MEDICINES.
The half has not been told as to the great curative powers of the Cuticura Remedies.
1 have paid
hundreds of dollars for medicines to cure diseases of
the blood and skin, and never found anything yet to

equal the Cuticura Remedies.
CHAS. A. WILLIAMS, Providence, R. I.

The Cuticura treatment for the cure of Skin
Scalp and Blood diseases, consists in the internal
use of Cuticura Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier, and the external u*e of Cuticura and Cuticura Soap, the Great *kin Cures.
Price of Cuticura, small boxes, 60c.: large boxes
$1. Cuticura Resolvent, $1 per bottle. Cuticura Soap, 26c. Cuticura Shaving Soap 16c.
Sold by all druggists.
Depot, WEEKS & POTTER, Bostoa, Mass.

PROM OUR CORRESPONDENT
WISCASSET, April 11—Sid, sch Mariel, Anderbod, Boston.
April 12—Ar, sch Kenduskeag, Whitney, Boston.
April 18—Ar, schs Albert Dailey, Goldthwaite.
Salem; KFHart. McOobb, Boston.
April 14-Ar, schs Agnes, Seavey, Portland; Herald. Frlsboe, Boston; Snsan Roes, Hart, St George.

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE. 1
Sid fm Matansas 12th Inst, brig Carrie Bertha,
of Hatteras.
North
13th, barque Payson
Hall,
Tucker, Tucker, Borton; brig Jennie Hurlbert, for
Cardenas and New York; brig Wapita, Peters, for
Portland.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FBANCISOO—Cld 17th, ship Jane Fish,

Young. Queenstown.

PORTLAND, O— Ar 8d, ships Ivy, Lowell, and
Washington, Perkins, New York.
SEATLE. CAL- 81d 8th, ship Annie H Smith,
Bartlett. San Francisco.
Below 17th, ship Alice M
NEW ORLEANS
Minott, Whitmore, from Liverpool.
MOBILE—Ar 17th, barque John R Stanhope,
Pillsbnry, Rio Janeiro.
J AOKSONV1LLE—Ar 14th, sehe Hope Haynes,
Meady, Wisoasset; Dora M French, French, Boston.
Old 16th. sob HattieCard, Moore. New York.
DARTEN—Ar 11th, sch Normandy, Adams, from
Savannah
BRUNSWICK—Ar 11th, Bch FOBtina, Philhrook,
New York.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Bid 14tb, »ch Geo W Jewett, Blair. New Bedford.
WILMINGTON, NO—Cld lSlh, seh Bnth Darling,
Chipman, St Lncia.
BALTIMORE—Ar 16th, seh Isaac T Campbell,
Matthews, BoBton.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 16th, brig Harry Smith,
Weeks, Sagua.
Ar 18 th, schs Cumberland, Webber, Caibarien;
Eben Fisher, Reynolds, Sagua.
NEWCASTLE-Passed down 16th, brig Atalaya,
for Cienfuegos.
NEW YORK—Ar 17th. ship W H Starbuck, Clark
Bath; barque F H Luring. Soule, Matanzas 12 ds;
sobs Ariadne, Dyer, Cardenas; F L Richardson,
Belano, Cardenas; Helen Maria, Look. Nuevitas;
A L palmer, Lewis, Baracoa; Clifford, Bragdon
Sagna; C H Maoomber, Rumrill Jacksonville. Mary Stewart. Coombs, Darien; E M Sawyer, Falkingbam, St John, NB, Swallow, Brewster, Eastport;
C A Ropes, Whalen, Lubec; Sabao, Pitts, MacMas;
Beta, Sanborn, de; Wm E Barnes, Hodgkins, and
Lanra H Jones. Stevens, Portland; Josie Hook,
Fiokett, do; Wm Rice. Gregory, and Maggie Bell,
Torrcy, Rockland; Caroline Knlg, Dyer, do,
Ar 18th. bat quo Edw L Mayberry, Knight, Lobos
via Hampton Roads.
Cld 17ih, brigs Rocky Glen, Higgins. Kingston, J;
J H Lane. Shut*. Guantanamo; schs Harry White,
Hopkins, Jeremie. John H Converse, Leighton, for
Cardenas; A R Weeks, Littlefield, Fernanolna; M C
Taylor, Taylor, Portland; M J Laughton, Hallowell,
Mt

_

tea-

Steam

_

More continuous and

itiA.

*i ■

power

action is ob^OLUlVSr erful electrical
rirAfWAtailed from Colllns Volta
iMiTiM
thaw
VOLTAIC5gjtLECTJuOICe.ectric plasters
made.

They
any $3 battery
are a speedy and certain cure
for Pain a d Weakness of the Lungs, Liver, Kidneys and Urinary Organs, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Hysteria, Female Weakness, Nervous Pains and
Price
Weaknesses, Malaria and Fever and Ague.

J)j

Sold everywhere.

cents.

ap!9

W&S&w2w

MALI BITTERS
(fPtafi ®itte*«)

ington.
Ar

18th. schs SusaD, Handy, Hoboken; Oiegon

Henshaw.‘Poughkeepsie,

Cld 18tb, sobs o D Wltberell, Garfield, Baltimore;
Oliver Sko field. Crowell. Kennebec.
SALEM—Ar 17tb, sch Dolphin, Young, South
Amboy.
Cld 17th, seh D Sawyer, Rogers. Two Rivers.
NEWBURY PORT—old 16th, sch Wm Butman,
Forester, Calais.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 15tb, Bch Lugano, Clark,
Elizabetbport.
Ar 16th. sebs Harry Percy. Hinckley. Holmken
for Dover; Pacific, Look, do for do; Paragon, Shnte
Perth amboy.
Ar 17th. sch Nancy J Day, Munroe, and William
Thomas, Wooostar, Hpboken for Dover; A E Willard, Varnum, Elizabetbport.
BATH Ar 16th. schs David Torrcy, Soule, New
York for Hallowell; Benj Reed, Hodgdon, Eliza_

betbport.
Ar at

FOREIGN FORTH.
Yokohama Mob 16, ship Guardian, Fletcher

Newcastle,

NSW.

Feb 28, ship G61den State Delano, fm
Hiogo, for New York; Belle Morse, Norton, for Boetoi leg; barque J H Bowers, Hflfknses, for New
York.
Ar at Calcutta 17th last, sBTp flee Skdiflelfl, Otft,
New York.
At

Manila

ADVERTISEMENTS

CITY

Non-Resident Taxes in tbc City of

Tlie

following list of Taxes

on

real estate of

non-

owners In the City of Portland, for the
1880, in bills committed to Henry W.
Hersey .Collector of said City,on the 20th day of September, 188o, has been returned by him to me a* remaining unpaid on the 17th day of September, 1881.

resident

unby his certificate of that date, and now remain said
the
paid; and notice is hereby given that if into
the
are
not
and
paid
interest
charges
taxes,
treasury of the said city, within eighteen months
from the date of the commitment of the said hills,
so much of the real estate taxed as will be sufficient
to pay the amount due therefor,’ including interest
and charges, will without further notice be sold at
public auction, at the office of the Treasurer of
said city, on tne 21st day of April 1882, at ten
o’clock A. M.
*
>

3

§
NAMES, DESCRIPTION
OF PROPERTY

p

|
§

6

S‘

S

Susan

Land

Barton,
(.ong I-land.
Bixby, Eleanor D, Land
and W house N side
Portland st. Nos. 495
497..
Bodge Joseph G. Vi land

_

*3 o5

3,910 800 20 40

67

_

_

fr...T.

28

Nichols, Jacob H. Heirs,
Land and 2

4

..

1,221

_

...

..

23,282
51,608

Tibbetts, Ira, hrs, Land
and 2 W houses N side
Salem st., Nos. 11 and
13..

W,F&M eow*wco»ly

MARKS

Book, Coni, aid Jo!) Printer
Exchange,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Printing a Specialty.
person promptly atta-aied te

In

Particular attention paid
Pamphlet Prtn.ln.

B

h

and

PnThStlyl

FOR SALE.

THE SCYTHE SHOP
Tafttvllle, Vt.,
AT son
Edge Tool Co.
For

now

1882.

particulars

occupied by the

17 86

400

10

5000

127

Emer-

Possession ipvsn Sept. 1st,
A. G. DbWHI,
ap3alm

TSSOCIITED liliMTlir
for the choice of
will be held at the

officers

and other business,
THE
the President Association, City building, Thursday,
room

of

p.m.
April 20th, at
April 18th, 1882._°P18d3t

For Sale.
farms, 5Va miles from Le”l*ton City

Wei
TWOHailgood1% miles from Lisbon village.
!
buildings
wooded and watered, goo-deoil, good
an

Urge^orchard,

Address *.

dtf

mar

TO

LET.

Inquire

at

40 EXCHANGE STREET.

_apl7

3^hvh^n,

FOR IALC.

Rooms To Let.
and unfurnished, at No.

Street. Apply between 3
FURNISHED
State Street.

and 5 P.

AND THIRD AND BERKS SIS.

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias
Be

buj ticket** (at any r&lroad cr steam
boat office in Hew England) via

eure 10

BOUND

127 50

200

610

1,700

14 4,090

Park
or

at

Park.

To Let—Opposite Lincoln

very desirable tenement, situated at No. 124
Federal Btreet, one door from Fremont place,

THE

now occupied by S. M. Watson, Esq.
given April lBtb. Has gas and sebago

Possession

Water.

Also, tenements on Greenleaf, Everett and Brackett streets, and a store on Greenleaf street, all supApply to LOCKE &
plied with sebago water.

LOCKE,

aplbdlw

176 Middle St.

12

3,131
3,441

57

2,470

Andrew J,

Wright,

900 22 95

900 2 29o

2,800 7140

1,700
200

900

43

5 10
25

ifo Let.
STORY of building corner of High and
Commercial Sts. A desirable place for light

UPPER

manufacturing
want-d.
mar

A. A.
18

furnished if
17, 1882.
dim*

Power

business.

MITCHELL.

March

50

FARM FOR .ALU.
Farm belonging to the late D. O. Small, very
pleasantly located on road leading from South
Windham to Windham Hill, one mile from Garnbo
P O. R. R. Station, will be so.’d at a bargain. Small
payment required, balance can stand with mortgage
S*id farm contains about 90 acres land,
on time.
divided into Wood, Timber, Pasturing and Mowing
labile; th* buildings are a good two story house wi.b
ell, wood and carriage bouse with large barn, all in
Will be sold with farm, a good
good condition.
stock of Farming Tools. For further particulars,
inquire of JOHN M. ALLEN, Saccarappa, Me.
d&wtf
aprl

THE

M. HF1ELD.

H. P. BALDWIN,
Agent 0.11. K. of N. J.

BucfcHeid

general beverage and necessary

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the
Aromatic Schnapps is

to every

superior

preparation.

A

public

trial of over 30 years duration in every
our

country of Udolplio Wolfe's

Schnapps, its

unsolicited endorsement by
a

sale

unequaled

by any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for it the

reputation

of salubrity

claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

EWER STREET,
JEW YORK.

MAIM] CENTRAL RAILROAD.
On and after Monday, Dec. 5th, Passenger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for 8t. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on E. A N. A* Railway,
12.55, and 111.15 pm.; St. Andrews, 6t. Stephen, Fredericton. Aroostook County,
IVIoosehead Lake, and all stations on B. A
Piscataquis R R.. til.16 p. in., (or 12.65 p.
m., noon, and remain In Bangor over night); for
Bangor. Bucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Skowhegan, 12.45 p. m., 12.55 p. m., £11.16 p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.45 p. u„ 12.55
p. m., 11.16 p. m. and 6.16 p. m Saturdays only,
Augusta, llnllowrll, Ciardiner, Richmond,and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.55 p.
m., 5.15 p. m., til.15 p. m.; Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12.F5p. m., 6.16 p. m. and 11.15 p. ra. on
Saturdays only; Rockland, and kooi A
12.55 p.
Lincoln R. R., 7.00 a. m.t
m.j Auburn and Lewiston, 12.45 p. m..
5,05 p. m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., til.16 p. m.; Farmington,
Phillips,
Bangeley Lake, Monmouth. Winthrop,
Keadfield, West Waterville and North
Anson. 12.45 p. in.,
Farmington via

Brunswick, 7.00

Halifax, 8.15 a. m., 2.45 p. in.; Mi.
J«hn, 8.16 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Houlion. 8.00
m.j St. Mtephen, 9.46 a. m.j Muck.port,
5.30 a. m., 5. p. m,: Bangor, 7.15 a. m., r7.45
From

Dexter,7.06

a.

m.,4.40

p. m.;

Belfast,

a. m., 2.60 p. m.: Hkowhcgsa, 8 20 a. m.,
2.40 p. m.; Waterville, 9.22 a.m. 1.65, 110,00
m.; and 6.10 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
.00 s.m 10.lUs.il, 2.46 p.m., tl0,66 p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m„ 10.27 a. m„ 3.07 p. m.,
(11.14 p. m Bath, 6.65 a. m., 11.15 a. m., 4.10
p. m., Brunswick, 7.25 a. m., 11.49 a. m.,
4.36 p. m., (12.36 a. m., (night.) Rockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.36 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m.,
11.28 a.m„ 4.16 p. m. Phillips, 6.40 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. in.; Winthrop 10.26
as
follows: The
a. m. being due in Portland
morning trains from Angnsta and Bath,
Tho day trains
8.36 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40.
from Bangor, and all intermediate stations and
and
at
1.00
1.06 p.
roads
connecting
Wa teryillo,
trains from
The afternoon
m.
Lewiston
at 6.40
and
Rockland
Angnsta, Bath,
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60

8.

( Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays inoluded, between Boston and Maine Central R. R,

only.

t Runs through to Bangor orory morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not ran to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday

morning.

Limited Tickets first nnd second class for
M'.John nnd Halifax on sale at reduced
rates*

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Dec. 6th, 1881.
dti
dec2

5 10

■KgyjH
Cures

Dyspepsia,

Nervous AffecFever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils,
Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating
hi a bad State of the Blood, or
accompanied by Debility or a low
State of the System.

tions, General

WINTER

PROPOSALS
SEALED
undersigned until April
for
the

will be received by the
2 d.A. D. 1882, at
city with Blank B oks,
M,
furnishing
Stationery and other articles for tho different departments of the cltr- A list of the articles required will be furnished by calling on the City
Clerk. The right is reserved to reject any or all
bids that are not for the interest of the city,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
apl 7dtd

marl

On and after Monday, Dec. 5,
Passenger Trains will leave
Portland at 7.30 a. ra., and
—23—j .05 p.m., arriving at Worcester
m.
at 2.16 p. m. and 7730 p.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a.
•a., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. aud 6.45 p.
m.

Clinton,
Ayer June.,
Fitchburg,
Nashua* Lowell, Windham, and Bpping at 7.30 a. ra. and 1.05 p. m.
For naucfeeaiFr, «’caccH and point! North, at

For

1.05 p* m.
Far Rochester, 8pringvale; Alfred; Waterberc aud 8aco Kiver.7.3© a. at., LOS
mM and (mixed) at 0.30 p. ns. Returning
11.24
avo Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m^
a. m.. and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and1 6.45 p. m.
Far Gorham,
Hncfitrappa, Cdmberland
Westbrook and Woodford**,
Mills,
at 7 30 a. m.,
1.05, 0.‘40 and (mixed)
*6.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. tiain from Portland connects a:
% ye June, with Hoosac Tunnel Route for
1< West., and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
tv« York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
;.*priagfield. also with N. V. A N. E. R.
a
('•Steamer Maryland Route?”) for Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, and tho
South and with Boston fir Albany R. R. for
the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Centra) K. R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Rollins A Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street
* Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticke*, Agent.
dec3dtf
GEO. P. WEs
T. fsupt

-ON-

MONDAV, DECEMBER Stli, 1881

Trains leave Portland.
2 a. m.
Dally (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Ssiem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special
at 6.30 a. m.
Sleeping Car will be
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00
to
this
train for Boston.
and
is
attached
m.
p.
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready nntill 11

At

p. m.
At 8.45

a. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scar boro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Rockport,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester,
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At MO p. in. for Capo Elizabeth, Soarboro, Saco,
Bitideford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea ana
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting with
Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern and Western points.
Trains leave Bouton.
At 8.30 n. u>. and arrive in Portland at 12 30 p.
m. At 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive m Portland

at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman

Parlor Caw.
On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. and trains leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. ana
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through tickets to all points West and
8onti» may be had of J. M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets (or Seats and
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.
LU0IU8 TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
Master
D. W. SaNBORN,
Transportation.
dec5dt /

after

Monday, April

•

Office,

24

and 2G Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.

COBBODEES AND MANUFACTUBEBS.

“BOSTON STAR BRAND”

C. H. LAMSON, PURE WHITE LEAD
RED LEAD AND LITHARGE.

Street,

Sole Agent for Portland and t1cinlty, for the tale of flret--Uee
I Bleyoiee, Including the Oolmnbla'e.
Alio,
agent for the MARlKlc Blejol?

Harrard’e.TjVaetie.

aplSatsf

Cars on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.45 a. m. and

1.10 p.

BOSTON LEAD MFG. CO.

LEAD PIPE & SHEET LEAD.
TIN * TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER Ao,
SOLD MEDAL awarded by the Massaohnsetts
Chari labia Mechanics' Association In 1881.
eod6m
mart

TWO

TRIPS

To

all points

and

EUROPE 2
Cook'd Oraotl Kxcumiontt leave New York,
April 27th, dune 8th and .July 1st, 1882. Full
particular* in special Pamphlet, sent free on application. Passage tickets by all Atlantic steameis.
Special faciliii-s for securing goo.t berth*. Tourist
tickets for iadivi iual travelers in Europe, by all

routes at reduced rates.
Cook’ii ftCxcui>io»int, with Maps, by mail 10
cents. THUS. COOK & SO*. 201 Broadway, N. Y.
07 Washing on Street, Boston, Mass.
C. A. BARATTONI, Manager.
feb4eod4m

~CLYDE'S
PHILADELPHIA
AND

—

—

\EW LA OLA AH
STEAMSHIP

LINE

'BOSTON

FROM

onnection with

la

OLD

STEAMERS.

Calais, Kobbinstoa,

St
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, 8hediao, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Ball Roads,
and Stage Ron tee.
received up to% p. m. and any In{^"Freight
formation regarding tho same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
ForCircnlaxs, with Excursion Routes, Tickets.
arid further information apply at
State Rooms
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. HKK8F.Y
President and Manager
nov24dtf

the

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Munnger.
W.J. SPICER Superintendent,
ootlTdtf

Monday,
every
for Eastport
and

Thursday,

€^nnHda,Dctroit, Chic**#©.Millwnnkee

Northwest, West and Southwest.

MONDimdh
Line will
Railroad Wharf,

MESIBSSMib Leave
of
foot
State
street,
and
at 6 p. in.,
8t. John, with connections for

Cincinnati, Hi. Uioui*,Omaha, Muginaw, Hi. Fan!, Hall Labe City,
Denver, Hon Francisco,
In

WEEK.

AFTER

DAX.HDV.ilMk,
erm
°Y
ihi*

■

'JSUk

*■

r_

PER

ON AND

mi..

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

COLONY

Kill

ROAD.

Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
BIVER there connecting with the Clyde •Mean*
era, sailing ©very WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
direct to

Boston
—AJCD-

Plii] adolpma.
Lines
there with Clyde Steam
SI.
U
D.
Clmi

Connecting

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.

Saturday.

anhiogton,

C.«

loioa,

Water Liner
Tbrough Rates and Bills Lading given
point inNew England to PUiituMDliia.
For Rates and information apply to
*»-

rf..

]

na

from

to
and
any

AfClL

D. D. C. MINK.

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

No. 3 Old State House, Boston, Mae.*

feb20d

Wliarfasrei.

Mo
i;-;.-

.*

From Long Wharf. Boston, 8 p
From Pine S~set Wnarf
Philadelphia, at If a. m
Ineurance one-half the rated
tailing vottel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. K. H., and Sooth
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission,
rawagr Kiglit Dollar*. Bound Trip SIS,
Meals and Koo 3 included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
fi. B. NAMPSOIV, Agtw,
IO (.con Wharf, Rmiat
dsSlt
m.

Thera is
and

Islaads,

New
Australia.

Zealand

m.

Parlor Cur dents secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
ST" I'ho 1.10 p. m. train from Portland eonneeti
with Wound Line Hteamers for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m,
(rain oonnects with all Rail Lines for New
York and the doutb and West.
TRAINS Leave Portland for
SCNDAY
Boston
Boston and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.
Trains on Boston A Maine road connect with all
steamers Tuning between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maohtas, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also oonnoet with Grand-Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland A Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trams stop at Exeter ton minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, ic .wrsnoe and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may lie had of M. L. Williams, Ticks'
igent. Boston A Maine Depot, and at STninn

Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FpHBEK Gsn Sv
8. H. STEVENS, Gon. Agent. Portland
dtt
dock

suffering

thousand other diseases that
their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of
a

owe

DR. HENRY BAXTER S

JAPAN, UH1NA,
Sandwich

no excuse for
iron
11 (is* ( ion

<'o»s

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO
FOR CALIFORNIA,

Will give immediate relief, and
in a short time effect a permaAfter constipation follow.
nent Cure.

and

The new as
splendid steamers sail from New
York on the 10th, 26th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
as bolow.
S. S. City of Para, April 20 I S. 8. Colon,. ..April 29
8- S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
May 10.

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Diseases of
the Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Sick Headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

For freight or passage ales and the fullest infoi
mation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. L. BARTLETT & CO.,
113 State Street, cm. Broad St., Boston.
or to vV. D. LITTLE ft OP„
31 Exchange St., Portland.
JeSBdtf

/Steamers!

Freight taken
JT 8.

as

usual.

tOVlif, Jr., General Agent.

dtf

DOMINION LINE.
The steamers of this Line will
©ran

during

the

winter

season

fortnightly between this port and
Liverpool. The vessels are Cl> de
bai t. ful powered and have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers
Prepaid

tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.

TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson.19th March
ONTARIO, Capt Williams..30th March.
BROOKLYN, Capt. Lindall.13th April.
DOMINION. 27th April.
AATE8 OF

PASSAGE,

Cah'n.$60.(K> Gold.
Cabin

return....
..$90.00 Gold.
For passage. &c., apply to DAYLD TORRANCE
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offidec5 dtmayl
ces, foot of India street.

Maine Steams nip Company.
Semi-Weekly Line to New fork.

cure

by removing the cause.

PURIFY THE BLOOD
all Morbid Sscretions.

FARE $1.00.
The otvonte Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WH ARK,
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. wx. (Sundays exceptod).
Passengers by this line are remirded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience o 1 arriving in Boston late at night
MT Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. B.
YdFNO'8. 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.

speedily

Keep the Stomach, Loicels, and Digestive Organs
in good working order, and perfect health
will be tlio result Lad ies and others subJeettoSick Headache "ill find relief
and permanent care by the use of these Bitters
Being tonic and mildly purgative they

BOSTON

,

ali of which these

eases, etc.,
Bitters will

by expelling

Price 25 cts. per bottle.

For sale by all dealers in medicine.
S*nd
address for pamphlet, free, giving full direction*
J0H5S05
&
liLSRY,
LORD, Props., Burlington, It

MWa

no30

of EDWIN C. LIBBY, Insolvent Debtor.
is to give
notice that on the eleventh
day cf April, A. D 1882, a warrant In um**was
issued
vency
by Henry C. Peabody. Judge 0*
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberof said
the
estate
land, against
In

case

THIS

EDWIN C. LIBBY, of Portland,
county of Cumberland, adjudged to be an
Insolvent debtor, on petition of said debtor, which
was
filed on the eleventh day of April,
petition
A. D. 1882, to which (late interest on claims is to be
computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor and the tiansfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
in the said

Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court room in
said Portland, on the first day of May, A. D. 1882,
at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
GEORGE W. PARKER,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
apl2£l<J

CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm
Effectually

the nasal

For further information

apply

sores
sense
1

Steamer LEWISTON,
MasDEERING.
a CHARLES
gS&frf ter. will leave Railroad Wharf,
■f^mu'"'^VTiiigT**- Portland,
every
Friday
evening, at 11.15 o’clock, or on the arrival of
Pullman train from Boston, fo: Rocklnnd, Cawtine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick. So. West Harbor, Bar Harbor (Mt. Desert), Millbridge,
Jone«port and MachiaMporfAlso leave Portland every Tuesday Evening same time for Millbridge, touching at intermediate Landings.

s-axtThe

.vJCTir

leaves

Machiasport

every Mon

day Morning, at 4.30 o’clock, and Millbridge
every Monday and Thursday at 8 A.M.,
touching fit intermediate landings, arriving in Portwith Pullman
land same evening, connecting
Night Train for Boston.
One Lewiston c mnects at Rockland with Boston
& Bangor steamers for Bangor and River Landings
E.

Saturday

morning.
GEORGE L. DAY, General
CUSHING, General Manager.

every

Portland, April

dtf

Washington

Steamship Line,

will sail
_

JOHN HOPKINS,
WM.

LAWRENCE,

ALLEGHANEY,

one

of their first-class

steamships

WM. CRANE,
D. II. MILLER,
BERKSHIRE.

every WEDNESDAY and SATURDiY,
at 3 o’clock, P. M., from Central Wharf, Boston,
direct to Norfolk and Baltimors.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to all parts of
TENNESSEE,
CAROLINAS,
VIRGINIA,
ALABAMA,
GEORGIA,
FLORIDA,
and ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI,
By Vn., Tenia. A Gn. Ail* Line. Bills of Lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Washington st.
By Atlantic*. Count Line and Neabonrd Air
Line. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,

No. 22S Washington st.
By luluml A' Meubourtl ( OBNling Co. and
Poiouiac st. it. t o to Washington, D. C., and
Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TICKKTM to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Throuifla 3 ickeu to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at tbe Wharf, and 240and
306 Washington St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$0 00 drst class; $7.60 second class, including meals
and berths.
ft. S4.TIPSON, Gen. Agent, 33 Central
uov2-dtf
Wharf, Boston

Agent,

General Ocean Steamer

PASSAGE TICKET OFFICE.
Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Ste-rage, outward and propaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the lano routes free from ico and Icebergs,
viz; the White Star, Anohor, Cunard, Staio, National, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and I tali at
lowest rates of passage, viz; Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $00, according to berth and
steamers,
steerage $20 to $32. aceording to

steamer and

port. Return tickets very low.
and I'onnnrainl exchange

in
M.rrliug
Also agent Morris European and
•urns to suit.
American Express for packages and fre'ghtioal
Also agent for the celebrated
parts of the gi be.
Acldla Coal By the cargo. Apply to

J. L. FARMER, Agent,
Ne. 21 Exchange SWet.

mchlB

into the

nov24

nostril*.D^u

_d&wly48

Remedy.
TRADIMARI lish
unfailing cure

dtf

An

TRADE MARK

for
Seminal Weakness.
Impotcncy, and all
Diseases that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse as Lose of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of V inion, Premature
Old Age, and many,
other Diseases that
lead to Insanity or
Consumption and a AFTER TAIII8.
Premature Grave.
8T3?-FuH particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire to
send free by mail to every ono. JT4r The Specific Me«hcme is
sold by all druggists at 41 per package, or six packages for *•*
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by
addressing
THB GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

BEFORE TAIIRR.

Eg"*8old in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221
ftiurrouap !f Stone, cor. Congress and Green St*.

Congress 5U,

aug29dlyr

DEBILITY.

NERVOUS

A

Ticket Agent.

8.1882._

| Baltimore, Norfolk &

HAY FEVER.

receipt of 60c will mail a package. For sale in Port
land by wholesale and retail druggist*
ELYS* CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.

The Gront Eng-

Arrangement.

Commencing April filtb,18S2.

Returning,

realized

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

STEAMBOAT CO.

Spring

by

a few
A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever. &c. Unequaled fo
the head.
colds in
Agreeable to use. Apare

J. F.

Portland, Bangor & Machlas

and restores the
of taste and

smell;beneficial results
applications.

to

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
AMES. Ag’t, Pier 88, E. R. New York.
Tickcl %nd State Rooms can be obtained at 2?
From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasStreet.
Excnangc
de’^dtf
sengers will be taken by this line.

cleanses
passages of

Catarrhal virus, causing healthy secretions,
allays inflammation,
protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
i•^nland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY.f.t 6
t. M., and leave Pier 37, East River, Npw York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 KM.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, Including
State Room, $5; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once.

Awly

In Insolvency,
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of 31 aine.
April H, A. D 1882.

Steamers Eleanor* and Franconia

SBRING ARRANGEMENT.

a. m.

WM. J. BIIIDE, Trea

Charlottetown, P. E. I.

-AND-

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

Boston.
Parlor

ood&wly

SAMUEL LITTLE, Pres.

PASSENGER OFFICES

_

ItyNOTK—The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland will ud stop at Scarborough Beacb, Pine
Point or Wells, except to take passengers for

Dropsy,

9,871 4,800 122 40

uebcc,

Si.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT*.

ARRANGEMENT.

Portland at 7.26.

Debility,

and

Montreal

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. M.

Trains
I8'3, Passenger
LEAVE
PKTLAND
FOR BOisTON at 8.46 a.m. 1.10
(Express.) and 3.80 p. m., arriving at Boston at
1.16, 6.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boa
ton at 8.30 a. m. (Express), 12.30, 3.80 p. m.,
arriving at Portland at 12.30. 6.00, and 8.00
M. m.
Portland for dcarborough Beacb
Fund Fine Poiat. at 8.45 a. m. 3.30 and 6.30
p.m. (See Note.) For Old Orchard Beach,
daco, Biddeford and Keunebnnk, at 8.45
a. ra. 1.10, 3.30 and 5.30 p.m. For Wells,at 8.45
a. m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.) For North Berwick, Salmon Falls, Ureal Falls, Dover,
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell,
at H. 45 a. in., 1.10 and 3.30 p.m. For New
For
Mnrbcl, at 8.46 a. m. and 3.30 p. in.
Rochester, nnd Farmington. N. II., at H.4o
For Alton Bay,
1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
a. m.
at 8.46 a. in. and 3.30l>. m. For Manchester
and Concord, N. II., (via Lawrence,) at 8.46
m.; (via New Market J auction) at 3.80 p. m.
Morning Trnin will leave Kennebunk for

10 20

10 20

m

I'ron Chicago,
12.30 p. m.

EaMport, He., lolnls, He.,
John, N. B., Halifax, N. ft.,

_

3,

75

80

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiiton and Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30. 8,15 and 6.00 p. m.
From iSorbaiu, 8.30, 9.40 ft. m., and 12.30

a. in.

will

15

For Auburn nod Lcwiaton, 7.10 a. m.,
12.35 and 6.16 p. m.
For Inorbnm, 7.30 a. in., 1. 30 and 6.15 p. in.
For (isorbum. 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec uuu Chicago, 1. 30
p. m.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

aiv

28 05

17th,

DEPARTURES:

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Oil nod

5 10

after MONDAY, OCT.
1881, trains will ran as follows:

OTIS HAYFORD Snpt.
Portland, Dec., 5tl.i. Diftl.<1oc3 dtf

BOSTON & MAINE KAILROAD

1,000 25 50

12

ON

time.

and

74 EXCHANGE STREET

schnapps;
a

Railway of Canada.

Grand Trunk

p.
and

Eastern _Railroad,

Schiedam Aromatic

As

burg.

9.43 p. in.-For Fabyan’i and Intermediate stations.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11 .OO a. m.—From Fabyan's and Bartlett.
0.00 p. in.—From Burlington and Swan ton.
J. HAMILTON. Sup-f.
deeSdtf
Portland. Dee. 3, 1881.

Leave Portland for Cano n, at 1.30
Leave Lewiston at 1.67 p m.
with Byron Mexico, Dixtleld,
connection*
Stage
Pern, Livermore, West Huuinei and Turner.

WOLFE’S

2295

Stationery

rttort.

Gen. PfcM.

Leave Canton for Portland
1MI
Lewifton, 4.00 and 9.20 a. m.

i

LEAVING PORTLAND
B.95 a. m.— For all stations, through to BurMontreal and Ogden,
Mwnnton,
lington,

~

FOR SALE.
1 V* Story Honse and Ell, containing 5 finished
1 rooms, one unfinished room, with stable connected with ell, 2 ncres cf excellent garden land, besied
a number of acres of flats, water front; about 7«»
fruit trees in bearing; situated on the County
road, leading from Kuightville to Turner’s Island
in Cape K izabeth, Vfc n ile from Portland Bridge.
Watto
John
For further particulars,
son, near the premises or N. S. GARDINER, R. E.
apr7dlm
Agent, 93 Exchange St, Citv.

18

7,855 200

201 -Middle

<i);i28dtf

R.

fflHE three story brick bouse, No. 53 Dcering St.
A Has all the modern improvements. Iu a desirable locality, on the sunny side. Lot lSOxJ?1/^
feet. Also a lot of land on Cumberland Street, adjoining the above lot, 100x45 fe<t, Terms easy.

45

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Books and

Washington Street, Boston.

‘ild

5

Until further notice passenger trains
will ran as follows:

Portland and Worcester Line.

ESTATE.

REAL

22 96

3,600 1,900 48
900

35

HENRY W. HER8EY
Treasn rer.

ap!8dtd

{SS-tSSk ^fc8

ENGLAND AGENCJV,

_

43 36

4,900 124 9o

%

land E side India st No,
20
93 and 95
Yeaton, John W Land
and w house E side Arsenal st. No— and W
side Bramhall st, No. 10
to 16. 54

F'AJFLJEZ,
NEW

CHANGE OF TIME.
On anti after Monday, December 3th, I SSI,

changiTof

•

2,266
17 1,180 1,000
22

ROUTR.

a. m.

To Let.
tenement in new house, Ocean street,
Woodfords Cor. On line of horse cars. 8 rooms.
Sun all day. Delightful scenery, modern improve
ment8, &c.
H. T. BLACIvSTONE.
aplodlw*

Up stairs

the medical faculty and
57

BROOK

N6W York and Philadelphia

.35
8.hi.;
92
M.

aplTdlw

148

section of

Land

OTOOK and flrturns of a Fruit and
at
IS more. Good stand end low rvnt.
[ tee grtatevt noyeiry
aplSdlw*
368 CoBgrets Street.

©joAjdUajujT

Host Central Station In Philadelphia
Philadelphia Sc Reading: R. R.
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

a.

____

60

12

Annual Sleeting

Wife must be a
farm.
Address A. B., box 1983.

small

20

6000

and 25. 3
13,400 1,100
Unknown Owners of land
E side Poplar st. No.
79 to 83, lot No. 16 on
Plan Rec. Book 61,
of
about
p-ige 297, Reg’y
Deeds. 12 8,372
600
Unknown Owners of land
W side Poplar st. Nos.
86 to 90, lot No 8 on
Plan Rec. B ok 51.
about
Page 297. Reg’y of
Deeds. 12 8,001
400
Unknown owners of land
W side Wanhington at.,
No 232 and 234. 10 6,340
200
Warren, G & L & als.
Land E side Washingt- n
12 7,673 GOO
st., Nos 105 and 107
H.
Williams, William
Land W side Brackett
68 2,760 409
st., No 36

address

Quechee. Vermont.

a

butter maker.
TO good
18

other alcoholic
14 4,102

S Hide Cumberland st.,
No. 49* and 492. 47 5,925
Tucker, Mary A P, Land
10 lots, E side E Promenade and in rear Nos
80, 81, 82. 83. 84, 86,
86, 93, 94 and 95. 1 32,745
Tucker, Mary A P Land
on W side E Promenade
Nos 110 to 116 and E
side Morning st, Nos 23

to

on

a^ly

700

houses

Tucker, Mary A P

or

Farmer Wanted.

CARRY

Nos

The Great Healing Remedy.

Vine Job

60

2o

1,000

1,971

Rowe, Henry A., heirs,

S side Cumberland st.,
8 to 14 and E side
Lafayette street, Nos.
16 and 17.
Rollinsford Savings Bank
Land and W house S
side Danforth st., Nos.
244 and 246 W Bide
School st.Nos 28 to 32
Shewell. Mary A. Land
in rear E side Washington st. No 113 and 116
Sutton, Michael, Land
and vY house S side
Adams street, No. 62..
Taylor, Josiah F, land
W house E side Mayo

Railroad Wharf.

ON
__ap4 dtf

05

28

2,102 3,000 76 60

James A.
Land and W house E
side
Howard
street
Nos. 17 and 19

2aw&weow3m

Orders oy mall

1,100

Land

Richardson,

Land and 4 W

Joiners Wanted.
Steamer City of Richmond.

aplSdtfJ.

54 1,684
O’Brion Thomas W Heirs
Land E side Washington st, Nos 226 to 237,
and W side North st,
10 52,334
Nos 200to 212
O’Brion, Thomas W.
Heirs
Land E side
North st. Nos 201 to
213, ana W side E
Promenade, Nos. 412
7 34,776
to 424
Oxnard, Clarence, Heirs
W building of G. W. S.
Nixon on land Nos. 10
12
to 16 S side Everett st,
Penne 1, William L, %
Land and B. buildings
W side Plum street,
32 9040
Nos. *6 and 38
Perry. Eben N, % Land
ana B buildings W side
Plum street. Nos. 36
32 9040
and 88

street No 41. ,.

111

28 05

36 5,000 3,100

2 W houses N side Lincoln street, Nos, 39 to
45.

MALT

Ir* .-inters’

WANTED.
A tf-st-clnss bushel ter, at 470
ALLEY & CO.
Congress St.
aplGdtf
April 14th.

66 30

20 3,505 2,000

...

O’Brion, E ward C. Land
and W building E side
Green st. Nos *49 ftnl
151, and W side Canton st, Nos 28 and 30..
W
O’Brion, Thomas,
Heirs. Land and W
house E side Bramball
st,No 63..

W house N side
York street, No. 217 &
219 and E side Tate st,
Nos. 1 to 5. 44 1540
Pioctor, JohnF, Land &
house and 6
W
W
stores S side Middle st.
Nos* 72 to 78 ai d E
side Franklin st, Nos.
39 to 43 and N side
F rest., Nos. 241 to
247 and W side Hamp7,100
shire st.. Nos. 2 to 8.. 29 1,752
Proctor. John F, Land
and W house S side
Lincoln st., No. 6...., 22 2,030
Proctor, John F. Land &

PEPARED

M.

oounty in New England, for
indexed atlas of the United Sta> es
with maps o every country on the face
of the globe, last census; indexed list of tc wns; h story of every state and territory; sells for one
PERKY &
third the price of other world atlases.
SPAULDING, 106 Court St., Boston.
aprlSdlm

AGENTS
and World,

FOR SALK

and

The Purest, Safest and most Powerful Restorative
In Medicine for Feeble and Exhausted Constitutions, Nervous and General Debility,
Consumption and Wasting Diseases
of the Kidneys and Liver.
without fermentation from Canadian Barley Malt and Freeh iior, combined
Nour.
with Quinine Bake, and warranted more
ishing, Strengthening, Vitalizing and Purifying,
and Fat Proby reason of their richness in Bone
ma t or
ducing Material, than all other forms of
in
One bottle of Malt Bitters equals
-emedale or
of
beer,
lager
nourishment fifty bottles
porter,while free from the objections urged against
tonics,” bitters, etc.
malt liquors, alcoholic
BITTERS build up anew the nervous,
For
osseous (hone) and muscular system.
feeble digestion, sick headache, constiand deep-seated
bronchitis
dyspepsia,
pation,
of the kidneys,
coughs, consumption, weakness
menliver and urinary organs, emaciation, dropsy,
fema es,
delicate
tal, physical or nervous debility,and
form of
the
every
and
aged,
mothers,
nursing
decline, they are truly marvellous.warranted
gen.
Put up in German quarts and
nine when signed by the Malt Bitters Company,
Boston.
Bitters
Malt
Co.,
gold Everywhere.

WM.

10 20

400

W houses

N side Fore st, Nos 109
and 171, and W side
Hancock st, Nos 2 and

Porter, Elizabeth,

foodIUTedicine,

feb22

Wanted.
in every

our new

Lower part of House lu the
Western part of the ciiy, pleasanily situated and conveniently

and 2 W houses W Bide
Green st. Noe 100 and
36 5,060 2,200 6610
102.
Bond Clara, Land and
W house N side Bond
st.bos 1 to 7 and W
side School st. No 16.. 57 4,794 1,600 40 80
Clark, Ann If. Land and
W house W side Clark
6t. Nos 172and 174.... 56 3.980 3.000 76 60
Donnell, William E Land
and W house E side of
Thomas st. Nob 39 and
62 5,826 5,300 136 lo
,1
Dunn Edward H Land
side
W
and B bouse
Myrtle st. Nos 86 and
88, and E side Stone
st, No* 49 and 61. 26 2,657 2,300 68 05
Fitz Andrew G. Land E
side E Promenade Nos
2 65
100
7 7,848
407 to 411
Frothtngbam, Harriet S.
900
lots
W
side
1,594
Land, 2
600 38 25
Plum st. Nos 20 to 24 32 1,008
Haskell, Josiah M. Land
and W stables E side
Vesper st, Nos 87 and
400
10 20
3 3,245
89.
Ingraham, David H Land
and B house W side
21 2,245 3,000 7G 60
Smith st, Nos 10 and 12
Libby, Lucy S. Land and
W house N side Laurel
st, No 9. 20 1,719 1,300 33 16
Linnehan, Garrett, Land
W side Cotton st, Noe
*
GOO 15 30
38 3,022
18 and 20
Lord, Ann H. A. W
building on Land rear
200 o 10
Nos 48 and 60 North st -^13
McKenney, Aaron, Land
S side Newbury st, Nos
198 to 202 and W side
GOO 16 30
28 3,464
Church st, No 18.

1

n,h!7

GLENN BROTHERS
square, Boston, Mass._ap8d8&W&\v4wl5

FORJtEW.

;

100

ntau c*u
For
men.

suee*

arranged.

W,

Stock.
Any acuceeed. Libterms, address
& ELY, 18 Pemberton

to sell

a

§

j

\

fiats E
Pope John C.,
side G T Railway location

A

STATION IN NEW YORK £fiS«iu

Rumford Falls &

Nursery
tive intelligent
WANTBO
s-ful
eral salaries to

febl8d&wly

W side Church st, No
14.

Boston.

PROVIDENCE—Ar 16tb, ech More-Light, Verrill, Ualate.
Sid 16th, sob Star. Bray, New York.
Bid 16th, schs Dezalo, Robbins, and Wm Duren,
Doyle, New York; Alnomak, G’ay, do.
Ar 16th. schs Gamecock, Robinson, Calais; A McNlchols. Flynn. Mac!uas.
BRISTOL—Sid 27th, sch Rosa & Adra. Bowman,
New York.
SOMERSET—Ar 16th, sch Ellen Morrison, Hart,
Philadelphia.
FALL RIVER—Ar 16th, schs Hyena, Gardiner,
and W P Ritchie Bunker, Calais.
NEWPORT—Ar 16tb, ecbB Golden Rule, Raw ley,
Wiscasset; Jas Warren, Leighton, Calais.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 16tb. schs Casco Lodge
Dyer, Portland for New York; Sabao, Machlas for
do: Lizzie Heyer. Boston tor Branewick.
Sid, schs Stella Lee, Lizzie Brewster, Jas Warren,
C A Ropes, Caroline Knight, Anna Frye, LaVolta,
E M Sawyer, Morelight. A McNiebols, Nettie Cushing, Meiwenger, Casco Lodge.
Ar 16th. schs Gen Howard, Gardiner for N York;
Teaser Kooklaud ior do, (and both sailed. >
BOSTON—Ar 17th, ecbB Maggie Todd. Norwood,
and Lookout, Pomroy, Amboy; J W Woodruff, Barbour. Port Johnson
Mary, Magee, Kondout, Wm
Stevens, Carter, Belfast; Lucy J Warren, Habbidge,
Jennie
Howard,
Rockland.
Ryder, Georgetown
Old 17tb, sobs H T Townsend, Smith, for St John;
Mentor, Hinkley, Bridgeport aud New York; W L
Walker Kelley, aud Enoch Robiuson, Blake, Kennebec, B F Ncally, Handy, do; J V Weliiington,
Rich Boothbay.
Sid 17th, barques Clara Eaton, and Walker Arm

Baking Powiif.k co.

Royal

Sold only in cans.
New York.

McKenney, Aaron, Land

FI8HKBHEN.
Ar at New York 16th. schs Cynosure. Nickerson,
and Louise & Bosie, Nickerson, Boothbay; Flora*
Louise, Nickerson, do; Geo W Brawn snow. Port-

Newport 16th, echs John Somes, Clark, fm
Portland, bound south.
Bid 17th. ech Cora £ Smith, (from North Haven)
bound South.

phosphate powders.

...

_

Sid, sch Minnesota, Trask, New York.
EASTPORT, April 13—Ar, sch Lucy, Cassidy,
New York.
Old. sch Be'tba J Fellows, Clark, Hillsboro; Old
C ad, Stimpson, New York; Walter Franklin, Malloch. Boston.
April 14—Ar, sch Collector, Fearaby, Boston.

or

#

“You don’t know,’* said a charming young lady
“how much I owe you. I was so bad with Catarrh
that I could not associate with my former companions. My head was fail of offensive matter, which
tainted my breath and clothing, and seriously affected my bearing an** taste, besides dropping into my
throat and roakii g me cough. My parents thought 1
I was so sick ana unwas going into comsumption.
happy tkat I though' of suicide. But I am so thankful 1 found Salford’s Radical Cure. It has cured
me of every symptom, and I am now well as I can be.
Fragrant and wholesome: Coticura Soap.

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

New

£iAX£i£LOAZ>.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and canno' be sold In competition with the multitude ol low teat, short weight,

OHaS. H. TRIPP, Alfred, Me.

—

_

CANVASSERS'

Pure.

Absolutely

year

TREATMENT.

TUESDAY. April 18.
Arrived.
Steamship Dominion, (Br) Reid, Liverpool via
Halifax—passengers and mdBe to D Torrance & Co,
Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, St John, NB.
via Eastport for Boston.
Sch chas E Simmons. Babbitt, Richmond—coal to
Portland & Rochester RR.
Sch Clare E Simpson, Eaton, Baltimore—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sob City of Ellsworth. Bcnsey. New York via
Boston—anchors and chains to Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch John Baloh, Tinker, Newport, KI.
Sch Lone 8tar. Pierce, Boston.
Sch R Woodruff, Kemp, Provincetown.
superphosSch Sympathy, Tainter, Boothbay
phate to Cumberland Bone Co.
Sch Lewis R French, Newman, Boothbay.
Cleared.
Brig Georgie, (Br) Roberts, Matansas—Nutter,
Kimball & Co.
Sch Commander, Carver, New York—E S Hamlen & Co.
Sob Sophia Wiley, Ham, Bangor—Dana & Co.
Sen Leaping Water, Hopkins, Frankfort—Geo W
True & Co.
Sch 1* reeman, Torrey, So West Harbor—N Blake.
Sch Superior, Adams, Wlscasset—N Blake.
Sch Diana, Omo, Boothbay—N Blake.
Sch Arrival, Faruum, Boothbay—D Choate.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
GOOD Colored Servant for general housework.
Must furnish best of references. Apply to
MRS. CHAS. W. HEARN,
139 Green Street.
apl7d3t

INTERNATIONAL STEAM SHU' JO-

Bound Brook Route.

AN

berland, for the year 1880.

FEVER SORE.

apl7dlw*

Wanted.
experienced book-keeper also a boy to learn
the flour and grocery business, one whose parents reside in the city p eterred. Good reference
aprl7eod3t*
required. Address box 798.

PY >EM IA
Abscesses, Ulcers, Sores, Carbuncles, Boils and Itching Hu-

as

Wanted.

Portland, in the County of Cum-

Or Blood Poisoning, which Besnits in

FOB

St Germain.New York. .Havre.Apl 19

-BETWEEN-

ap!7___dlw

alum

mors, Cored.

In Boston. April 16, Hannah Klttredge, wife of
the late James A. Abbott, aged 66 years.
In Stamford, Conn., April 18th, Rev. Samuel C.
Fessenden, formerly of Rockland, Maine, aged 67

BAKER WANTED.
Second Hand on
Bread or Pastry. Also a Boy to
learn the trade. Apply at 38 and
30 Pearl Street.
L. A. GOCDV & CO.

Ar at St John NB. 17th. seh Jed F Duren, Cook,
Calais, to load for New York.
Cld 15tb, barque Alex Campbell, Bunker, Cienfuegos; Bch J s Moulton, Crowley, New York.

DEATHS.

New¥orK&Phjjadelpli a NewLine

To work

_STEAMERS._

_

Drug Clerk Wanted.
BOV 16 to 18 years of age; honest, intelligent
and active, to learn the Drug bushier. Address immediately I\ O. Bo* 678.
aprl8d6t

for New York.

Friendship, disg.

RAILROADS.

;_RAILROADS.

A

th, CGH, Mch 10, barque Goo M
Stanwood, Webber, from Boston, ar Feb 16, disg.
Sid fm Queenstown 6th inst, ship Fannie Tucker,
Greenleaf. Havre.
Sid fm Holyhead 2d inst, barque Annie Reed,
Crowell, (from Greenock) for Cisnfuegos.
Sid fm Is'e of
ight 3d inst. ship Caledonia, Potter, (from Havre) for New Orleans.
Ar at Santa Cruz Mch 20th, seb Hattie E King,
Crowley,*New York.
Sid fm Barbadoes Mch 18, soh M 0 Moseley, Dow,
Cape Haytl.
At Mayaguez Meb 22, soli Aldine, Dennison, from
New York.
Ar at St John. PR, Meh 21, sch Nellie Star, Colby
Fernandina.
Ar at' 'aibarien 4th inst, sch Carrie M Riohardson,
Richardson, New York.
Sid 8th, barques Arthur C Wade, Sherman, and
Ethel, Thompson, Boston.
Sid fm Cardenas 8tb inst. brigs Geo E Dale,Pierce,
and Atlas. Gray, Delaware Breakwater.
Ar 6th, brig Amy A Lane. Clifford, Portlank.
Ar at Matanzas 9tb, barques J S Winslow, Morton, Portland; S R Lyman, Pinkbam. Havana; 11th
sch Geo Walker, Thompson, Baranqullla.
Sid fm Sagua lmh, barque Jose R Lopes, Lelaud,
New York; sch Maud. Robinson, de.
At Bermnda Apl 13th, brig Stacy Clark, Stabl, fm

Grover, Esq.,
Rose, both of

Southport.
In Chelsea, Mas-., April 17, by Rev. E. C. Bolles,
D. D., of Salem, Dr. Chas. X. Ryan of New Fork
City, and Florenoe G., daughter of Frederick
Behrens, formerly of Portland.

WANTS.

MISCELLANEOUS

At Port Elizab

In this city, April 17. by Kev. Mr. Sonthwortb,
Chas. W. Westman of Portland and Miss Katie C.

_

on

Talcabuauo, to

MARRIAGES.

—

in

McU
IllSld fm Iquiqeload

land.
Ar at

AiBenovating Remedy

Every Lady

At Iloilo Fib 92, barque Tillio Baker, Boynton,
for Boston, ldg.
81d Feb 21, barque Chestina Redman, Elliot, foi
Boston, with sngar.
Ar at A'.melra 9tU inst, barque Keunard Downing, New Orleans)
Sid fm Zanzibar McU 26, barque Albert Russoll,
Curtis, Allepoy.
Sid fm Valparaiso Feb 25, ship Matilta. Merriman,

__

In the weekly mortuary reports of San Antonio, the Latin and Greek names of the diseasThis is an excellent idea. If a
es are given.
member of a family dies, it is consoling to the
survivors to read in the mortuary report that

jaundice, but icterus
apaticus. Nobody could reasonably

Chances.

Groves of Brunswick.
In Southport, April 16, by Freeman
Warren W. Webber and Miss Mary G.

[Texas Siftings.]
San Antonio’s Death Bate.

it was not all

semetary wid

shtoile,

acutus

no

ing-board-neTer-stay-in-tune
keys.”
“Och! never a happorth do

We’ve cropped quite short our lengthy hair,
We’ve smashed up all our crockery ware,

TOO

Took

‘Have ye any gud plannlee?” she asked, as
she stepped into a piano wareroom on Fast
Fourteenth street the other day, displaying a
prosperous-looking pocketbook. “I want wan
fur mo datter, who is cornin’ home from the

Guaranteed.

Cure

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treata specific for Hysteria,
Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental I>epr**ssion, Loss
of Memory, Spermatorrhoea, 1mpotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by overertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence^ which leads
ox will cure
to misery, decay and death. One
onth’s treatrecent cases Each box contains one
ment. One dollar a box, or six boxe for five dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. West A Co., guarantee six boxes
ment:

any case. With each order received for
boxes, acconn anied with five dollars, the prowill send the puichaser their written guarV
ante© to return the money If the treatment does not
effect a cure.
Guarantees issued through H H.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents n Portland,
Me., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.

to
six

cure

prietors

d*wly46

uovlb

FISTULA AND PILES.
WILLIAM READ, (M. D., Harvard 1842.) and
ROBERT M. READ, (M. D., Harvard 1876) have
asso iated themselves together at 41 Somerset street,
Boston, and give e-pecial a tent < n to the treatment
o- HMHJI A. I’ll,
N. AND ALL DIMEAMKSOP THG
tion from business.

BbtCTI7HI,without

deten-

Abundant references given.
Correspondence
answered.
Office hours—12 to 6 o clock P. M. feblO eod3m

IMPORTED

WINES &

LIQUORS

•f all hinds, in (he

ORIGINAL

PACKAGES,

—YOU MAIM BY—

R. STANLEY &
i^VOREtT

SON, Importers,
FOKTUND9IK.

D B~ i\ II. KEN ISON
Has

opened

an

office

in

Portland and can be found

No. 278 Middle St.,

com.

over

Edwards Si Walker’s
from
store,

i Hardware
0017

"April

Mb tovMlh.
dlf

Corn Packers!
PRESSES and Die* for the manuiactui •
Enquire of

ol Corn Cans tor tale.
SCREW

mh20dtf

BtHS"'*'11*

3IOBBH.li

